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Abstract

One of the key aspects of facing the global environmental crisis and achieving sus-
tainable development for future societies is re-thinking the way energy is produced
and managed to serve the demand. This perspective calls for new technologies and
methods for shaping how future power systems will operate for all residential, com-
mercial, and industrial sectors. However, such efforts would not be complete without
considering the particular case of isolated power systems, where additional challenges
emerge. Those become even more critical for isolated industrial power systems where
the restrictive environmental policies and regulations to be adopted may not be fa-
vorable to strict case-specific technical requirements. A characteristic example of this
comes from the Oil & Gas (O&G) industry, where the next-generation isolated offshore
platforms will integrate renewable energy, profoundly affecting the way those should
be operated.

This thesis considers the significant environmental impact of offshore O&G opera-
tions, and explores various concepts toward decarbonizing this sector and dealing with
the open technical challenges associated with the integration of renewable sources in a
cost-effective way. The ideas presented throughout the thesis target this goal and are
framed into a hierarchical structure where the use of energy storage is investigated as
a potential solution from various perspectives and considering different time scales.

The first idea being presented is an optimal techno-economical analysis of energy
storage that considers the uncertainty arising from both loading conditions and re-
newable (wind) power generation. This analysis enables decision makers to identify
proper storage sizing and system configurations that maximize wind penetration and
minimize fuel consumption. Nevertheless, modeling the uncertainty when consider-
ing the operation of such systems is not trivial and this can heavily impact the sizing
results. Then, a new method is developed to capture the effects of combined uncer-
tainties more accurately by generalizing the underlying patterns from the available
datasets using statistical learning. This allowsmore accurate estimation of the potential
techno-economical benefits created by the energy storage integration.

We then note that the above analyses refer to the daily operation of an O&G
platform using historical information for longer reference periods (i.e., years) and even
though this is useful for the investment decision process, this does not capture the
effects of real-time operation. To address that, in the following chapters, this thesis
revisits the problemof optimal operation under uncertainty from the real-time dispatch
time scale (sub-hourly). One of the major challenges related to this time scale is the
presence of sudden variations and non-smooth transitions in both load andwind power
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vi ▶ ABSTRACT

generation. Those further complicate the problemof deciding the optimal commitment
and dispatch of the conventional power generating units, in the presence of additional
degrees of freedom that come from the energy storage, which acts as a connecting rod
across time. This thesis thus presents a method devised for that purpose that exploits
available historical data and machine learning to better quantify such non-anticipated
events, and that leads to better energy management decisions while considering several
objectives (environmental, economical, and technical) simultaneously. The potential of
this energy management algorithm is demonstrated through case studies where fuel
consumption, operational costs, and switching of the conventional units are reduced
compared to the corresponding deterministic state-of-the-art-method.

The challenges of renewable integration for isolated systems are, however, dis-
tributed in various time scales, where the optimal decisions taken on one time scale
may affect the system in another (shorter) one. One of the most notorious problems
in isolated power systems is that of real-time active power balancing and frequency
regulation. This becomes even more important for the case of isolated offshore O&G
platforms that integrate renewable energy, and this not only because of the reduced
system inertia but also because of the sudden yet large scale active power variations
resulting from various operations. Narrowing to such time scales and further deeper
in this thesis, new methods are developed that leverage historical data with proba-
bilistic machine learning and risk to optimally coordinate the use of conventional
units and energy storage to regulate the grid frequency while simultaneously tracking
a techno-economical optimal operation under uncertain conditions. Such methods
are focused on finding optimal control laws and allocating optimal storage capacity
and primary reserves, providing frequency support with bounded and pre-defined
deviation from the system’s optimal operating point, while ensuring frequency stability.
In this way, decisions satisfying objectives at higher time scales do not heavily inter-
fere with technical requirements from lower ones, alleviating the impact of optimal
energy management decisions, under user-defined risk acceptance and corresponding
theoretical guarantees, paving the way toward fully autonomous and sustainable O&G
platforms.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

It only takes one quick web search with the keywords “humanity global challenges”
to realize that the energy problem is one of them. The United Nations (UN) has
listed climate change and the human fingerprint on GreenHouse Gas (GHG) emissions
among its list of high priority global issues [1]. UNESCO has put the topic of “Emissions
Free Technology: Changing the Fossil Fuel Paradigm” among the top and most compelling
challenges for the future of humanity and the planet [2] and toward the implementation
of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as defined byUN (no. 7 - affordable and clean
energy). Clean and renewable electricity is also listed among the global challenges by the
World Resources Institute [3] while the Global Challenges Foundation has put sustainable
development for addressing global climate change and meeting the growing energy
demand efficiently among the challenges needing global cooperation [4].

It is now clear why approaching the solution of such a great-scale problem requires
global efforts and cooperation, established by international agreements (i.e., Paris
Agreement, Kyoto Protocol) and radical policies such as the target set by the European
Green Deal for Europe to be the world’s first carbon-neutral continent by 2050 [5].
Achieving this requires strict regulations and energy policies across all different energy-
related sectors such as the built environment, transportation, and power generation as
well as across all types of energy consuming industries.

In that aspect, the O&G industry is deemed amongst the most emissions inten-
sive, with the production and use of O&G accounting for over half of GHG emissions
associated with energy consumption [6]. As an example, we may consider the O&G
production in UK during 2018, which generated around 13.2 million tonnes ofCO2

emissions, with around 74% of them being the result of “in-situ” electric power gen-
eration from own gas production [7]. Such emissions become even more critical for
offshore operations where those can be easily spread across larger areas due to the high
wind conditions that favor pollutants dispersion, maximizing their detrimental impact
[8, 9]. This is the case for the offshore O&G production in theNorwegian Continental
Shelf (NCS)where the generated emissions (13.3 MtCO2 equivalent) were responsible
for around 26.6% of the total Norwegian GHGs in 2020 [10, 11]. Considering that
Norway was Europe’s largest O&G producer in 2020 and that it covers about 2.3% of
the global oil demand and 2.9% of the global natural gas demand [12], this highlights

3
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the potential and significance of decarbonizing O&G operations, especially offshore,
in achieving Europe’s tight climate change targets. Such targets are then reflected in
adopting proper national policies and regulations, as is the case for Norway, which
aims for a 50-55% emissions reduction by 2030 compared to 1990 [13]. Similar targets
have now been adopted by all EU countries through the “Fit for 55” package [5]. In
addition, as has been expressed by the O&G UK (OGUK) and Offshore Energies UK
(OEUK) organizations, the UK aims for a world-leading low-carbon offshore industry
accounting for only 0.5 million tonnes of GHG emissions by 2050 [7]. Most of those
policies share a common ground when it comes to the replacement of “in-situ” power
generation with green power sources [7] and taking advantage of the North Sea region,
which has a capacity target of 300 GW for offshore wind power by 2050 [14].

The implementation of the aforementioned regulations and policies also affects
the strategy for development of world-leading O&G industries, such as the Norwegian
Equinor ASA. In particular, the integration of RES (focusing onwind power) in offshore
O&Gplatforms has been proposed by the construction of offshorewind farms at nearby
locations. This idea is currently being implemented through theHywind-Tampen project
[15], which is expected to be completed by 2022. For that project, 11 wind turbines
with a combined capacity of 88 MW will provide renewable power locally to the
remote platforms (about 140 km off the Norwegian coast), aiming for significant
emissions reductions, estimated to 200,000 tonnes ofCO2 and 1,000 tonnes ofNOx

per year. Similar intentions have been also expressed by the Crown Estate Scotland
where recent studies [16] promote the integration of offshore O&G platforms with
wind energy under the Innovation and Targeted Oil and Gas (INTOG) initiative [17],
using combined wind and Gas Turbine (GT) generators in parallel.

However, introducing intermittent RES to a power system with highly variable
operating conditions, such as the offshore O&G platforms, is directly dependent on
the capability to store energy. As it has been remarkably stated in [17]:

“The variability of power is considered the biggest technical challenge to the inte-
gration of offshore wind and oil and gas infrastructure”

From that, it is then straightforward to understand the significance and potential
contribution of integrating an Energy Storage System (ESS) to such systems.

It is a fact that battery technologies have been greatly improved in recent years as a
result of the continuous breakthroughs and improvements related to the energy density
and specific energy characteristics [18]. This has allowed for the widespread adoption
of batteries in several industries (i.e., road and maritime transport sectors), positioning
it as an adequately reliable andmature technological solution for other sectors to adopt.
In addition, following global trends in battery system costs [19] and, in particular, cost
projections of lithium-ion technology [20], it is straightforward to observe a consensus
that prices are expected to keep falling in upcoming years. For example, as has been
projected by the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), the installed costs
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of battery storage systems could fall by two-thirds (66%) by 2030 [21]. Such forecasts
have also promoted the use of batteries in power system applications, paving the way
for utility-scale batteries [22, 23]. This fact is also supported by the recent and expected
improvements to the round-trip efficiencies [18], which have a particularly important
role in the scalability of Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs). An important aspect
that is also facilitating the reduction of batteries’ prices comes from diminishing the
marginal production cost by using large-scale mass production facilities, the so-called
megafactories. Several such facilities are currently under construction in countries all
over the globe, with Norway being one of them [24, 25], further supporting its role in
the renewable transition.

It is then not surprising that BESSs are becoming a popular choice for the port-
folio of renewable power providers. Not only can BESSs help toward smoothing of
the power provision by RESs, but given a considerable size, they can also provide
operational flexibility and support the grid. Such features, though beneficial to any
kind of power system, are particularly important for remote isolated grids. One rel-
evant and interesting application comes from the integration of offshore wind with
batteries, as is the case for the Batwind project from Equinor. This shows the potential
for BESSs to contribute toward making renewable energy more cost competitive for
several applications. Such solutions have also been investigated for the case of offshore
O&G installations, where hybrid power plants enable increased efficiency and lower
emissions, as is the case for the deep-waterWest Mira oil rig in the North Sea [26].

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

1.2.1 Motivation

Following the facts from the previous section, it now becomes clear that the integration
of RESs and BESSs in the offshore O&G industry is linked with several benefits and
is deemed necessary to achieve the strict environmental goals as described. How-
ever, achieving this technological transition for the case of remote isolated offshore
power systems is accompanied by various challenges entangling and complicating its
implementation.

Such remote power systems, which are governed by stochastic power injections and
time varying inertia due to intermittent dispatch of the conventional units, are prone to
various technical problems in different time scales, ranging from sub-optimal operation
to power quality issues. The time-varying loads and the intermittent renewable power
injections result in uncertain dynamics that not only affect the safe operation of these
grids but also complicate the ESS sizing problem, which, in practice, involves not only
technical but also economical decision criteria.

The basic components that are typically parts of a modern isolated industrial
power system, include conventional power generation units that are used as base units,
different types of loads depending on the type of relevant equipment, some kind of
RES (i.e., wind power), and an ESS acting as the multi-time scale energy buffer between
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generation and consumption. That is also the case for the power systems within the
offshore O&G industry. Then, three main questions (Q1-Q3) naturally arise:

Q1: How can we size an ESS (i.e., BESS) to provide operational flexibility and increased
efficiency in isolated (industrial) power systems that integrate RESs in an economically effec-
tive way and under the presence of multiple uncertainties?

Q2: Given an available ESS in such isolated power systems, how should we operate the
various power-related assets, to achieve economical and environmental efficient and sustain-
able operation, when the system is affected by the same sources of uncertainty as for the sizing
problem, acting in multiple time scales?

Q3: Even under properly sized and managed ESSs, how can we further exploit them to
provide ancillary grid services with minimum interaction between goals set on a higher time
scale compared to the one of the power system dynamics?

As has been stated by Sebastian Bringsværd, head of floating wind development at
Equinor [27]:

“The value in storage is not necessarily in the amount of energy you can store, but
how you optimize, control and offer smarter energy solutions.”

It is therefore clear that benefits emerging from the integration of ESS spanning
multiple time scales depend on the way this is controlled. It is also true that different
storage-related problems, depending on the decision-makers’ perspective, share com-
mon sources of uncertainty. From the cost-benefit point of view, we have the sizing
and EMS design problems and from the grid services, the control design problem.
However, decisions concerning the future must be made here and now, in the absence
of future information. Therefore, although both decisions (sizing and control) refer to
future system operation, uncertainty needs to be inferred from available observations
of the past.

Typical alternatives involve the use of deterministic reference time periods leading
to certainty-equivalent problems, which fail to generalize on possible future outcomes.
Others consider the extreme (and likely non-representative) cases, even if those are
very unlikely to happen, leading to over-conservatism sacrificing potential benefits.
Others rely on point forecasts for decision making, but the extrapolation quality is
highly dependent on the method, the available data, and the time horizon considered.
Most importantly, high-quality extrapolation is still an open mathematical (statistical)
challenge.
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1.2.2 Aim of the thesis

Therefore, aiming for sustainable isolated offshore O&G platforms, the idea proposed
through this PhD thesis is the integration of appropriately sized battery energy stor-
age (BESS) to the platform’s power system and the development of smart EMSs and
control algorithms to operate it. The goal of the proposed solutions is to compensate
the stochasticity of the intermittent renewable power generation, considering at the
same time the different possible operational patterns and lack of system information
(i.e., plant model, disturbance model). The methods developed and described in the
following chapters are related to the sizing and control of the storage system from the
longer term techno-economic optimization and grid services provision perspectives,
presenting potential benefits in multiple time scales, which are naturally linked on the
energy level through the ESS and under the same sources of uncertainty.

As explained before, different uncertainty modelling approaches can be followed
depending the selected degree of conservatism and the availability of historical infor-
mation. To that aim, data-driven methods are explored throughout this PhD thesis,
to leverage uncertainty modelling assumptions due to lack of future information,
by combining statistical analysis and probabilistic machine learning, justifying the
“Data-driven” part of the thesis title.

1.3 THESIS OUTLINE

The holistic research approach followed in this thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.1. To
highlight the inter-dependencies among the publications produced as part of the re-
search outcomes of this thesis and the research questions, following the conceptual
framework graphically summarized in Figure 1.1, we provide the flowchart in Figure
1.2 and then a short description of each chapter of this thesis. Each chapter is associated

sizing EMS control
“hours” “minutes” “seconds” 𝑡𝑡

sizing

… …
EMS

control

+ -

sizing EMS control

FIGURE 1.1. Thesis graphical abstract and hierarchical approach representation
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C1, J1

Energy storage 
techno-economic sizing

J2, J4

Energy storage
management & scheduling

C3, J3

Energy storage control 
& frequency support

FIGURE 1.2. Conceptual flowchart and publications allocation

with one of the publications as presented in Dissemination of research.

Chapter 2: In the second chapter of this thesis, the research context and themethod-
ological approach are presented, along with an extended summary of the whole thesis
itself. The intention of this chapter is to give the reader all the relevant theoretical/-
scientific background associated with the work presented in detail in the rest of the
chapters, as well as a standalone limited version of those, presenting the main devel-
oped methods and results.

Chapter 3: In the third chapter, a preliminary approach is presented for the techno-
economic sizing of a BESS under uncertainty. The effect of various system parameters
is demonstrated through a sensitivity analysis, leading to some first insights regarding
the optimal configuration of offshore O&G platforms that integrate wind power and
ESS.

Chapter 4: In the fourth chapter, a data-driven methodology for the techno-
economic sizing of a BESS under multiple and coupled uncertainties is presented. The
developed methodology is suitable for 2-stage Stochastic Optimization (so) problems
with multi-dimensional uncertainties and mixed integer recourse and is demonstrated
for the case of a wind-powered O&G platform in which the GTs units can be shut
down or turned on during the expected operation.

Chapter 5: In the fifth chapter, the focus is transferred to the operational problem
and how to optimally design the EMS for the case of wind-powered O&G platforms
that integrate a BESS. A data-driven methodology is derived, shedding light on the po-
tential benefits when considering the uncertainty from the rapidly varying operational
conditions and wind intermittency. The method is formulated as a control problem,
making its applicability straightforward and suitable to cases where non-smooth dis-
turbances affect a power system.

Chapter 6: In the sixth chapter, a data-driven control design method is presented
for providing frequency support with an ESS. Again, the target application is isolated
O&G platforms that integrate wind power. The proposed method offers user-defined
risk-dependent concurrent control and sizing designs for the ESS.
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Chapter 7: In the seventh chapter, a data-driven multi-objective control frame-
work is presented for isolated power systems that integrate stochastic wind power
injections and a BESS. Different uncertainty approaches and control parametrizations
are compared, leading to various stochastic controllers with different probabilistic per-
formance. The proposed framework is capable of providing simultaneous frequency
regulation and State of Charge (SoC) tracking for the ESS.

Chapter 8: In the eighth chapter, an advanced data-driven EMS version is derived,
building upon the EMS algorithm presented in Chapter 5, for the case of isolated
industrial power systems. The developed EMS integrates safety guarantees for the
continuous system operation along with its optimization goals, including techno-
economic objectives. The primary control layer is designed to optimally integrate the
ESS contribution while respecting optimal schedules defined in a higher time-scale.
An adaptive uncertainty quantification framework is proposed that can capture rapid
variations of the net load, leading to a time-varying control framework that can guar-
antee a user-defined probabilistic demand satisfaction.

Chapter 9: In the ninth and final chapter of this thesis, the main conclusions are
presented along with comments, discussions, and future work perspectives.

1.4 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

In this section, the main scientific contributions are summarized. The following
contributions are derived from the scientific publications related to this thesis and
presented in detail in Chapters 3 to 8:

• propose an optimal ESS sizing methodology for isolated power systems with
significant RES penetration. Such methodology considers the relationship be-
tween the optimization problem and uncertainty modelling, accounting for the
effects of coupled load and RES uncertainties.

• propose a predictive EMS for isolated power systems, which integrates mul-
tiple objectives and is capable of quantifying very short-term uncertainties to
optimally manage the system under irregular events, relying just on past infor-
mation.

• provide guidelines for concurrent sizing and control design of ESSs, for ro-
bust frequency regulation of isolated ac power systems, under user-defined
conservatism.

• propose a control framework for achieving simultaneous frequency regulation
and SoC tracking for isolated ac power systems with a BESS, under stochastic
RES power injections, model uncertainty, and different control policies.
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• propose an EMS for isolated ac power systems, capable of simultaneously achiev-
ing optimal scheduling and secure system operation under dynamic uncertainty
considerations and bounded impact on the ESS schedule.

Besides those, we also summarize contributions not directly related to the PhD
thesis but derived during the PhD project period:

• propose the use of a multi-functional converter for integration of a BESS in
O&G platforms, responsible for providing local compensation to increase local
power quality. An algorithm is proposed that optimally adjusts the multiple
services given power capacity restrictions from the BESS converter.

• propose a method for simultaneous sizing and siting of droop-controlled dis-
tributed generators to guarantee optimal current sharing and safe grid operation,
for DC microgrids with constant power loads.
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CHAPTER 2

Research Context and Methodology

This chapter aims to overview the thesis while focusing on: a) the methodological
parts leveraged during the PhD, b) the discussions regarding the main outcomes and
contributions of the papers included in the following chapters, and c) the conceptual
connections among these papers. The chapter starts by giving some basic background
information about the most relevant mathematical concepts and most useful tools
for our purposes. This part emphasizes the relevance of the concepts and tools to the
proposed methods, however, such concepts and tools will be presented in even greater
detail in each corresponding chapter. The information below acts thus as the minimum
required basis for better understanding the developments presented in the thesis, their
assumptions, and the associated potential directions for improvement. This will be
followed by an extended unified summary of the papers, where the main ideas and
results are presented under a single integrated framework that encompasses the core
contributions of this thesis.

2.1 BACKGROUND MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS

2.1.1 Approaches to Uncertain Optimization

Uncertainty can be integrated into an optimization problem in several ways, depending
on the perspective of the decision maker and the context of the problem itself. Thus,
different degrees of conservatism can be represented by different formulations. To
illustrate that, and without loss of generality, we consider the minimization problem of
a cost function J(θ, δ) that depends on both decisions variables θ ∈ Θ ⊆ Rd and the
uncertainty realization (random sample) δ ∈ ∆. As such, the general problem can be
expressed in the most general way as

min
θ∈Θ

{J(θ, δ))}. (2.1)

If the worst-case paradigm is to be followed, meaning that the decision will be guaran-
teed against all possible uncertainty realizations, no matter their probability distribu-
tion, then the following Robust Optimization (ro) problem is to be solved

min
θ∈Θ

[
max
δ∈∆

J(θ, δ)

]
(2.2)

13
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where δ is allowed to take any possible value in ∆. However, such a paradigm can
be over-conservative and rather pessimistic with respect to reality. An additional
difficulty stems from the way∆ is considered, which in most of the cases is simply a
hyper-rectangle of the form

[
δ, δ
]
, the limits of which may be hard to define based on

real-life experience.
Another approach stems from the use of a probability measure P over∆ and the

expected cost. In this case, the decision maker is interested in making a good decision
on average, expressed by the problem

min
θ∈Θ

E∆ [J(θ, δ)] = min
θ∈Θ

[∫
∆
J(θ, δ) dP

]
(2.3)

where the above Lebesgue integral expresses the average cost of the objective function
over the probability space of the events included in∆. In practice, formulation eq. (2.3)
can be very challenging to solve (numerically or analytically) since i) a closed form for
P is required and ii) even for a numerical approximation, for high dimensional spaces,
∆ (which represents almost the standard case in real-life applications) can be computa-
tionally intractable to solve the multidimensional integral. This can be circumvented
with specialized techniques for sampling P and using the Sample Average Approxima-
tion (SAA), but such approaches come with their own challenges. Nevertheless, even
if we are able to solve/approximate eq. (2.3), leading to less conservatism compared
to eq. (2.2) (i.e., J(θ∗|eq. (2.3)) ≤ J(θ∗|eq. (2.2)), where θ∗ is the optimal value argu-
ment), the solution is highly dependent on the way P is considered/estimated/defined
and thus the optimization result can have high variance.

An alternative approach to leverage conservatism of ro eq. (2.2) is to allow for a
probabilistic satisfaction of the uncertainty induced constraints. In other words, we
aim to optimize over a reduced set of the uncertainty space/domain∆ϵ ⊂ ∆, meaning
that we leave out of the problem the set/domain∆−∆ϵ, the probability of which is
P{∆−∆ϵ} = ϵ. Equivalently sinceP{∆} = P{∆ϵ∪(∆−∆ϵ)} = 1 ⇒ P{∆ϵ} =
1−ϵ, meaning that the probability of the uncertainty domain over which we eventually
optimize is 1− ϵ. This way of modulating robustness leads to the chance-constrained
version of eq. (2.1) problem, expressed as

min
θ∈Θ,∆ϵ∈R

[
max
δ∈∆ϵ

J(θ, δ)

]
. (2.4)

The reason for placing∆ϵ among the optimization variables is that we are searching
for reduced sets∆ϵ that will give us the best improvement of the cost function with
respect to the worst-case performance or, in other words, we seek to leave out the set
∆−∆ϵ, which will give the best improvement of the optimal value performance. So if
θ ∈ Θδ is the feasibility set of eq. (2.4) (or equivalently of eq. (2.2) when considering
∆ϵ instead of∆), then by the chance-constrained formulation, it holds that

θ∗ = argmin
θ∈Θδ

[
max
δ∈∆ϵ

J(θ, δ)

]
⇒ P{δ ∈ ∆ : θ∗ ∈ Θδ} ≥ 1− ϵ, (2.5)
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meaning that the solution of the robust problem with the reduced uncertainty set is
guaranteed against any constraint from the original set (including the unseen uncer-
tainty set) by a probability of at least 1 − ϵ. Nevertheless, numerically computing
the solution of eq. (2.4) is extremely demanding in the general case. Indeed, easing
such a computation would require not only knowing a closed form of the probability
function—something that happens in extremely rare cases—but also avoiding curses of
dimensionality associated with the fact that the space of the uncertain parameters typi-
cally increases in time. Finally, the Random Variables (RV s) typically interact (i.e., are
not independent), implying thatP is a multivariate distribution for which the analytical
(or at least numerically fast) solution of eq. (2.4) still remains an open mathematical
problem.

Scenario Approach

Despite the difficulties presented above, in recent years, a new theory has been con-
structed to address the problem of solving eq. (2.4) by means of randomly sampling
instances of the uncertainty and without requiring the explicit knowledge of the dis-
tribution P. The only requirements are related to the structure of the optimization
problem and the feasibility domain, which need to be convex. The following paragraphs
summarize, then, the main reasoning behind such a scenario approach (sa).

Consider then that for a given point
(
θ̄, J̄

)
the risk function is defined as

R
(
θ̄, J̄

)
= P

{
δ : J

(
θ̄, δ
)
> J̄

}
. (2.6)

One may then express the same concept through the violation set of a givenΘδ set, i.e.,
that quantity definable as the set {δ ∈ ∆ : θ ̸∈ Θδ}. Then, the violation probability
of θ ∈ Θδ (or simply the probability of the violation set) is defined as

V(θ) = P{δ ∈ ∆ : θ ̸∈ Θδ} (2.7)

Conceptually, bounding the violation function by ϵ is interpreted as keeping the risk
that the optimal solution is violating a constraint emerging from a δ ∈ ∆ less than ϵ,
which is mathematically expressed as

R(θ∗, J∗) ≤ ϵ⇒ P{δ ∈ ∆ : θ∗ ̸∈ Θδ} ≤ ϵ⇒ V(θ∗) ≤ ϵ (2.8)

where θ∗, J∗ is the optimal solution and the optimal objective value associated to
eq. (2.4). As a remark, we note that the sa differs from other uncertain optimization
approachesmentioned in section 2.1.1 in the sense that sa relies only on a finite number
of random occurrences of the uncertain parameters to leverage robustness and risk.
In other words, sa solves the chance constrained problem eq. (2.4) without explicitly
considering any specific probability measure over∆.

Then, generatingN Independent and Identically Distributed (i.i.d.) random sam-
ples δi distributed each as P means generating a multi-dimensional sample δ =
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(δ1, . . . , δN ) ∈ ∆N distributed asPN . Each of the components in thismulti-dimensional
sample induces a deterministic constraint, resulting in a different feasible solution
space denoted by the setΘδi . Therefore, the combined feasible space for eq. (2.4) when
including the multi-sample δ is

θ ∈
⋂

i=1,...,N

Θδi . (2.9)

This approach corresponds to approximating the difficult-to-solve chance constrained
problem given by eq. (2.4) by means of a robust optimization program with a finite
number of constraints. The latter can then be solved efficiently by numerical solvers.
Note that this approximation may be especially precise (and thus the solution one
obtains with the latter be close “enough” to the original one) especially when the
number of scenarios is thoughtfully selected.

We also note that the combined feasible space defined in eq. (2.9) is such that when
solving the robust program for the multi-sample, giving us the optimal decisions and
cost (θ∗(δ1, . . . , δN ), J∗(δ1, . . . , δN )) correspondingly, we get guarantees regarding
the amount of the probability space that is excluded when solving the chance con-
strained problem eq. (2.4). Alternatively, this robust program is a finite representation
of eq. (2.4) for the same risk level. However, since δ is random, thenR(θ∗(δ), J∗(δ))
is also aRV . Finding how thisRV is distributed is explained by the main theorems
from [1], which can be summarized as

PN{V(θ∗) > ϵ} ≤
d∑
i

(
N

i

)
ϵi(1− ϵ)i ⇒

PN{R(θ∗(δ), J∗(δ)) ≤ ϵ} ≥ 1−
d∑
i

(
N

i

)
ϵi(1− ϵ)i

(2.10)

This means that the probability that we violate an unseen constraint with a probability
higher than ϵ is no bigger than a value that depends on the sample size N and the
problem’s complexity d. Equivalently, the probability that risk is small (bounded by ϵ)
is greater than the cumulative distribution of a BetaRV ∼ B(d,N − d+1) . The risk
is dominated by a Beta distribution and therefore, the same guarantees required for
the solution in eq. (2.5) hold for a finite random sample without explicitly specifying
P. The theorem expressed in eq. (2.10) can also be simplified through a mathematical
manipulation to the following version, which is easier to implement in practice [1]:

for any ϵ ∈ (0, 1) (risk parameter) and β ∈ (0, 1) (confidence parameter),
if the number of scenariosN satisfies

N ≥ 2

ϵ

(
ln

1

β
+ d− 1

)
, (2.11)

then with probability≥ 1− β, it holds that J∗(δ) is ϵ−risk guaranteed,
that is, P{δ ∈ ∆ : J(θ∗, δ) > J∗} ≤ ϵ.
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The theorem above states that if we selectN random scenarios, then we can be
“very” confident (more formally, in the sense of letting 1− β → 1) that the solution
we get θ∗ from the problem

min
θ∈Θ

[
max

i=1,...,N
J(θ, δi)

]
(2.12)

will satisfy constraints with a probability higher than ϵ for other random samples
that were not included in the N scenarios used to solve eq. (2.12). This theorem
provides a user-friendly way to computeN , and this enhances the applicability of the
overall approach when this needs to be calculated several times, such as in cases of
rolling horizon numerical optimal control. In practice, the user-defined confidence
parameter can be set very low (i.e., β = 10−7) meaning that we can be very confident
that the violation probability will be limited by ϵ. However, a major implementation
difficulty arises when, even for relatively large ϵ, the optimization problems complexity
is large, meaning that d is a large number. For this case, the sa has been extended to
include guarantees for arbitrary scenario removal, meaning that the decision maker
has a degree of freedom in increasing the risk they are willing to take, so that some
constraints can be removed, leading to less computationally-demanding optimization
problems. In addition, very lately extensions of the theory have been proposed for the
case of unstructured optimization problems (i.e., non-convex case), lifting some of the
limitation of the initial sa and providing powerful guarantees for the case of integer
optimization programs.

2.1.2 Stochastic Optimization and Mixed-Integer Linear Programming

As seen previously, the approach of uncertainty modelling within an optimization
problem highly depends on the information available, on the type (structure) of the
problem itself, and on the choice of the decision maker (which may be application-
specific and affected by other human-related factors). However, a very interesting case
emerges when the optimization problem can be expressed as a Linear Program (LP)
or a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP). This particular structure has been deeply
investigated in the field of Operational Research due to the simplicity of the solution
procedures in LPs (i.e., the so-called simplex algorithm), the possibility to integrate
multiple stages and sequential decisions in the same problem, and the vast applica-
bility in several scientific domains and engineering principles. Among the various
approaches, the so framework has proven to be significantly useful for integrating
uncertainty into multi-stage problems under some sort of risk [2].

Two-stage stochastic optimization

Many engineering problems such as the sizing of components can be cast as two-stage
so programs. In this subcategory, the optimization variables are divided into two sets:
the first-stage decision variables x and the second-stage variables y. The first-stage
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variables represent the here-and-now decisions that the decision maker needs to make
(i.e., the size of equipment) and the second-stage variables represent the wait-and-
see decisions (the so-called recourse action) that basically depend on the realization
of uncertainty. Therefore, if ξ ∈ Ω is the vector of random (uncertain) parameters,
which take values from an event spaceΩ indexed by ω, the second-stage variables can
be expressed as function of the unveiled uncertainty and the first-stage decision, i.e.,
as y(x, ω). To clarify the notation and improve readability, we note that a random
outcome from the event spaceΩ is denoted as ξ(ω). Moreover, the sequential decision
problem can be expressed as

x
yields−−→ ξ(ω)

yields−−→ y(x, ω). (2.13)

Again we consider a minimization problem (without loss of generality) for which the
objective functionF (x, ξ) is also aRV since it is a function of the first-stage decisions
and the random parameters. The stochastic problem can then be written in its standard
form as

SP = min
x

{F (x, ξ) | Ax ≥ b ∩ x ≥ 0}

= min
x

{cTx+ Eξ [Q(x, ξ)] | Ax ≥ b ∩ x ≥ 0}
(2.14)

where for a particular realization ξ(ω), the mixed integer recourse functionQ(x, ξ)
is defined as

Q(x, ξ(ω)) = min
y

{q(ω)Ty(ω) |W (ω)y(ω) ≥ h(ω)− T (ω)x ∩ y(ω) ≥ 0

∩ yb ⊂ y : yb ∈ {0, 1}}.
(2.15)

The objective function F (x, ξ) is thus composed by two parts, one related to the
first-stage decisions and the recourse function, which depends on the uncertainty
realization. As it is easy to observe, the feasible space for the first-stage is fixed and
denoted as

X = {x | Ax ≥ b ∩ x ≥ 0} (2.16)

while the feasible space for the second stage depends on the first-stage decision and
the particular uncertainty realization and is denoted as

Y(x, ξ(ω)) = {y(ω) |W (ω)y(ω) ≥ h(ω)− T (ω)x ∩ y(ω) ≥ 0

∩ yb ⊂ y : yb ∈ {0, 1}}
(2.17)

where yb ⊂ y is the subset of second-stage variables, which are binaries, representing
the integrality constraints of the problem. The recourse value problem is then given as

RV = min
x

{Eξ [F (x, ξ)] | x ∈ X} = min
x

{Eξ [Q(x, ξ)] | x ∈ X} (2.18)
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By taking a finite number of samples (i.e., ω = 1, . . . , |Ω|) and using the SAA technique
[2], we canwrite the deterministic equivalent formulation of the recourse value problem
as

min
x,y

{cTx +

|Ω|∑
ω=1

π(ω)q(ω)Ty(ω)}

Ax ≥b
T (1)x +W (1)y(1) ≥h(1)
... . . . ...
T (|Ω|)x +W (|Ω|)y(|Ω|) ≥h(|Ω|)

x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, yb ∈ {0, 1}

(2.19)

where y(ω) represents the scenario-specific second-stage variables, π(ω) and the
corresponding probability of scenario ω. Those problems can become very large and
computationally intractable even for a relatively small number of scenarios |Ω| since
MILPs are combinatorial NP-complete problems and scale poorly with the number
of binary variables. On the other hand, increasing the dimensionality of the uncer-
tain parameters ξ ∈ Ωmeans that to accurately capture/describe Ω, we should use
several scenarios. Higher computational efficiency (lower computational times) can
be achieved in some cases by using decomposition techniques (i.e., Benders). How-
ever, the presence of binaries in the second stage makes the recourse non-convex and
thus approximating Eξ [Q(x, ξ)] becomes challenging. Specialized branch-and-bound
methods incorporating cuts can then be used, as mentioned later, but still the numer-
ical complexity of such problems remains an open challenge. On that perspective,
this thesis proposes a heuristic (as explained later in section 2.2.1) that facilitates the
solution of two-stage stochastic programs with integer recourse. This technique is
then demonstrated for the particular application of energy storage sizing in an isolated
power system that integrates renewable sources and dispatchable units.

The benefits for solving a stochastic optimization problem compared to its simpler
model variations can be expressed through commonly used metrics such as the Value
of Stochastic Solution. For this calculation, the Expected Value problem is considered as

EV = min
x

{F (x,Eξ [ξ]) | x ∈ X} (2.20)

where the uncertain vector ξ is replaced by its expected value, the latter numerically
approximated by the sample average of the considered scenarios. The solution of
eq. (2.20) gives the optimal decision x∗

d (Eξ [ξ]). Taking the expectation of the EV, we
then get the problem

EEV = Eξ [F (x
∗
d (Eξ [ξ]) , ξ)] (2.21)

which represents the part of the recourse problem from eq. (2.14) for a given first-stage
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decision. Finally, the Value of Stochastic Solution can be computed as

V SS = RV − EEV ⇒
V SS = min

x
{Eξ [F (x, ξ)] | x ∈ X} − Eξ [F (x

∗
d (Eξ [ξ]) , ξ)] .

(2.22)

Solution procedure

As mentioned before, stochastic optimization problems with binary variables can be
very hard to solve due to the combinatorial nature of the binary decisions and the
multiple scenarios required to represent the probability measure. Thus, when the
feasible set is large, a divide-and-conquer strategy can be applied to solve the problem
by partitioning it into smaller subsets, solving each of them independently and then
selecting the best solution of all. Most importantly, itmay be not necessary to solve all of
these problems, since to prove the optimally of the original problem, it can be sufficient
just to find Lower Bounds (LBs) on the individuals. This is also the reasoning behind
one of the most useful and typically implemented in commercial solvers algorithm, the
Branch-and-Bound.

The algorithm starts by solving a relaxed version of the original problem in which
constraints yb ∈ {0, 1} are relaxed into yb ∈ [0, 1]. The solution to this problem
provides the best possible LB, since no integrality constraints are considered at all.
Then, a binary variable y(k)b is selected for branching leading to two different problem
variants, that is y(k)b = 0 ∨ y

(k)
b = 1. The two problems now include one additional

constraint depending on the branch and they are solved independently. At this point
there are four alternative outcomes: i) the problem is infeasible, ii) the best objective is
worst (bigger) than the current best solution (incumbent)), iii) a feasible solution to the
original problem is found (all integrality constraints are satisfied) providing an Upper
Bound (UB) on the objective of the original problem, and iv) none of the previous is
true and the search continuous deeper in the same branch by selecting a new (different)
variabley(k+1)

b for further branching, adding onemore layer to the tree search. In any of
the cases i-iii, the corresponding branch is pruned (fathoming of the candidate solution)
since it cannot give any better solution by keep searching this particular branch, which
means, in practice, adding more constraints. In case iii), the candidate solution is kept
to the memory and then compared to other possible solutions from other branches
being explored. The best LB up to that moment becomes the new (updated) LB. In this
way, the whole combinatorial tree representing the feasible solutions to the problems
is efficiently explored until a preset relative difference between UB and LB (duality
gap) is reached.

Modern MILPs solvers enhance the efficiency of Branch-and-Bound by including
presolve and problem conditioning steps where the size of the problem is reduced and
the formulation is tightened, adding cutting planes that cut off relaxation solutions,
implementing rules for branching variable selection to limit the search tree size, and
using primal heuristics for finding integer feasible solutions. Nevertheless, problems
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described as in eq. (2.19) still remain challenging to solve especially when considering
the dependency of the result on the scenario set used, as a discrete representation of a
potentially continuous and multivariate distribution function.

Scenario Reduction

A common practice in solving such problems is reducing their size by considering
smaller subsets of the original scenario set by implementing scenario reduction (sr)
techniques. Such algorithms are trying to find subsets from the original scenario
set that accurately describe the original problem by losing the minimum amount of
information. Again this task is not trivial since it involves probability distances and
relates to the so-calledMonge-Kantorovitch transportation problem, which for the case of
discrete probability distributions can be cast as the following optimization problem

min
J

{∑
i∈J

πimin
j /∈J

cT (ξ
i, ξj) : J ⊂ {1, . . . , |Ω|} | |J | = |Ω| − |Ωs|

}
(2.23)

where J is the index set of the scenarios to be removed from the initial scenario
set Ω, which has |Ω| scenarios. The set Ωs is the set of preserved scenarios with a
predefined scenarios number |Ωs|, πi is the discrete probability of scenario ξi, and
cT (·) is a multidimensional distance metric. Equation (2.23) is known as the optimal
reduction problem and is a 0-1 NP-hard problem and the functional to be minimized
inside eq. (2.23) is the Kantorovich distance (DK(P,Q)), which measures the distance
between (multivariate) distributions P,Q, and its value is given as the optimal value of
a linear transportation problem. To solve eq. (2.23) efficiently, many heuristic algorithms
have been proposed with one of the most popular (and the one used throughout this
thesis) being the Fast Forward Selection (FFS). A visual demonstration of the algorithm
is provided in Figure 2.3

2.1.3 Statistical learning and Scenario generation

To implement any sr technique or to even solve eq. (2.19), the decisionmaker needs first
to populate the initial scenario setΩ or, in other words, find a discrete representation
of the probability measure P over which the stochastic optimization problem will be
solved. This process is call scenario generation (sg). Despite the amount of different
methods that exist, most of them share the same challenge, which is the inference of
a potentially multivariate distribution function. Given the lack of a single universal
technique, several conceptually different approaches may be applied, depending on
the simplifications/assumptions used. The situation becomes more complicated when
simultaneously considering different multivariate stochastic processes that have a
combined effect on the optimization problem, as will be discussed in sections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2. The common ground for all these methods is the use of available historical
datasets to estimate P. Therefore, it becomes obvious that such methods can greatly
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benefit from the implementation of statistical learning for building inference models
that will generate appropriate inputs for the optimization model. This also highlights
the direct connection and complementarity of sowith data-based methods (i.e., machine
learning) pointing out a great potential for the future of decision making.

In many engineering applications, the stochastic part of eq. (2.14) comes in the
form of a stochastic process. One particularly powerful method for modelling the
stochastic time-dependence of the RV is the use of copula functions. Those are
functions that “couple” or join together one-dimensional marginal distributions in
multivariate distribution functions. That is, ifX1, . . . , XN areRV s with Cumulative
Distribution Functions (CDFs) FX1(x1), . . . , FXN

(xN ), correspondingly then the
joint distribution can be written as the N-dimensional function [3]

F (x1, . . . , xN ) = C(FX1(x1), . . . , FXN
(xN )) (2.24)

with density

f(x1, . . . , xN ) = c(FX1(x1), . . . , FXN
(xN ))

N∏
i=1

fXi(xi) (2.25)

with fXi(xi) the probability densities of the marginals. If FX1(x1), . . . , FXN
(xN )

are invertible, it holds that

Xi ∼ FXi(xi) ⇒ F−1
Xi

(Xi) = Ui ∼ unif [0, 1] ∀ i = 1, . . . , N (2.26)

and eq. (2.24) can be rewritten as

C(u1, . . . , uN ) = F (F−1
X1

(u1), . . . , F
−1
XN

(uN )) (2.27)

meaning that the Copula function can be defined in the uniform domain through the
Probability Inverse Transform (PIT). To apply such a transformation, one should use
the marginal CDFs FXi(xi), which in most cases are unknown or do not belong to a
particular parametric family. In such cases, one may use the empirical CDF (Empirical
Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF)) defined at any given point x from the
available historical data as

F̂ e
Xi
(x) =

1

T

T∑
t=1

1{Xt ≤ x} (2.28)

where T is the amount of observations and xt the corresponding data points. However,
for sampling the copula, the non-smooth ECDF will not give very accurate estimations
and one would have to perform some interpolation (i.e., linear) beforehand. An alter-
native to directly produce smooth CDFs is to use the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
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method in which a non-parametric density of the true (unknown) marginal fXi(x) is
estimated as

f̂hXi
(x) =

1

hT

T∑
t=1

K
(
x− xt
h

)
⇒ F̂ h

Xi
(x) =

∫ x

−∞
f̂hXi

(z) dz (2.29)

where h is the bandwidth of the smoothing kernelK(·) and F̂ h
Xi

the corresponding es-
timated CDF. The significance of estimating the CDFs and using the inverse transform
is that this transformation does not affect the dependence structure in the RV s. In
particular, since this is an increasing transformation, it does not affect the ranks of the
values (before and after) and therefore, the rank correlation information is preserved.
This fact is the basis for how the copula method preserves the dependence structure
of the training dataset by simply keeping the same ranking among the uniform and
probability transformed variables.

One particular useful and common selection for the structural dependence is the
multivariate normal (Gaussian) (MVN ) Copula, which consists of coupling together
many normalRV s. Let ρ be a symmetric, positive definite matrix with diag {ρ} = 1
andΦρ the standardized multivariate normal distribution with correlation matrix ρ,
thenMVN is defined as

C(u1, . . . , uN |ρ) = Φρ(Φ
−1(u1), . . . ,Φ

−1(uN )) (2.30)

whereΦ−1 is the inverse of the standard Normal distribution andΦ−1(ui) = zi and
Zi ∼ N (0, 1) ∀ i = 1, . . . , N . The corresponding density can be expressed as

c(u1, . . . , uN |ρ) = 1√
|ρ|

exp

(
−1

2
zT (ρ−1 − 1)z

)
(2.31)

where |ρ| is the determinant of ρ, zT = [z1, . . . , zN ] and 1 the identity matrix. To
calculate and eventually use the conditional Gaussian copula eq. (2.31), the correlation
matrix parameter needs to be estimated first. This can be done by using the Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method.

Given T observations and a set of parameters θ ∈ Θ to be estimated, the likeli-
hood for observation t is denoted as Lt(θ|T ) and the corresponding log-likelihood as
ℓt(θ|T ) = lnLt(θ|T ). The log-likelihood function for the i.i.d. observations can be
computed as

L(θ|T ) =
T∏
t=1

Lt(θ|T )
ln−→ ℓ(θ|T ) =

T∑
t=1

ℓt(θ|T ) (2.32)

Considering that the likelihood is Lt(θ|T ) = f(xt1, . . . , x
t
N ) (the defined probability

density function applied at a given observation) and using eq. (2.31) considering uni-
form marginals, then applying eq. (2.32) to eq. (2.25) gives the following log-likelihood
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function

ℓ(θ|T ) = −T
2
ln |ρ| − 1

2

T∑
t=1

zT
t (ρ

−1 − 1)zt (2.33)

since ln fXi = 0 whenXi ∼ U [0, 1] and where
zT
t = [zt1, . . . , z

t
n] = [Φ−1(ut1), . . . ,Φ

−1(utN )]. In this case, parameter θ = ρ and
the MLE can be computed in closed form as

ρ̂ML = argmin
ρ

ℓ(θ|T ) = 1

T

T∑
t=1

ztz
T
t (2.34)

Notably, such a calculation is based on the available data and since the MLE estimator
of the covariance matrix is biased, when the dataset to estimate the sample covariance
is small, the Bessel’s correction should be used with T − 1 in the denominator. In this
way, we get the unbiased estimator, which for big T is the same as the MLE one.

Having such an estimate we, can use Cholesky decomposition to generate corre-
lated random values that can be seen as realizations of the stochastic process that affect
the optimization problem, eq. (2.14). We consider a random vector Y with covariance
matrix E[Y Y T ] and a random vectorX with uncorrelatedRV s (i.e., E[XiXj ] = 0)
for which E[Xi] = 0 (zero mean) and E[(Xi − E[Xi])

2] = 1 (unit variance) ∀ i. It
holds that E[XXT ] = 1 since variables inX are uncorrelated and because of unit
variance. Then, given a covariance matrix ρ̂ML (symmetric and positive semi definite
by definition), we take the Cholesky decomposition as ρ̂ML = LLT . Nexr, if we take
the random vector Z = LX , we have

E[ZZT ] = E[LXXTLT ] = LE[XXT ]LT = L1LT = ρ̂ML (2.35)

Therefore, theRV s of Z are now transformed to be correlated as ρ̂ML. This fact can
be used for solving eq. (2.14) when the dimensionality of the uncertain parameters
is high or when there are more RV s involved with different distributions. In such
cases, the integration of the corresponding copulas required for the expectation term
q(x) = E[Q(x, ξ)] in eq. (2.14) is practically impossible (intractable). Instead, we can
use a sampling approach (i.e., Monte Carlo (MC)) to approximate q(x) by sampling
from the derived copula distribution using a MVN random generator as a proxy
and inverse transforms as explained above. In that sense, we can then use the sample
average to build an unbiased estimator for q(x) as

q̂N (x) =
N∑

ω=1

π(ω)Q(x, ξ(ω)) (2.36)

which by the law of large numbers converges to the true value (q̂N (x) → q(x)), lead-
ing to the equivalent SAA presented in eq. (2.19). The samples are called “scenarios”
in the context of so, and they represent outcomes of the RV s, following particular
distributions.
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Probabilistic forecasting

However, there are cases where an optimization problem of the form eq. (2.14) needs
to be solved iteratively as time evolves using input scenarios that are case specific to the
time. This means that the marginalsFY1(y1), . . . , FYN

(yN ) are no longer static distri-
butions but conditional to time or possibly to some other explanatory variables, which
are in turn a function of time, i.e., FY1(y1|Xr = xr(t)), . . . , FYN

(yN |Xr = xr(t)),
where t stands for time and Xr are the explanatory variables taking the particular
time-dependent value xr(t). In practice, those unknown distributions need to be esti-
mated based on prior information from the most recent historical data in a recursive
way, pointing to the use of regression. Using a regression technique, one can provide
point estimates for a statistic of interest associated with the marginals. That is, given a
datasetD = {X,Y }Ni=1 whereX are the input features (regressors) andY the response
variable (observations) where Y ∼ F (y|X = x), a function f(X) can be found such
that ŷ = f(X) is an estimator of E[Y |X = x] or, in other words, the predicted value
of the actual value y. However, such point estimates do not provide information about
the whole distribution of interest. Therefore, either strong assumptions need to be
made for residuals of the predictions to construct approximate prediction intervals
(i.e., least squares linear regression - normal errors) or different approaches should be
used. An alternative is to perform quantile regression, which makes the assumption
that the conditional quantiles are given as a linear function of the explanatory variables
and calculate the parameters of those functions by solving an optimization problem.

Another option for performing quantile regression without unnecessary strict
assumptions and computational effort is to use machine learning methods. One of
the most natural extensions of methods that rely on ensembles for predictions is to
use the information from all ensemble members to estimate the required distribution.
Random Forest (RF) is one of the most established interpretable machine learning
algorithms for solving both regression and classification problems/tasks relying on
ensembles of decision trees and can be therefore considered as a reasonable choice for
quantile estimation [4, 5]. RFs training relies mainly on two basic concepts, which are
bagging and feature randomization. The first component is again derived from two main
ideas in machine learning, which are bootstraping and aggregating.

Bootstrapping

Since this is a fundamental concept in machine learning and all statistical methods,
some useful details are given here to better clarify its use in later chapters. Bootstraping
is basically a resampling technique, which means we generate several samples with
replacement from an initial sample. This is particularly useful when we do not have a
large sample to support asymptotic behaviors of an estimator, meaning that we cannot
assume that the sampling distribution is normal (central limit theorem). In addition,
such a technique is quite valuable when we do not know any precise formula for
the standard error of the estimate of the statistic under analysis (which exists only
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for specific statistics such as the mean). It is remarkable that any statistic, which
by definition means any quantity (composite measure) computed from values in a
sample that is considered for a statistical purpose, could be considered for bootstrap
estimation.

In the context of RFs, this is used in the following way. Assuming that we want
to populate the forest with |T | trees, then the original dataset D = {X,Y }Ni=1 is
resampled with replacement creating |T | datasets of the same size. In other words,
randomly selected values are drawn from D to create Dt, ∀ t ∈ T datasets and
each tree t will be trained only on its corresponding dataset Dt. Then, the datasets
Doob

t = D \ Dt are called the out-of-bag (oob) samples and can be used as an accurate
estimate of the prediction error of the RFmodel without needing to set aside a separate
testing set [4]. This method provides a good trade-off when the dataset is not large
enough. It requires less computation as it allows one to test the data as it is being
trained. Further, since the model is validated on the oob samples, which means data has
not been used while training the model in any way, there is not any leakage of data and
henceforth this ensures a better predictive model. This, in turn, results in less variance
of the predicted output since the model does not over-fit to the training set, which is
one of the fundamental problems in regression trees.

Variance estimation by simulation

One additional useful application of the random sampling with replacement principle
is described as follows. Given a random sample ξ1, . . . , ξN ∈ Ωs from a populationΩ
withCDFF , we denote asM = g(ξ1, . . . , ξN ) the statistic of interest. Thatmeans that
our statistic is a function of the sample data and different draws would give different
values for the statistic. In that sense, recalling that a stochastic program can be written
as

J∗ = min
x
J(x, ξ ∈ Ωs) (2.37)

whereΩs is a sampled realizations set, a statistic could be the objective value J∗ since
this depends on the sample of the uncertain parameter ξ with the mapping g : Ωs →
R≥0 being the optimization problem itself. Then, we can estimate/approximate the
variance ofV ar(J∗) by simulation as 1)Draw a random bootstrap sampleΩs with size
|Ωs| fromΩ, 2) Compute statistic J∗

m for the sample (i.e., solve eq. (2.19)), 3) Replicate
steps 1 and 2M times and gather {J∗

1 , . . . , J
∗
M} statistics, and 4) Get the variance of

V ar(J∗) from theseM statistics. However, since the distribution of the population
F can be unknown or hard to estimate (i.e., when severalRV s in a so program have
different distributions and it is hard to approximate the combined one), we can then
compute an estimate of the true statistic instead based on the ECDF from the drawn
sample Ωs (sampling distribution). Eventually, following the procedure described
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above, we can approximate the unbiased sample variance as

s2 = V ar(Ĵ∗) =
1

M − 1

M∑
m=1

(
Ĵ∗

m − 1

M

M∑
m=1

Ĵ∗
m

)2

(2.38)

Random Forests training and response

An additional feature on the training of RFs is the input feature randomization. That
means that ifL features are stacked in the input vectorX to predict the output Y , then
for each tree ft(x), t ∈ T only a random subset of those is selected to be available
for individual training. This so-called random subspacemethod accounts for increased
variability of the predicted response, meaning that some trees learn to predict specific
patterns of the dataset whereas others learn different patterns, which is particularly
useful when one wants to estimate the whole distribution F̂ (y|X = x) of potential
responses. Finally, the combined averaged response from the trees participating in the
response, indexed by the set S, is taken as the mean prediction of the RF (aggregation)

ŷ =
1∑

t∈T
1{t ∈ S}

∑
t∈T

ft(x)1{t ∈ S} ≈ E[Y |X = x]
(2.39)

The developed RF is validated based on the samples that were not used for its training
by monitoring the oob error. For tree ft(x), t ∈ T , the sample ofDt observations are
available for training and at one given tree node, n, only a subset of those has passed
down the previous branch, the indices of which are gathered in set J . Then, a subset
of available predictors {x1, . . . , xp}where p ≤ L is considered for the particular tree
and one of them is selected for splitting. The set of the indices of missing predictors is
denoted asXU . If each observation is assigned equal importance, thenwj =

1
|Dt| , and

the probability that an observation is in node n is estimated as

P (J ) =
∑
j∈J

wj (2.40)

by basically counting howmany observations out of the original set have fallen in node
n. Then, all predictor variables with indices /∈ XU are selected one by one and the
best way to split node n using xi is determined by maximizing the reduction in Mean
Squared Error (MSE)∆I over all splitting candidates. For a candidate split variable,
two new sub-nodes are created, denoted by nL and nR, each of them containing the
set of indices of observations that they fall in, denoted asJL andJR, respectively. The
reduction in the MSE is calculated as

∆I = P (J )ε− P (JL)εnL − P (JR)εnR (2.41)
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where εn is the correspondingMSE of node n, calculated as

εn =
∑
j∈J

wj

yj − 1

|J |
∑
j∈J

yj

2

(2.42)

Finally, the best cut point for the candidate splitting variable xi is calculated at the
point where MSE is minimized. Then, the performance of the trees and eventually the
whole forest is validated using the correspondingDoob

t and monitoring the calculated
MSE.

2.1.4 Numerical Optimal Control

The concepts described in the previous sections can all be integrated under the frame-
work of numerical optimal control for dynamical systems. This involves the class of
controllers that relate to the solution of an optimization problem either for finding an
optimal set of parameters for a specified control law structure f(θ), that is

θ∗ = argmin
θ

{J(x, f(θ)) | θ ∈ Θ ∩ u = f(θ) ∈ U ∩ x ∈ X} (2.43)

or for calculating a feasible numerical sequence of values that directly minimizes a cost
function, as

u∗ = argmin
u

{J(x,u) | u ∈ U ∩ x ∈ X} (2.44)

where J(·) represents a cost function including some control objectives. In both cases,
constraints can be included so that both the states and the control inputs are kept
in their feasible sets X , U , respectively. Then, following the different approaches to
uncertain optimization described in section 2.1.1, we can develop robust or stochastic
optimal controllers depending on whether the worst-case or the expected case is
considered. Again, we can also use the sa to modulate robustness and include risk into
the worst-case problem formulation.

For the case of robust control for Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems, one well-
established and applied methodology is theH∞ Mixed-Sensitivity Loop Shaping. Under
this approach, the plant G(s) to be controlled with controller K(s) is augmented
including penalizing weightsWp(s),Wu(s), andWi(s) on the tracking error, the con-
trol input, and the system output, respectively. Then the peak gain from the augmented
input signalsw(t) to the augmented outputw(t) (z(t) = F (G,K)w(t)),

∥F (G,K)∥∞ = max
w(t) ̸=0

∥z(t)∥2
∥w(t)∥2

(2.45)

is minimized. This is most commonly expressed in the frequency domain in terms of a
MIMO system transfer functionM(s) and its maximum singular value as

∥M(s)∥∞ = sup
ω∈R

σ̄[M(jω)] (2.46)
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whereM(s) is the transfer function from w to z and is expressed as the weighted
system

∥M(s)∥∞ =

∥∥∥∥∥∥
 WpS
WuKS
WiT

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞

≤ γ ≤ 1 (2.47)

whereS = (I+GK)−1 is the sensitivity function,KS the control effort, andT = I−
S = GK(I +GK)−1 the complementary sensitivity function. The task is to choose
weightsWp(s),Wu(s), andWi(s) such that disturbance rejection, low control effort,
and robustness are simultaneously achieved. For that we require high loop gain L =
GK at low frequencies, to achieve good reference tracking and disturbance rejection
and quick roll off of L at high frequencies for robust stability and measurement noise
attenuation. This loop shape is equivalent to small S at low frequency and small T at
high frequency. This problem translates into an LMI constrained optimization problem
where the target controllerK is returned with the least possible achieved γ value. For
the robustness part, it is common to consider a multiplicative representation of input
uncertainty based on a random perturbation∆I(s) : ∥∆I∥∞ ≤ 1. Then, ifG is the
nominal system, the uncertain system G̃(s) can be described as G̃(s) = G(I+Wi∆I)
where

|Wi| ≥ max
ω

σ̄
(
G−1(G̃−G)(jω)

)
(2.48)

andWi(s) is a scalar weight bounding the uncertainty of plant G̃.
A different approach to robust control design, particularly suitable for discrete LTI

systems, is to work directly with the associated control signals and use mathematical
programming to formulate the design problem as a robust optimization of the form
eq. (2.2) as

min
θ

{η | x ∈ X ∩ u = f(θ) ∈ U ∩ η ≥ g(x,u, ξ) ∩ ξ ∈ Ω} (2.49)

where ξ represents a random realization of the disturbance confined in the uncertainty
space Ω, η is an UB for the performance metric g(x,u, ξ), expressing a control ob-
jective (i.e., disturbance rejection) and f(·) is the particular control law structure (i.e.,
linear with respect to state signals/affine with respect to disturbance signal). Additional
constraints on the states and control inputs are represented through the feasible sets
X and U , respectively.

Following a different uncertainty approach to leverage conservatism, it is possible
to build stochastic controllers in the sense that our optimization objective is achieved
on average. In such a case, if we consider an additive uncertainty affecting the states,
and express the LTI dynamical system as

x+ = Ax+Bu+Dξ, ξ ∈ Ω (2.50)

and the control objective is expressed as

min
u

{EΩ [J(x,u)]} (2.51)
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with a finite time quadratic cost function expressed as

EΩ [J(x,u)] = EΩ

[
T∑
t=0

xT
t Qx+ uT

t Rut

]
(2.52)

and the probabilityP overΩ is Gaussian, thenwe get the famous Linear Quadratic Gaus-
sian (LQG) formulation. Different variations of the control design problem eq. (2.51)
can be implemented by using various functions for J (i.e., economic objective), relaxing
the assumption for P (i.e., sa) and including constraints into the problem formulation
(i.e., feasible sets x ∈ X ,u ∈ U ). A natural extension to eq. (2.51) includes a model
for the dynamics of the system to be controlled as a constraint leading to a Stochastic
Model Predictive Control (SMPC) controller. Since the SMPC scheme implements a
receding horizon strategy by iteratively solving the constrained stochastic optimiza-
tion problem calculating an optimal sequence of values (i.e., eq. (2.44)), it is, therefore,
straightforward to associate it with the stochastic programming frameworkmentioned
in section 2.1.2, allowing for constraints to be also included in the problem.

Such an approach is particularly useful for the class of discrete-time linear hybrid
systems [6], where the logical parts of processes (on/off switches, binary states) and
heuristics knowledge about plant operation can be modeled through theMixed-Logic
Dynamical Systems framework as integer linear inequalities. In that sense, any arbitrary
non-linear cost function can be approximated by linear approximations (PWA), non-
convex parts can be reformulated using disjunctive logic and binary variables, and then
the optimization problem can be formulated as a standard MILP where uncertainty is
integrated using scenarios. Those can encapsulate both the parameters’ uncertainty in
the data matrices of eq. (2.50) (i.e.,A(δ), B(δ), δ ∈ ∆) and the exogenous random
disturbances (i.e., discretization of the stochastic process ξ). Thus, given the generic
discrete hybrid dynamical system

x+ = f(x,u, δ, ξ)

x ∈ X = {(xc,xb) ∈ Xc × {0, 1}}
u ∈ U = {(uc,ub) ∈ Uc × {0, 1}}

F (δ)x+G(δ)u+Dξ ⪯ 0

(2.53)

where δ represents model uncertainty in the parameters, ξ is the exogenous random
disturbance, x+ the state variables in the next discrete time instant, xc, uc, and xb,
ub the subsets of continuous and binary control variables, respectively, andXc, Uc the
feasible sets for the continuous states and control inputs, respectively. Then optimal
controlu∗ and decision v∗ variables sequences can be calculated for the whole predic-
tion horizon T as the solution of the deterministic equivalent MILP (eq. (2.19)) and
a finite scenario set with N equiprobable i.i.d. samples {(ξ(ω), δ(ω)) ∈ Ω × ∆}
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indexed by ω as

[u∗,v∗]T = argmin
u,v

{
N∑

ω=1

T∑
t=0

Jω (xt(ω),ut(ω),vt(ω) | ξ0)

}
xt(ω) ∈ X , ut(ω) ∈ U , vt(ω) ∈ V, xt+1(ω) = f(xt(ω),ut(ω), δt(ω), ξt(ω)),

u0(ω = i) = u0(ω = j), v0(ω = i) = v0(ω = j), ∀ i, j
(2.54)

where ξ0 is the measurement of the uncertain disturbance at the root node, Jω repre-
sents the economic cost function per stage and scenario, and v represents additional
decision variables that do not appear in the system’s dynamics but affect the economic
cost. Then, only the first time step optimal variables u∗

0 and v∗
0 are applied to the

system and the planning horizon is shifted one step ahead. The first three constraints
define the feasible set for the states, control inputs, and other decision variables per
stage and scenario, the fourth constraint expresses the dynamics of the system, and
the last constraint is the causality constraint, meaning that the control input that will
be finally applied to the system u∗

0 should be unique, independent of the scenario
realization, since all of them share a common initial node at t = 0. This approach is
referred to as scenario-basedModel Predictive Control (MPC).
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2.2 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS

After having established the necessary theoretical background and the main mathe-
matical tools to be used in the quest to answer the research questions presented in
Chapter 1, it is now possible to dive into some technical details leading to the main
research outputs and results. An extended summary of the developed methods and
achieved outcomes regarding our target application is presented below, unifying the
content of the various research papers that were the foundation for the scientific
contributions of this thesis.

2.2.1 Techno-economic energy storage system sizing under uncertainty

Sizing under different system configurations, technical limits, and initial condi-
tions

The first task to investigate the potential benefits of integrating ESS in offshore wind-
powered O&G platforms relates to finding the optimal size for it, in terms of energy ca-
pacity and power capability. Such a decision is naturally connected with an investment
decision, and it is therefore meaningful to consider a techno-economic optimization
perspective. To address uncertainties stemming from the intermittent wind power
production and from the assumption of no knowledge/information of the future load
demand, the so framework was used.

The optimization problem was formulated as a two-stage Stochastic Program
(SP) capturing the discounted investment costs during the investment’s lifetime at the
first stage (variables x) and operational costs from the power generating units of the
platform in the second-stage (variables y). The operational horizon was considered to
be a whole day with an hourly second-stage decisions resolution. Then, the uncertainty
was integrated into the problemby using awhole-year dataset (365 daily profiles) for the
aggregated platform load and wind power production. The wind power produced was
assumed to be originating from a wind farm operating at the same (nearby) offshore
location. This assumption aligns with the actual intended implementation of the
Hywind-Tampen project [7], which during the time period of writing this thesis, has
already begun construction. The power producing units in the platform are GTs, which,
due to their flexibility, can operate in load following mode in conjunction with the
ESS. Nevertheless, for this first analysis, continuous operation of the GTs was assumed,
meaning that the operator would not shut down any of them, making it possible to
derive a linear formulation of the deterministic equivalent so problem and therefore,
introduce 365 scenarios denoted as ξ̃, accounting for the whole year of operation
(based on the historical dataset). The problem’s objective was then expressed as

f(x; ξ̃) = cTx+min
y

{E
ξ̃
[qTy]} (2.55)

The goal of this first sizing analysis was to reveal the dependencies among the
various parameters involved in the problem and examine the optimal ESS size with
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respect to different system configurations. Those parameters were the number of oper-
ating GTsNgt = {1, 2}, their technical minimum limits γ = {20%, 30%}, the wind
power penetrationwp = {50%, 100%} (with respect to the peak load demand), and
the initial SoC of the energy storage system SoC0 = {0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%}
in the beginning of the scheduling horizon (beginning of each day - scenario). Thus, the
optimization problemwas run over all possible parameter combinations and the results
were compared with respect to the corresponding sizing decision and its effect on
the expected system operation compared to an identical system that does not include
ESS. Such a comparison was assessed in terms of the expected benefits from economic,
environmental, and efficient operation perspectives, based on the expected daily cost
reductions (daily benefit),CO2 emissions reduction, and energy dumping reduction.
In particular, the daily benefit was defined as

DB(Ngt, γ, wp, SoC0) = E
ξ̃
[qTy |x = 0]− E

ξ̃
[qTy |x∗ = argmin

x
f(x; ξ̃)]

(2.56)
Similarly, the daily expected CO2 emissions reduction was calculated based on the
expected fuel consumption associated with the GT power production second-stage
variables and the fuel toCO2 combustion proportionality. The daily expected energy
dumping reduction was calculated again directly by the second-stage dump power
variables. This power dumping capability represented a dump load for dissipating
energy to ensure power balance and, from the optimization problemperspective, ensure
its feasibility. Following the current sizing approach, this term was not penalized,
allowing it to dump energy at no cost.

The main results of these analyses are summarized in the following. It was found
that, in general, the larger the ESS in terms of capacity, the higher the expectedDB,
while the latter was much less correlated with a higher power rating. This is justified by
the fact that the power demand is fixed and generation constrained from the available
resources whereas the amount of stored energy can be used to substitute energy pro-
vided by GTs. In addition and as a natural consequence, the larger the ESS capacity, the
higher the expected reduction inCO2 and energy dumped (since all of these variables
were proportional in this setup). Interestingly, it was noticed that depending on how
many GTs are in operation (Ngt), increasing the wind power penetrationwp does not
necessarily mean that a larger ESS would lead to higherDB. A larger ESS would be
promoted only for the case whereNgt = 1, whereas for the case ofNgt = 2, since
there is already enough base load capacity, the energy would be preferably dumped at
no cost. An interesting effect was also observed from the technical minimum γ, which
from the ESS sizing perspective was equivalent to operating with more GTs or having
higherwp, since the GTs are enforced to provide larger amounts of base load. Then, for
specific combinations (Ngt = 2 and γ = 30%) where more than enough base power
is guaranteed, no techno-economical optimal ESS size was found. Also, in accordance
with our intuition, having a balanced initial SoC (SoC0 = 50%) would typically lead
to higherDB, since the ESS is prepared to be used in all cases where either charging
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or discouraging is required early in the day. Eventually, and summarizing the above
observations, the following relation was found for theDB

wp = 50% :

DB(Ngt = 2, γ = 20%) ≥ DB(Ngt = 1, γ = 30%) ≥ DB(Ngt = 1, γ = 20%)

wp = 100% :

DB(Ngt = 1, γ = 20%) ≥ DB(Ngt = 1, γ = 30%) ≥ DB(Ngt = 2, γ = 20%)
(2.57)

in which notably, DB(Ngt = 2, γ = 20%, |wp = 50%) is the best for the case
of wp = 50% and the worst for wp = 100%. This leads, in turn, to the following
concluding statement:

Increasing the wind power penetration (wp = 50% → wp = 100%) means that
we can afford a larger capacity (+156%) ESS with only one GT (Ngt = 1) and achieve
significant reductions (−154%) in terms of operational costs, emissions, and dumped energy.
In other words, the method to achieve such reductions is to increase wp and replace one GT
with a properly sized ESS.

Sizing under optimal commitment decisions and coupled uncertainties

From the previous analyses, it becomes evident that significant benefits are anticipated
from the integration of an ESS to a wind-powered O&G platform when there is the
possibility to operate with one fewer GT. This can be important for platforms that have
more than a couple of GTs operating in parallel (such as the case of Hywind-Tampen
fields [7]) andwhere the decision of shutting down or turning on differentGTunitsmay
be a part of the optimization procedure. For this reason, the ESS sizing approach that
was presented above was enhanced with the integration of the Unit Commitment (UC)
problem in the second stage where operational decisions need to be made. Therefore,
the second-stage problem was formulated as

Q(x, ξ̃) = min
y

{qTy |Wy ≥ ξ̃ − Tx ∩ y ≥ 0 ∩ yb ⊂ y : yb ∈ {0, 1}}
(2.58)

where net load is defined as ξ̃ = ξ̃ℓ − fw(ξ̃
w), ξ̃ℓ ∈ Ωℓ, ξ̃w ∈ Ωw . From eq. (2.58),

we notice that a subset of the second-stage decisions are binaries (yb) denoting the
on/off decisions for different GT units and all uncertainty is gathered just on the right
hand side of the inequalities constraints. Nevertheless, we highlight that the random
vector ξ̃ depends on two different RV s emerging from two completely unrelated
stochastic processes; that is, the aggregated platform load demand ξ̃ℓ ∈ Ωℓ, which is
assumed to be unknown in advance and the stochastic in nature wind speed ξ̃w ∈ Ωw ,
which leads to randomwind power injections. Therefore, the net load is just a marginal
representation of the combined uncertainties and not an accurate representation of
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the coupled uncertainties, since it does not capture the combinatorial effects of the
RV s.

The challenge when integrating probabilistic uncertainty and binary decisions into
an optimization problem is that it becomes very easily intractable to solve, even by
using decomposition techniques since the resulting MILP problems are NP-hard. The
standardized way to facilitate the solution of such problems is to implement a selection
of particular random occurrences of ξ̃. Such selection techniques are commonly
referred to as sr techniques because they take an initial set Ω : ξ̃ ∈ Ω, and after
applying an algorithmic procedure, they end up with a reduced subsetΩs ⊂ Ω : ξ̂ ∈
Ωs, where subscript s stands for the selected or preserved scenarios. If the initial random
process is continuous in nature (such as the power consumption of a continuously
operating system or the power production from a source) then the particular selection
decided by the sr is a discretization of the true process. The subsets derived by such
discretizations need to be small enough so that the problem is tractable but should
also capture the variability of the true process so that we minimize the bias on our
decisions. In particular, for sizing analyses based on two-stage formulations such as
the one presented above, all available past-observed information should be considered
to replicate potential second-stage outcomes. This means uncertainty quantification is
much more complex compared to a planning problem where forecasts are typically
used to limit the search space, especially for high dimensional uncertainties as in our
case. Then, the question arises of how representative those subsets are for the true
underlying stochastic process. Therefore, we seek to find just as many scenarios as are
needed but without compromising generalization or the solution quality of the sizing
problem. For the two-stage setup presented above where the second stage represents a
whole day of operation (dimensionality of the random process is 24), it is appropriate
to question which “typical/representative” days to consider without loosing generality but
respecting the properties from the observed data and keeping the computational time as short
as possible.

Then, following the sg methodology described in section 2.1.3, we can efficiently
generalize from the observed datasets by non-parametric distributions estimation
and replicate the statistical properties that define eachRV to generate new ones that
were not observed before but could have been generated by the underlying mechanism
(ξ̃ℓt , ξ̃wt ). In this case, each random vector ξ̃ℓ or ξ̃w is composed of a sequence of
t = 1, . . . , 24 RV s each. However, it is not only the sequence of the RV s but also
their combinations that determine each uncertainty realization of ξ̃. To illustrate
this important fact that is typically not addressed, we refer to Figure 2.1. The green
profiles represent a realization of ξ̃ℓ and the red ones a realization of ξ̃w . However,
two realizations of each do not only define two profile combinations (namely two
scenarios), but two additional scenarios could be derived from the same profiles by just
swapping them. This fact significantly increases the problem complexity because of
the combinatorial search space of ξ̃ℓt and ξ̃wt on top of the combinatorial non-convex
MILP formulation. To demonstrate the numerical difficulty arising from this fact, we
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FIGURE 2.1. Combinatorial dependency of the net load to random load and Renewable Energy Source
generation profiles

consider a very coarse discretization for both variables, ξ̂ℓt ∈ Ωℓ
s, ξ̂wt ∈ Ωw

s where
there are only three possible levels (|Ωℓ

s| = |Ωw
s | = 3) for each variable per time period.

This would then lead to a total of 324 × 324 theoretical permutations. Therefore, it is
necessary not only to confine those permutations in sequences that could have been
generated by the underlying multivariate distribution but also to consider the way ξ̃ℓ
and ξ̃w are combined. Such astronomical search spaces cannot be directly embedded
into the optimization problem, but they can be sampled to produce an estimator of the
true objective value.

To deal with the dependency of the sample and the solution of the sizing problem,
themethodology summarized in Figure 2.2 was proposed, leading to optimally reduced
subsets with respect to the statistical stability of SPs [8]. Since any reduced sampled
dataset, which is necessary for a tractable problem, is missing/ignoring information,
this will, in turn, affect the SP solution, leading to objective values that vary significantly
with respect to the sampled discretization used to solve it. Thismeans that the solutions
we get are not consistent and if we randomly draw a new sample, the solution will
change significantly, reducing our confidence in the sizing result. In the proposed
setup, we infer the multivariate distributions of theRV s and then we do not enforce
any particular combination rule but instead perform aMC sampling of the individual
multivariate distributions to populate the combinatorial space. Then, for the reduced
subset to adequately capture the combinatorial variability, we need to ensure that this
will contain cases where “typical” profiles from one variable are not only combined
with “typical” profiles from the other but also with the ones that are not so “typical”.
For that, we make use of the following observation: by implementing the commonly
adopted heuristic for sr FFS, we can identify which patterns (profiles) aremost “typical”
for each dataset (see figs. 2.3a and 2.3b). Additionally, we can use exactly the same
algorithmic procedure in a complementary way to discover the least “typical” patterns
(see figs. 2.3c and 2.3d), which could have indeed been generated by the underling
stochastic process with equal probability since the random draws of theMC approach
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FIGURE 2.2. Proposed algorithm for statistically stable Energy Storage System sizing

are unbiased and equiprobable (i.i.d.). A visualization of how the FFS can be used
to identify the first 10 most and least “typical” patterns in the datasets is presented
in Figure 2.3. Further observing Figure 2.3, we see that FFS keep patterns that are
representative of their dataset. Those tend to be very similar among them for load
profiles ξℓ fig. 2.3a (blue profiles) concentrated around the “average” value (0.5 pu).
Similar trends can be noticed for wind power profiles ξw . However, such a selection
is biased because it does not consider the cases where one “typical” pattern of one
variable could be combined with a non “typical” (red profiles) from the other. In
our proposed method, we use the concept of “typical” profiles produced by such
a procedure to rank the patterns and use the rank statistics of the MC generated
sample directly. This basically allows us to map the samples in a low dimensional
space where the combinations are represented by a single point. Then, this two-
dimensional map can be easily further reduced using a clustering technique, but we
nowguarantee that the clusterswill span thewhole combinatorial space, allowing for all
possibilities (i.e., {

(
typical ξℓ, typical ξw

)
,
(
non− typical ξℓ, typical ξw

)
, . . .}).

In other words, our method guarantees that in every random draw (MC sample), all
possible combinationswill exist in the reduced scenario set, without specifically biasing
one particular combination just because of that combination’s occurrence based on
the individual probabilities of load and wind profiles.

An alternative approach that has been widely used in relevant studies is to define a
specific preset correlation value for load and the renewable power generation. Such
values may come from location and case specific statistical analyses based on long term
historical observations. Besides the specificity of requiring such correlation values that
do not justify general applicability/validity, such a concept would be more meaningful
for renewable sources that follow basic repetitive patterns (i.e., PV power - day/night
hours). However, for highly intermittent resources like wind power, such a selection
is vague. Other alternatives for generating reduced subsets are discussed in detail in
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FIGURE 2.3. Implementation of Fast Forward Selection to identify typical and non typical patterns in
datasets

Appendix A Supplementary information for Chapter 4.
By implementing the proposed strategy, we were able to reduce the variance of the

objective value estimator and achieve better performance in terms of statistical stability
compared to other methods. In addition, since no specific requirement was set in the
form of the cost function (as long as the whole formulation remains a MILP), it was
possible to include a risk measure in the cost to explore the risk management capability
of the ESS sizing decision: that is, to minimize the worst-cases expected cost. The Con-
ditional Value at Riskmeasure was used for this, and the whole resulting optimization
problem was solved for the optimally reduced scenarios subsetΩ∗

s decided from the
developed methodology explained above. Interestingly, it was found that the optimal
solution for the expected scenario implies no ESS while integrating uncertainty into
the problem would lead to a non-zero sizing solution. Then the expected daily benefits
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were quantified through the VSS and it was found that ∼ 1, 000 e could be saved
per day on average with a properly sized ESS and the possibility to shut down GTs.
Similar expected environmental savings were calculated for theCO2 emissions and the
dumped energy. Moreover, it was found that we could not efficiently/significantly limit
the risk with the ESS sizing decision, since the cost distribution for the worst-cases was
found to be quite similar for both the risk-neutral ad risk-averse problems, meaning
that there is no decision that can reduce the average cost of the high-cost scenarios.
This limitation was justified by the use of the scenarios subsetΩ∗

s that captured samples
from all possible combinations of load and wind power patterns. Thus, the high-cost
scenarios corresponded to combinations of high load and low wind profiles. In such
situations, there is no economical way of storing any energy, since the intensive GTs op-
eration cannot be avoided and therefore, managing the risk is not a meaningful option
for this specific setup. Nevertheless, reduced costs are expected on average compared
to the no storage case, even when increasing the investment costs (referring to con-
servative future battery price estimations). Summarizing the above, it can be stated that:

The objective value of the optimal sizing decision is not only a function of the decision
variables but is also conditional on the uncertainty set used in the optimization problem. The
proposed method considers the effect of this coupling and identifies minimum cardinality
scenario subsets that optimally explore the combined uncertainty space, leading to statistically
stable two-stage MILP formulations.
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2.2.2 Optimal energy management under multiple objectives and uncertainty

Stochastic predictive control with uncertainty quantification for irregular events

The sizing results presented in the previous section (section 2.2.1) give an indication
of how large an ESS should be regarding the target application of wind-powered
offshore O&G platforms, to provide not only economic and environmental benefits
during operation but also be an economically feasible investment. For this reason,
the operational stage was estimated through the second-stage cost function eq. (2.58).
Despite this simplification being particularly useful since it leads to tractable numerical
optimization problems, it is stillmissing the particularities that occur during the smaller
time scales of the systemoperation. In that case, the various assets including the decided
ESS are already available in the system and depending on their coordination different
operational regimes can be achieved, each one accompanied by different benefits and
drawbacks. This eventually frames the problem to be solved by an EMS, which is
to promote operational regimes that are more advantageous in terms of cost and
environmental impact.

The case of the considered isolated power system that integrates renewable energy
is particularly interesting because of its unique features related to the time evolution
of both loading conditions and RES generation. Since it is an industrial system, the
load patterns are very different compared to a smoothed aggregated load over large
residential areas. In addition, the fact that this is in an offshore location, where strong
winds involvingwind gusts of high energy and short duration, complicates the situation
further. As an example, we refer to fig. 2.4a where one year long load profiles for two
different offshore platforms (A, B), along with the wind speed for the same location,
are provided. As is evident, both types of time series are quite intermittent with the
load especially characterized by sudden variations. Zooming in on the red box region
of fig. 2.4a, we can observe the same signals for different zoom levels (Figure 2.4). In
fig. 2.4b, we can more clearly observe the sudden changes in loading conditions for
both platforms for the period of a couple of months. Zooming in further on the red box
of fig. 2.4b and focusing on what happens in a single day, the step-wise (step-like) load
transitions are now evident from fig. 2.4c (marked in red in fig. 2.4c). Such rapidly vary-
ing operating conditions make the problem of designing an optimal EMS particularly
challenging. From a prediction point of view, such events are irregular because they
follow no pattern and, under the assumption of no prior future information, are hard to
anticipate. Not only that but, most importantly, such events may also threaten the safe
and continuous operation of such isolated systems. Similar effects but with smoother
transitions can be also observed from the wind speed time-series, where trend reversals
may be the cause for a continuously fluctuating power generation (i.e., in contrast with
a smooth PV power production where power ramps are mainly aligned with the global
day vs. night pattern). Such features enhance the EMS overall complexity especially
when multiple potentially conflicting objectives need to be satisfied. Exploiting the
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FIGURE 2.4. Detailed views of fig. 2.4a

uncertainty quantification principles adopted for the ESS sizing problem, a data-driven
EMS was developed using the SMPC framework as described in section 2.1.4. For
that, the multiple objectives were aggregated in a single stochastic cost function and
an adaptive sg methodology was employed to solve the optimal SP in a recursive way.
Such objectives included the marginal cost of energy supplied by the conventional
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GTs (i.e., GT operating in maximum efficiency point), the GT startup costs and state
transition costs, the cost of having GT turned on, the degradation due to cycling of
the ESS, and the penalization of curtailed energy to the dumping load. Similarly to
the sizing analysis (section 2.2.1), batteries were considered for the ESS. The power
system was modelled as a control system using the power nodemodelling framework
for the ESS where an optimal control sequence is to be found that minimizes the cost
and leads to a feasible state trajectory, defined by the system dynamics and state and
input constraints (as described from eq. (2.54)). There are two major facts making the
control design problem challenging: i) the uncertain disturbance and ii) that it is a
hybrid control system, meaning that both continuous and binary variables are included.
This is because of the binary representation of the “ON” / “OFF” state of a GT, xgt, and
the binary decision related to the shutting down or turning on the GT units (boff , bon
respectively), as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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FIGURE 2.5. Induced binary logic in the control problem stemming from the plant operation

Those variables describe the logical implications behind the system operation, such
as the fact that if a GT is “OFF”, it cannot produce power or it cannot be further shut
down. In other words, Figure 2.5 can be translated to the following implications

xgtk = 0 ∧ bonk = 1 → xgtk+1 = 1

xgtk = 1 ∧ boffk = 1 → xgtk+1 = 0
(2.59)

It is then apparent that the complexity of the problems increases for several GT units.
In addition, binary variables can be used in the linearization process of non-linear
functions such as the GT-specific fuel consumption or the degradation curve of the
BESS. All of these logical implications can then be translated to a MILP formulation
where methods such as Branch-and-Cut can be used to solve them in real time.

Regarding the first aforementioned challenge, a method was developed integrating
adaptive probabilistic forecasting within the optimal control problem. This was based
on estimating conditional probabilities for the uncertain variables (load and wind)
and using the latest information to construct scenarios that could then be used for the
deterministic reformulation of the soproblem, and therefore, be embedded in theMILP
formulation. The goal of such a forecasting module is to have an adaptive uncertainty
quantification that could eventually capture the sudden variations and irregular events
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of the involved time series but without using any prior future information. This
means that no look-ahead forecasts are available (i.e., wind speed forecasts coming
from Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models or the operations schedule of
the platform). Such a requirement allows the applicability of the proposed EMS in
various time scales possibly below the granularity of weather forecasts and aiming for
an autonomously operating platform (i.e., with minimum human intervention). This
was achieved by selecting auto-regressive models that rely only on past information.

A data-drivenmethod based onQuantile Random Forests (QRFs) was proposed for
the adaptive probabilistic forecasting feature of the EMS and a recursive correlation
estimation for the adaptive sg. The QRF method relies on the well proven machine
learning algorithm of RFs described in section 2.1.3. For each lead time k in the look-
ahead horizon, a dedicated RFwas trained so that it only predicts the uncertain variable
for the specified lead time. Then an ensemble of RF (ensemble of ensembles) was used
to perform the multi-step ahead prediction as illustrated in Figure 2.6. A dedicated
model was then built for eachRV .
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FIGURE 2.6. Ensemble of RFs for multi-step ahead predictions

The important element in the selection of the QRF method is that the whole
distribution of the uncertain variable can be estimated based on input features X ,
which in this case are the lagged values of theRV Y (measurements). If we want to
estimate the conditional distribution of value y given a specific input valueX = x, we
can then use the ECDF of the response weights of the trees in the forests based on their
own training datasets (bootstrapped samples). This procedure is described through the
quantile function as

Qτ (x) = inf


y :

N∑
j=1

∑
t∈T

1

| T |
1{Xj ∈ St(x)}

N∑
n=1

1{Xn ∈ St(x)}

1{Yj ≤ y} ≥ τ


(2.60)

where τ is the specified quantile level we seek to estimate, St(x) is the leaf set con-
taining the value x, and 1{Xj ∈ St(x)} checks whether the jth observation with
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input value Xj fall in the leaf set St(x) of tree t ∈ T , where j = 1, . . . , J are the
indices of the observations used as a training bootstrap sample to the particular tree
t. This feature can be then used along with the estimation of the time dependent
multivariate distributions of theRV for the specified look-ahead horizon (through a
statistic Σ denoting a correlation matrix) and generate potential future trajectories.
This time-dependent estimation is illustrated in Figure 2.7 where on the vertical axis,
the discrete real-time is represented with t and on the horizontal axes, the lead times
are represented with k, for a look-ahead horizon equal to the length of lagged predictor
values equal to 2. Then, the issue time (green) is themoment when the forecast is issued,
the predictors (blue) are the points in the past that are used by the auto-regressive
forecasting engine, and the forecasts (red) are just the future forecasted values. At t− 3,
the red dots represent the forecast points for t− 2 and t− 1 using the statisticΣt−3.
This is also the most recent update of the statisticΣ, which can be transferred to time
t, for which the values at t− 1, t− 2 are then known and can be used as predictors.
Then, the whole sequence is shifted right in t + 1 where the most recent available
estimation isΣt−2 and the whole process is repeated.
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FIGURE 2.7. Rolling horizon basis for recursive correlation estimation

Following the methodology described above, it was possible to achieve adaptive
uncertainty quantification and detect possible sudden step-wise variations in the load.
In other words, the combination of the time-dependent probabilities and the constantly
updating correlation information could then be used to distinguish future values with
potentially high and low expected variations, as illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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FIGURE 2.8. Future step-wise load variation (black) and target uncertainty pattern estimation (green)
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FIGURE 2.9. Overall proposed Stochastic Model Predictive Control-Energy Management System scheme

This feature was integrated into the proposed scenario-based SMPC-EMS, the per-
formance of which was tested/validated against several case studies characterized by
different daily operational regimes and wind power trends within a whole year period.
Such case studies reflected situations of various combinations of low or high loading
conditions including load stepping up or stepping down and wind power ramping up
or down. The overall proposed methodology is summarized in Figure 2.9. With the
proposed methodology, it was possible to significantly improve the very short-term
uncertainty quantification capabilities compared to a standard benchmark model (CH-
Pen) that used all the historical data available. This was quantified through the skill score
improvement calculated on the Continuously Ranked Probability Score (CRPS) basis. The
very high skill scores achieved for both load and wind power time series (around 90%)
were justified since the variation implied through the whole historical datasets with
the benchmark method was extremely large, leading to very pessimistic probabilistic
forecasts. Just as an example, we recall that for the load time series (Platform A) from
fig. 2.4a, the minimum to peak variations range is 0.17− 1 pu, clearly indicating the
benefits from an adaptive uncertainty estimation such the one proposed. In addition,
the proposed method was compared against the deterministic version of the MPC
denoted as Deterministic Model Predictive Control (DMPC)-EMS, where only point
forecasts are available for the controller and against a simple benchmark rule-based
strategy. Using the SMPC-EMS, various benefits were quantified over DMPC-EMS
in terms of fuel savings (translated into emissions reduction up to 2.56%), operation
cost savings up to 12.86%, and reduction in status transitions (on/off switching) for
the GTs up to 35.29%. Such benefits were also accompanied by improvements in the
cycling behavior of the BESS, which can be translated into further operational cost
reduction, while for most cases, the dumped energy was kept to a minimum value and
was not deteriorated compared to the DMPC-EMS case. Summarizing the above, we
can conclude that:

Combining so and MILP within an optimal predictive control framework can efficiently
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solve the energy management of isolated power systems with dispatchable units, under the
presence of very short-term demand and generation uncertainty and non-smooth variations
of operating conditions. This was validated under the proposed SMPC-EMS for the case of
offshore wind-powered O&G platforms, leading to potential operational benefits.

2.2.3 Frequency support from the ESS under different uncertainty and control
representations

Risk-dependent and power limited disturbance rejection

In the previous section, evidence was provided that under the proposed framework,
optimal energy management can be achieved, leading to reduction of operational costs,
emissions, and the wear and tear of the GTs while avoiding over-straining the ESS.
Nevertheless, despite such advantages, it is very important to consider the effect of
these decisions on the lower time scale and on the continuous operation of the system,
where potentially critical issues could lead to unstable and non-safe conditions.

Moving in this direction and considering the commonly adopted coupling between
active power variations and ac systems’ frequency, the frequency regulation problem
was studied for the target application. This involves isolated power systems with
flexible GT units (synchronous generation), wind power and ESS integration, and
rapidly varying operating conditions. In particular, the control design for frequency
support provision by the ESS was explored under the natural limitation of its power
rating and risk considerations for the uncertain disturbance. For the proposed design
procedure, it was assumed that at least oneGTwill be “ON”, providing system reliability
and operating in its maximum efficiency point, providing damping to the ac power
system by a defined droop setting. Then the coupling between the control effort and the
power limits (saturation) of the ESS was explicitly considered in the design problem,
leading to proper concurrent sizing and control law solutions, when disturbance
uncertainty is considered. This was embedded in the design problem using a data-
based approach free of unnecessarily tight assumptions (i.e., regarding the probability
distributions) or the over-conservatism from norm bounded perturbations that ignore
the actual observed disturbance signals. For this, sequences of high resolution net
load variations were induced by sampling the available historical datasets for load and
wind speed. For the latter, low time-scale variations (i.e.,∼ seconds) were constructed
from lower resolution data values (i.e.,∼minutes) using validated spectral methods
for interpolation and data generation (Chapter B.1).

Since the target was to derive a power control law for the ESS following a data-
based approach, the control law was constructed directly on the discrete domain,
where the use of numerical optimization is straightforward. To emulate the virtual
inertia functionality of the ESS when providing power to the system as a function
of the frequency deviations, the commonly used output feedback configuration was
selected, which was eventually converted into a disturbance feed-forward compensator
by using the Internal Model Principle (IMC). Then, the control action was parameterized
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as an affine function of the disturbance signal (input disturbance with respect to
the power system plant). Therefore, given perfect information of the plant model
and the uncertain disturbance, perfect regulation could be achieved and the optimal
compensator gain versus power rating could be designed as

q0
ū

= sup
δ∈∆

∥∥∥∥ 1

∆Pd(δ)

∥∥∥∥
∞

= sup
δ∈∆, t∈T

|∆Pd(t, δ)
−1| (2.61)

where q0 is the feed-forward gain, ū the power rating, ∆Pd(t, δ) the active power
deviation acting as disturbance and which is a function of the uncertainty and time,∆
the uncertainty set for eachRV (i.e., load and wind power), and T the control horizon
for the minimization of the Integral Square Error (ISE) of the frequency deviations.
Nevertheless, even if perfect system information is available, the uncertainty set∆ (for
eachRV ) is unknown and needs to be modelled. For this, the sawas used, formulating
the optimization problem as in eq. (2.49) and allowing for a user-defined risk selection
as a hedging mechanism against the unknown disturbances.

With the proposed method, it was possible to find risk-dependent pairs (q0, ū)
that could compensate all sampled disturbances but a small predefined fraction, for
which the controller would saturate. Then, taking advantage of the variable robustness
framework of the sa and considering that worst-cases may be induced by the least
“typical” patterns (as discussed in section 2.2.1), a sr algorithm was employed (FFS)
to characterize the performance improvement versus risk dependency. Then it was
found that removing 29 scenarios from the initial sample would give the best trade-off
of performance improvement (66% smaller objective value) and risk deterioration
(risk level increased from 1% to 3.23%). Even though it was demonstrated for a static
case, it is simple to implement such methodology in a recursive way together with the
SMPC-EMS described in section 2.2.2, so that uncertainty sets are refreshed based
on the latest information, updating the control law for frequency support but also
finding time-varying and risk-dependent bounds of the maximum power injections
(ū), guaranteeing that the provided ancillary service will have a bounded impact on the
SoC schedule of the ESS. Summarizing the above, we conclude:

The provision of frequency support by the ESS is not only linked to its maximum power
capabilities but also to the very short-term potential disturbances. With the proposed method-
ology, we could find optimal combinations of control law and maximum power requirements
for the ESS, so that proper frequency regulation is achieved by accepting a user-defined risk
of not achieving it.

Optimal isochronous frequency regulation and state of charge tracking

So far, it has been demonstrated that a properly sized ESS can be used in various time
scales to mitigate issues emerging from the uncertainty characterizing both supply
and demand. In particular, for the lower time scale, it was shown that risk-averse
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frequency support can be provided with bounded effects on the power requirements
from theESS that could be translated into energy bounds, for the compensationhorizon.
Nevertheless, such multi-scale functionality of the ESS could affect its optimal SoC
schedule coming from the EMS. To deal with this issue, a supervisory control scheme
was proposed for coordinating both the GT and the ESS to achieve simultaneous
frequency regulation and SoC tracking, while also respecting operational constraints.
In addition, the combined effects of disturbance and parameters uncertainty were
integrated into the control design problem, lifting the assumption of perfect plant
knowledge. Moreover, a higher fidelity model was implemented for the ESS (which
again, and in accordance with the previous analyses, was based on batteries), capturing
the rate capacity and charge relaxation effects.

To achieve the multiple control objectives for the Multi-Input Multi-Output
(MIMO) system, the MPC framework was employed along with the sa, resulting
in SMPC controller proposals. The overall system including the considered power
and control systems is illustrated in Figure 2.10. For this configuration, the GT was
assumed to be operating in its maximum efficiency point (for a given load) while in
isochronous operation. This means that it constantly tracks the frequency providing
continuous regulation to its nominal value, and therefore, a load disturbance would
cause it to deviate from its current efficient operating point. However, since the ESS
is also part of this configuration, it could contribute by supporting the grid, ensuring
that the frequency is tightly regulated with minimum deviation of the GT from its
efficient operating point during the transient. Nevertheless, the contribution from
the ESS should only occur during the transient period and in a way that does not
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FIGURE 2.10. Overall power system model and proposed control framework
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cause it to deviate from its SoC reference. Meanwhile, it should also be weighted so
that its cycling behavior and corresponding degradation are minimum. Control and
control deviation bounds were integrated into the controller for both the GT and ESS,
modelling power and power ramping constraints. In addition, to quantify the effect of
the control law parametrization, various SMPC versions were developed where the
control law was either implicitly calculated from the numerical optimization problem
SMPC-No Parametrization) (NP ) or was expressed through a feedback mechanism.
This was either an affine function of the disturbance SMPC-Full Parametrization (FP )
or an affine function of the states using a constant LQR feedback law SMPC-State
Feedback parametrization (SF ). The performance of the various SMPC controllers
was compared against a deterministic MPC version and against a robust control design
based onH∞ method, explained in section 2.1.4.

Initially, the different controllers were compared in terms of their nominal perfor-
mance assuming no plant or disturbance uncertainty by simulating their responses
in a load step variation. In this case, it was found that the SMPC-NP achieved the
most dumped and fastest frequency response compared to the SMPC-SF andH∞
controllers. Additionally, it performed better in terms of SoC tracking compared to
SMPC-SF while theH∞ ensured the tightest SoC tracking with the least dynamic
deviation. Nevertheless, the SMPC-SF was accompanied by more conservative con-
trol effort/action (i.e., peak GT and BESS power demand) compared to SMPC-SF .
Then, even thoughH∞ resulted in the worst frequency nadir, it also achieved the best
SoC tracking. Such effects revealed the inherent preferences and increased tuning
requirements from each controller, meaning that SF eventually offered smoother
control actions at the cost of slower responses while the robust controller ensured the
best satisfaction for the BESS objectives, putting more stress on the GT and at the cost
of the worst frequency regulation.

Then, again for the same specified load step variation, the developed controllers
were compared under the presence of both plant and disturbance uncertainty. The
disturbance uncertainty was due to random wind power realizations at each time
step (based on an average wind speed value and the higher resolution model of wind
speed variations described in Chapter B.1, while a 10% uncertainty was considered
over the nominal parameters values. For this analysis, two evaluations studies were
conducted, one expressing the expected performance of the controllers and another
based on anMC approach to quantify their constraint violation probabilities and es-
timate the full ECDF of some defined key performance indicators. For the expected
performance analysis, similar results with the nominal performance comparison were
observed, with the most important being the similarity in the achieved performance
among the DMPC, SMPC-NP , and SMPC-FP controllers, justified by their quite
similar internal structure compared to SMPC-SF andH∞. In terms of constraint
violation probability, as expected, the SMPC versions resulted in less violation of the
maximum allowable frequency deviation compared to the DMPC. In addition, since
the impact of the disturbance uncertainty is directly on the system’s frequency and
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not on the SoC , it is noteworthy that all controllers could respect the SoC bounds
without violations, although again the DMPC would saturate the constraint (reach
the SoC limit value) more often compared to the SMPC versions. In addition, the
SMPC-NP and SMPC-FP achieved less frequency nadir violation and maximum
SoC deviations compared to SMPC-SF , which had similar violation distributionwith
the DMPC. The worst violation distribution was observed forH∞ controller, meaning
that the impact of the disturbance uncertainty was much more important compared to
the parametric uncertainty for which theH∞ controller was designed. Nevertheless,
H∞ achieved the best distribution in terms of BESS cycling (in accordance with its
nominal behavior), while it was associated with the worst distribution in terms of
the GT control effort, for which the SMPC-SF had the best one. Finally, different
factors related to the C-rate capabilities of the ESS were studied and their impact on
the DMPC performance. Summarizing the above, we can state that:

Achieving simultaneous tight frequency regulation and SoC tracking for isolated grids
that include a GT, a BESS, and stochastic wind power is possible and better achieved by
using SMPC, preferably with an affine disturbance feedback controller parametrization. This
enables the smooth integration with higher level EMS algorithms that give optimal SoC
reference trajectories, addressing the difficulties due to the time-scale separation in power
systems.

2.2.4 Adaptive frequency and energy constrained primary control design em-
bedding in the EMS

It is now evident that the complexity in decision making for an EMS comes not only
from the multiple objectives, but also from the coupling of multiple time scales with
different requirements. An optimal operation can be decided upon a higher time scale
(∼minutes), but the reliable and safe system operation is decided on a lower time scale
(∼ seconds) during the continuous system operation. As seen before (section 2.2.3), a
typical way to consider that active power balance is not only achieved at the discrete
scheduled times but during the whole operation, is to regulate the frequency of the
ac system. In the previous section (section 2.2.3), a method for continuous frequency
regulation was presented assuming that one of the conventional units (GT) will be the
master unit operating in isochronous mode and will be supported by the ESS. However,
this option puts all the stress on a single GT (despite being relieved by the ESS in the
proposed setup).

An alternative way that has been traditionally adopted in large interconnected
power systems is to distribute the control effort among the several interconnected
units and decouple the effects of an active power imbalance in different time intervals
employing a hierarchical frequency regulation structure. In particular, there exist
dedicated procedures defined by national/international authorities and system opera-
tors (TSO) to follow a divide and conquer approach in which the frequency response is
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partitioned in time and different control requirements are set at each partition. The
first and quickest requirement is to arrest the frequency response, which comes as a
natural effect from the rotating inertia of the generators (assuming that those exist in
the system). Then, during the first seconds after the disturbance, primary frequency
control is implemented, being responsible to bound and contain the frequency devia-
tion from its nominal value. Then, the secondary frequency control is employed to
bring the frequency back to its nominal value. At this stage, since the various generators
participating in this hierarchical control structure have deviated from their scheduled
dispatch values, an additional control layer is employed (tertiary control) to reschedule
the generators to new optimal operating points while releasing any amount of power
capability reserved for primary or secondary control. Separate and dedicated markets
exist for each of the above services where different types of generators provide (bid)
their capability/willingness to support the grid after disturbances. This capability is
labeled as reserves and, depending on if it is provided for primary or secondary control,
is further characterized as primary / secondary reserves, respectively. This hierarchical
structure has the benefit of splitting the control effort among the participating units
and relying on simple but effective enough control laws. As an example we mention
the primary control, which is typically implemented through proportional laws to the
frequency deviation, the so-called droop control.

The situation becomes more complicated when trying to limit the operation of
conventional units and replace them with RES. Then their contribution is limited and
the rotating inertia of the system reduced, making the grid vulnerable to large-scale
disturbances. In addition, the optimal operation of the conventional units (coming
from the UC and Energy Dispatch (ED) problems) does not necessarily mean that the
security of the systemwill be ensured, and therefore, special reformulations are needed.
This becomes particularly critical regarding the operation of isolated power systems,
such as the offshore wind-powered O&G platforms that are the main application
target of this thesis. Following the distributed control approach, the online generators
(GTs) take the responsibility of dealing with Active Power Disturbances (APDs) in a
collective way through their rotational masses and predefined droop control laws.
Additionally, since properly sized ESS solutions are already considered for the optimal
EMS as presented throughout section 2.2 and in particular in section 2.2.2, the natural
extension is to use this as a virtual generator supporting the grid’s frequency (as also
explored in section 2.2.3). Then, the question that arises is how to integrate the design
of the droop control mechanism and the ESS participation in the EMS algorithm, so
that i)minimum GTs contribution is required, ii) the ESS does not deviate much from
its originally planned (by the EMS) optimal SoC schedule, and iii) allocated reserves
are enough to withstand near-future uncertain APDs.

To solve the above-mentioned problems, an upgraded version of the EMS is pro-
posed (w.r.t. section 2.2.2) with the following additional enhancements. Initially, the
non-linear dynamics of the ac power system are used to provide bounds on the fre-
quency deviation given a particular APD value. Such a relation defines the minimum
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FIGURE 2.11. Overall power system model with proposed Energy Management System and adaptive
control framework

required damping of the system and conversely, defining an acceptable range for the
frequency after an APD, we may find the minimum required system damping. Sim-
ilarly, it is possible to define the minimum required system inertia to limit the rate
of change of frequency (RoCoF) below a particular defined value. Besides the GT
units that provide inertia and damping (by the droop control), a virtual inertia and
virtual droop control law is employed for the ESS to emulate a GT and contribute
to the minimum required inertia and damping values. Then, since the ESS will be
participating in the inertial and primary control layers, meaning that it will provide
or absorb an unscheduled amount of energy, this should be small enough to limit its
impact on the optimally scheduled State of Energy (SoE) trajectory. A method for
reformulating the aforementioned logic into a set of linear constraints was derived,
enabling the smooth integration with MILP-based EMS. Nevertheless, for such an
implementation, a value of the APD is required. Since perfect forecast is impossible
and given the possibility from the developed SMPC-EMS algorithm (section 2.2.2)
to quantify uncertainty of load and wind power in an adaptive way, then a proba-
bilistic representation of APD constraints could be imposed. Then, combining this
with a risk-dependent probabilistic satisfaction of the induced constraints using a
modified version of the sa, it was possible to reformulated the chance-constrained
optimisation problem into a finite sample ro problem. To efficiently solve the robust
MILP reformulation, a pattern-based technique was employed (equivalently to the
pattern-based solution of the famous cutting-stock problem), avoiding the extensive tree
search resulting from the Branch-and-Boundmethod, and thus it was possible to solve
the problem in a recursive way through anMPC framework. The main concepts of the
proposed algorithm are illustrated in Figure 2.11. With the proposed modified EMS, it
was possible to co-optimize the system’s efficient operation, the droop control of the
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GTs, and the ESS frequency support contribution under uncertain disturbances and
guarantees on the frequency variations. Since probabilistic forecasts could capture
sudden net load variations, the optimal schedules derived with the enhanced EMS
were different from the original security-ignorant EMS (section 2.2.2), securing safe
system operation (i.e., the frequency staying inside the allowable range and its rate of
change being no greater than the acceptable value). It was interesting to observe that
the allocation of reserves was following the pattern on the net load where a possible
future large variation would be secured by scheduling more reserves and inertia com-
pared to cases where relatively flat conditions were expected. The security enforcing
feature came at a relatively small cost compared to the security-ignorant EMS, where
the largest difference was the amount of time and the GT units that should be kept on
by each version. Notably, the coordination of the ESS and GTs acts as an alternative to
theN + 1 redundancy, since if the ESS was not used to provide frequency response,
additional GT units would be required to be “ON” at some instants, to ensure the
minimum requirements. Finally, the constraints on the use of the ESS were validated
by two versions of the EMS algorithm; in the first, such constraints were ignored and
in the second, they were enforced. It was found that ignoring such constraints could
lead to violations of the desired energy reserves bounds allocated for the EMS for some
instants, while with the second version bounds were respected for the whole simulated
period.
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ABSTRACT

According to the plans of one of the global O&G industry leaders, the integration of
offshore wind power into offshore O&G platforms will become reality within the next
three years. Although this implementation is going to set the standards for a cleaner
platform operation, the intermittency of wind power generation does not favor the
provision of scheduled constant and reliable power for the loads. To cope with this
limitation, this paper proposes a configuration that integrates a BESS in the O&G
platform. The manuscript focuses on how to appropriately size the BESS through a
techno-economic study that considers both investment and operation costs, along
with the possibility for economic benefits in terms of fuel savings and CO2 emissions
reductions. The results, obtained using aggregated field data from a real platform,
indicate that the sized BESS enables fuel savings and higher levels of wind power
penetration. This confirms the intuition that BESSs may positively contribute towards
renewable-based offshore O&G platforms.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The global O&G industry is deemed amongst the most emissions intensive, with the
production and use ofO&Gaccounting for over half of global greenhouse gas emissions
associated with energy consumption [1]. In Norway, which is the third larger exporter
of gas in the world and covers about 2% of the global oil demand, a considerable need to
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maximize the O&G resources utilization, minimize environmental impact, and reduce
its GHG emissions is felt and now also stated on the Norwegian OG21 strategic vision
for the petroleum sector [2]. Offshore O&G platforms are typically isolated, implying
that their operations are supported by conventional power generation systems, namely
diesel generators and GTs. These systems add a significant proportion to the total
generated emissions that result from the operation of the various processing systems
typically found in anO&Gplatform. Therefore, to control and reduce the high emission
levels associated with the operation of O&G platforms, one way is to find alternatives
for the power generation system. Such alternatives could include long-distance power
transmission (at the cost of facing several technical and environmental challenges
related to the deployment of these lines) and the integration of renewable energy to
the O&G platform [3]. Following the recent progress of the offshore wind energy
sector [4], Equinor has recently announced their plan to interconnect two offshore
O&G platforms with a co-located floating wind farm and to explore the possibility
for integrating large amounts of renewable power to the platforms power systems [5].
However, this introduces the problem of coupling the intermittent behavior of the
wind power production with the high criticality and reliability requirements of the
supplied loads. The critical point from a technical perspective is that the uncertainties
associated to the energy supply and production processes can lead to system-wide
power fluctuations, which can, in their turn, threaten the stability and reliability of
the platform’s operations [6, 7]. Facing this problem requires flexible solutions that
may include advanced energy resources scheduling [8], efficient coordination of the
various subsystems [9] and integrating an energy storage system in the platforms
grid. However, none of the above-mentioned studies investigated the benefits of
integrating ESSs into O&G platforms, despite their proven abilities to provide ancillary
services, aid improving scheduling, and help increasing renewable penetration. To
this respect, battery ESSs provide interesting possibilities, due to their constantly
decreasing installation and operation costs.

3.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

We first describe and model the system in Subsection 3.2.1, and then use this informa-
tion to formulate our BESS sizing problem.

3.2.1 System Description and Quantitative Models

The O&G platform under consideration is located in the North Sea; its power supply
comes from 2 identical GTs that are operated in load sharing mode, with a capability
to cover the load just by using one of them. The platform is also supplied from locally
generated offshore wind power, rated at a 50% power penetration (i.e., the maximum
wind power production over the peak load of the platform). For the smooth and safe
operation of the system, a dump load is also included for dissipating excess power
when total generation is greater than total consumption. The proposed configuration,
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which is depicted in Figure 3.1, integrates two key components: a) a BESS with its cor-
responding balance of power components, and b) a controllable dump load. Including
the controllable dump load adds essential flexibility in how to design and operate the
storage system: being enforced to store surplus energy under any conditions could
indeed lead to an economically unjustifiably large battery size. The wind power gener-
ation was modeled based on the tools from [10]. Thus, it was possible to simulate the
hourly wind power production for a whole year, based on realistic wind conditions.
Figure 3.2 presents the power consumption profiles of the offshore platform, along
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FIGURE 3.1. The proposed system configuration

with the wind power generation at the selected site, on an hourly basis for a whole year.
The location is characterized by extreme offshore wind conditions: more than 50% of
the year the wind power generation is greater equal than 80% of its rated power, with
a yearly Capacity Factor (CF) of 67%. The last, is in line with actual performance of
offshore floating wind farms [11]. The wind farm operates thus at its rated capacity
most of the time, but it also experiences several deep wind drops and steep ramp-ups
concentrated in a few hours. At the same time, the O&G platform consumption profile
is mostly constant along the different days, as it is dominated by large and scheduled
loads (i.e., drilling and oil pumping equipment). However, the platform load curve
presents short-term power spikes due to the startup and disconnection of individual
heavy loads (i.e. compressors, cranes, thermal process equipment). The combined
effects of these events lead to a constantly varying correlation between the wind power
generation and the platform’s consumption; to maintain reliable operations of the
overall system there is thus the need for introducing appropriate power management
strategies that, depending on the situation, divert or extract electrical power to / from
the BESS. Designing the BESS control strategy calls then for solving the associated
BESS sizing problem. Sizing the BESS shall in its turn take into account both operation
costs (i.e., the operational costs of the power generation system, including fuel con-
sumption, operation and maintenance (O&M), and additional CO2 generation taxes)
and investment costs (i.e., installation, commissioning and de-commissioning, poten-
tial loans). The remainder of this section will thus introduce the various models of the
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costs above, i.e., the atomic components of what will be our BESS sizing optimization
problem. The first model relates then to the GTs operation costs, modeled based on

FIGURE 3.2. Platform power consumption and wind power generation (a year)

field data about power generation and thermal efficiency of the GTs of the considered
platform. More specifically, for each operation point the model estimates the fuel mass
flow ṁf (i) [kg/h] as

ṁf (i) =
PGT

η(i) · LHV
(3.1)

where i indicates the operating point, η(i) is the thermal efficiency of the GTs [adim.],
PGT (i) the GT power [MW], and LHV is the lower heating value of natural gas [MJ/kg].
The dataset indicates an almost linear relationship between fuel mass flow and GTs
power, so that in the following we will approximate this model with the commonly
used affine map ṁf = a · PGT + b. Note moreover that in our analyses we consider
dt = 1 hour, so that the average power production (in MW) is numerically equal to the
hourly produced energy (in MWh). The same is valid for the fuel consumption.

The secondmodel is relative to the produced CO2 emissions, that can be estimated
from the fuel flows for each operation point by considering the ideal combustion
process of natural gas through a conversion coefficient µNG→ CO2. Thus, from the
fuel sale valueCNG, the fuel density at standard temperature and pressure conditions
ρN , the estimated O&M cost [12] and the CO2 taxCco2,tax estimated from [13], it is
possible to calculate the levelized cost of the power produced from the GTs,Cf as

Cf

[ e

MWh

]
=
(CNG[

e
Nm3 ]

ρN [ kg
Nm3 ]

+ CCO2tax

[ e

kgCO2

]
·

µNG→ CO2

[kgCO2

kgfuel

])
· α
[ kg

MWh

]
+ CO&M

[ e

MWh

]
(3.2)

The third model regards the total BESS investment cost, that is divided as in
[14] into two factors, i.e., its capacity CE [MWh] and its power conversion rating
CP [MW ]. The battery type has been selected based on the lifetime duration [15,
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16], power density and the possibility for deep charge/discharge cycles. Moreover,
since deep-water offshore O&G platforms are typically far from the shore, replacing
equipment corresponds to costly and time-consuming operations. Considering the
cost and maintenance trends of various battery technologies (summarized in [17]), we
thus considered Li-Ion batteries as the most viable option for a BESS in a deep-water
O&G platform. Finally, the amortization of the initial investment costCBESS is split
into a daily basis cost (i.e., the Capital Recovery Factor (CRF)) as in [18], and thus as

CRF =
r · (1 + r)p

(1 + r)p − 1
(3.3)

CBESS = CRF · (CP · P̂B + CE · ÊB) (3.4)

where r is the daily interest rate (derived from the annual interest rate), p is the recouping
periods (p = 365 ·L), where L is the investment lifetime and P̂B and ÊB are the BESS
power rating and maximum capacity, respectively. For the sake of reproducibility of
our results, we collect the values of the abovementioned parameters in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1. Technical and economical parameters

Parameter Value
Fuel and Combustion Characteristics

LHV [MJ/kg] 44.19
NG sale value CNG

[
e

Sm3

]
0.24 [12]

µNG→ CO2

[
kgco2
kgfuel

]
(NG to CO2 combustion ratio) 2.53

CO2 TAX: Cco2,tax

[
e

kgCO2

]
0.07 [13]

Levelized CO2 TAX
[

e
MWh

]
30.55

Gas Turbine Characteristics
Max GT Power PGT,max [MW ] 15

Min GT power PGT,min [MW ] (@ Tech. Min. = 20%) 3
Min GT power PGT,min [MW ] (@ Tech. Min. = 30%) 4.5

Linear Interpolation coefficient a
[

kg
MWh

]
172.5

Linear Interpolation constant b
[
kg
h

]
729.2

O&M cost of GT CO&M

[
e

MWh

]
11.42

Fuel Cost CNG

[
e

MWh

]
57.74

Levelized cost of GT power Cf

[
e

MWh

]
99.71

Battery Energy Storage System Characteristics
Investment Lifetime L 15 [15, 16]
Annual Interest Rate 7% [12]

BESS Capacity Cost CE

[
e

MWh

]
70 [17]

BESS Power Cost CP

[
e

MWh

]
40 [17]
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3.2.2 Formulating the BESS sizing and operation problem as a linear opti-
mization problem

To define the BESS sizing problem we consider solving the UC problem using a simpli-
fied two stage stochastic LP formulation based on deterministic scenarios that emerge
from expert knowledge contained in the available dataset of hourly measured load
and wind power profiles for a whole year. The two-stage formulation allows for two
different stages of decision variables, the first containing the sizing problem variables
(P̂B, ÊB ) and the second containing the operating variables that are different based
on each operational scenario, as described below. In this way, it is possible to take into
account a summary of the possible future weather conditions, so that themany possible
outcomes of the platform consumption and wind power generation are considered as
equiprobable scenarios to be realized. Then, the scenarios are simultaneously taken
into account and included in the objective function through the evaluation of the
expected cost based on the SAA [19].The envisioned approach to design the maximum
capacity of the storage system Êbat ≥ 0 and its power rating P̂bat ≥ 0 for every
possible scenario s (N=365) and examined case c (C=40), becomes thus the following:
first of all, the UC problem shall consider the following as controllable variables:

• The aggregated hourly power generation from theGTs, i.e.,P s
GT (t) for t=1,. . . ,24,

s=1,. . . ,365;

• The hourly charging/discharging power profile of the BESS, i.e., P s
bat (t) for

t=1,. . . ,24, s=1,. . . ,365 (with P s
bat (t) > 0 indicating that the BESS discharges

and acts as a generation unit, and P s
bat (t) < 0 vice versa);

• The hourly dissipated dump load power, i.e.,P s
dump (t) for t=1,. . . ,24, s=1,. . . ,365.

Moreover, the approach shall guarantee the following series of constraints:

• the system depicted in Figure 3.1 needs to be always in power balance, that
means

P s
bat (t) +P s

GT (t) = P s
L (t)−P s

w (t) +P s
dump (t) , t = 1÷ 24, s = 1÷N (3.5)

• The GTs need to always satisfy box constraints of the form

P c
GT,min (t)≤ PGT (t) ≤ PGT,max, c = 1÷ C (3.6)

• the platform power demand P s
L (t) demand needs to be always met;

• the dynamics of the BESS shall be respected. Relative to this, we model the
energy levels for the BESS as

Es
bat (t) = Ec

bat,0 +
t∑

i=1

P s
bat (i), t = 1÷ 24, s = 1÷N, c = 1÷ C (3.7)
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whereEs
bat (t) is the remaining energy capacity of the BESS at any instant t, for every

scenario s andEcase
bat,0 is the initial energy capacity of the BESS for every case examined,

the latter calculated from a selected initial SoC0 as

Ecase
bat,0 = SoCcase

0 · Êbat (3.8)

• the energy capacity and the power exchanges of the BESS need also to be box
constrained, i.e.,

0 ≤ Es
bat (t) ≤ Êbat, |P s

bat (t)| ≤ P̂bat, t = 1÷ 24, s = 1÷N (3.9)

• finally, a cycling behavior of the storage system shall be enforced. For this we
use the common constraint such that the initial SoC shall be equal to the final
one, i.e.,

24∑
i=1

P s
bat (i) = 0, s = 1÷N (3.10)

Importantly, this implies that the initial state of charge SoC0 becomes a decision
variable that may affect the final results on the design variables Êbat ≥ 0 and P̂bat ≥ 0.
This issue will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3. The cost function to be minimized
for this approach is

J =
1

N

N∑
s=1

24∑
t=1

CfP
s
GT (t) · δt+ Cp · P̂B + CE · ÊB (3.11)

3.3 QUANTITIVE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The optimization problem described in the previous section was used to study the
impact of the different system parameters, in particular: 1) the technical minimum
(TM) associated to the GTs on the O&G platform operation, 2) the size and number of
available GTs and 3) the initial state of charge of the BESS. As for the first parameter,
TMs indicate the lowest operation level for the GTs: going under this minimum limit
should be avoided due to increased mechanical wear [20], in addition to the inability
to supply the heat demand, if any. As for the last parameter, we note that most of the
studies reported in literature that consider a scenario-based approach for optimization
(such as in our case) and that rely on assumption 3.10 do not provide deep investigations
on the impact of its initial numeric value on the final results. However, our ansatz is
that SoC0 is a sensitive quantity that shall be investigated in details, because of the
following intuition: the constraint (3.10) limits the cycling behaviors that the BESS
may follow; different values of the SoC may lead to dramatically different strategies
of how to charge and discharge the batteries (e.g., assume that all the scenarios start
with high wind conditions and low platform power requirements; starting then fully
charged is likely to be worse than starting fully discharged). For this we simulate and
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compare two basic scenarios, one with a lower wind power penetration (WP=50%)
and one with a high one (WP=100%), a strategy that enables to examine the effects of
increasing wind power integration levels. In particular, the parameter SoC0 is varied
along five equally spaced discrete values that range from initially empty (SoC0 = 0%)
to initially full (SoC0 = 100%). As for the GTs, we assume that there may be either
one or two GTs in operation (i.e.,NGT = 1, orNGT = 2, respectively). Note that the
second approach is common in offshore O&G platforms, as having two generators
increases the system reliability and the possibility of serving critical loads even during
emergencies. This reliability need is however diminished when integrating BESSs,
since the platform may rely on the BESS remaining capacity for emergency power
provision while operating with just one GT. Finally, we specify that the proposed
configuration (with the BESS) is compared against the base case where wind power is
integrated in the platform, but no storage is included. Consequently, when we refer
to the term CO2 “reduction”, we imply that an additional CO2 reduction (compared
to the case of wind integration) is achieved by introducing the BESS to the platform
(when this is instructed form the optimization results) for any WP level, and when
we refer to “Daily Benefit” we imply that the daily operational cost of the proposed
system (including BESS) is already smaller compared to the one without the BESS.
The same concept applies also to the term “Dumped energy reduction”. The results
can qualitatively be summarized through the following series of considerations: 1)
Increasing the wind penetration rate typically implies smaller BESS, when 2 GTs are
operating. This is consistent with the intuition that, given that the load of the platform
to be covered is limited, with a simultaneous large base load coverage from the 2
GTs, and given that in our formulation dumping excess power is not penalized, then
the more wind power is available the less there is the need to store it. Therefore, it
can be preferably dumped at no cost (Figure 3.3). The opposite case is valid when
we operate just with 1 GT and thus reduced operating costs. Then a bigger BESS
could be promoted despite its increasing investment cost, because the operating cost is
already reduced by using 1 GT. (Figure 3.4) 2) Increasing the number of GTs or their

FIGURE 3.3. Expected daily benefit for the cases examined with two GTs in operation
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FIGURE 3.4. Expected daily benefit for the cases examined with one GT in operation

TM (that, in practice, corresponds to increase the minimum guaranteed load supplied
by the GTs) is, from a BESS sizing point of view, equivalent to having higher wind
penetration rate. This means that when the wind farm connected to the O&G platform
and/or the GT generated power is sufficiently large, then implementing a BESS is
not economically meaningful. This is depicted in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 where for
both cases of WP level we do not get a BESS size for the case of increased number
of GTs and TM (NGT = 2 & TM=30%). Especially from Figure 3.6 it is possible to
observe that we do not get a BESS size even for the case with 2 GTs and lower TM
(TM=20%) when we start at zero initial state of charge, while for the remaining values
we get a result. This can be interpreted as follows: based on our dataset, it is better to
start with some initial energy because the system should be able to discharge power
before charging, most of the times. On top of that, the higher the wind penetration,
the larger the maximum possible expected daily CO2 and dump energy reduction are,
with respect to the different cases considered for each WP level. As both variables are
directly linked to the fuel consumption of the GT and, hence, to the operational cost,
they also follow similar trends as the ones expressed in terms of the “Daily Benefit”
variable, as depicted in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. 3) The more balanced the initial

FIGURE 3.5. Expected daily benefit for the cases examined with lower WP
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FIGURE 3.6. Expected daily benefit for the cases examined with higher WP

SoC for the BESS is (i.e., more towards 50% than 0% or 100%), the larger the capacity
of the sized BESS becomes and - at the same time - the better economic benefits can be
obtained (Figure 3.3 to Figure 3.6). Our intuitive explanation, driven by inspecting the
temporal evolution of the SoC during the various daily scenarios, is that the more the
BESS can follow positive and negative swings (i.e., can both charge and discharge by
serving the simultaneous variations of the platform’s load and wind power production)
the better economic benefits one gets. The computed power rating of the BESS seems
instead almost insensitive to changes in the initial SoC parameter. The reason may
be that the platform load and wind power production have fixed maximum ramps
amplitudes. Since the load following capabilities are provided by the BESS and the
GTs simultaneously, the minimum BESS power rate parameter is more dependent
on the GTs power rate rather than the BESS initial SoC . 4) The costlier the BESS is
(both in terms of investment and deployment) with respect to the fuel for the GTs, the
smaller the final sized BESS becomes. This is intuitive, and as expected. Moreover,
the bigger the BESS, the less the overall system will dump energy and the higher the
possible CO2 reduction is - again, as expected. Concluding (and summarizing the
intuitions above), if one desires to dump less energy, then the best option seems to
have more wind capacity, a larger battery storage, use initial SoC levels around 50%,
and decrease the usage of the GTs by either reducing their size and/or (if technically
possible) their TM. Considering that typically the GTs in anO&Gplatform are two, due
to redundancy reasons, the main conclusion that can be extracted by all the intuitions
above is that for the considered platform, and looking only from an electrical energy
perspective, there exist combinations of wind capacity and GTs sizing for which may
it be economically meaningful to substitute one of the GTs with a BESS. The numeric
results of the capacity and power rating sizing are summarized in Table 3.2 and Table
3.3.
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TABLE 3.2. BESS sizing results for WP=50%

WP=50%
Ngt=1 Ngt=2

TM=20% TM=30% TM=20% TM=30%

SoC P E P E P E P E
[MW] [MWh] [MW] [MWh] [MW] [MWh] [MW] [MWh]

0 0.193 0.272 0.193 0.579 0.259 0.773 - -
0.25 0.193 0.272 0.212 0.799 0.357 1.155 - -
0.50 0.193 0.272 0.261 0.930 0.374 1.444 - -
0.75 0.193 0.271 0.262 0.845 0.375 1.164 - -
1 0.193 0.271 0.193 0.498 0.308 0.853 - -

TABLE 3.3. BESS sizing results for WP=100%

WP=100%
Ngt=1 Ngt=2

TM=20% TM=30% TM=20% TM=30%

SoC P E P E P E P E
[MW] [MWh] [MW] [MWh] [MW] [MWh] [MW] [MWh]

0 0.576 1.727 0.207 0.507 - - - -
0.25 0.874 3.217 0.361 1.084 0.102 0.272 - -
0.50 0.925 3.701 0.451 1.619 0.110 0.329 - -
0.75 0.833 2.698 0.359 1.372 0.109 0.327 - -
1 0.627 1.808 0.164 0.493 0.034 0.067 - -

3.4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper stems from the trend for which wind power and other renewable energy
sources will eventually be integrated into offshore O&G platforms, with the objective
of reducing their environmental impact. Implementing an energy system that is based
on non-dispatchable RESs, in its turn, may benefit from integrating a storage system.
This study considered thus the problem of sizing and integrating BESSs into such
RESs-oriented platforms (in our numerical case study, a wind-based one). The sizing
problem was cast and solved in terms of optimizing a linear objective function that

TABLE 3.4. CO2 and Dump Energy Reduction Results for WP=50%

WP=50%
Ngt=1 Ngt=2

TM=20% TM=30% TM=20% TM=30%

SoC CO2 Edump CO2 Edump CO2 Edump CO2 Edump

[kg] [MWh] [kg] [MWh] [kg] [MWh] [kg] [MWh]
0 29.6 0.068 65.2 0.150 90.5 0.207 - -

0.25 29.6 0.068 89.9 0.206 137.4 0.315 - -
0.50 28.8 0.066 106.3 0.244 168.1 0.385 - -
0.75 27.7 0.064 97.0 0.223 139.2 0.319 - -
1 26.6 0.061 58.4 0.134 101.6 0.233 - -
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TABLE 3.5. CO2 and dump energy reduction results for WP=100%

WP=100%
Ngt=1 Ngt=2

TM=20% TM=30% TM=20% TM=30%

SoC CO2 Edump CO2 Edump CO2 Edump CO2 Edump

[kg] [MWh] [kg] [MWh] [kg] [MWh] [kg] [MWh]
0 206.7 0.474 58.0 0.133 - - - -

0.25 372.7 0.854 123.6 0.283 30.3 0.069 - -
0.50 427.3 0.979 180.0 0.413 36.7 0.084 - -
0.75 319.6 0.732 150.2 0.344 36.0 0.083 - -
1 211.2 0.483 54.8 0.126 7.9 0.018 - -

weights costs and benefits of both operations and investments. More precisely, as
for the operation costs we considered that the platform-wide power system needs to
provide both electrical and thermal power, and remains always in power balance (i.e., we
imposed the platform’s gas turbines (GTs) and BESS to serve the load following needs,
and considered that the RESs shall typically respect the minimum power production
levels due to efficiency, maintenance reasons and possible heat supply needs). In
the formulation, moreover, dumping excess power is not penalized. The performed
numerical simulations investigated the dependency of the plant’s operational cost to
the storage system size, and how these sizing solutions depend on themultiple variables
that define the problem, i.e., the wind power penetration rate, the number of the GTs
and the technical minimum of them. Two main conclusions can be drawn from our
quantitative results: first, with the used parameters (that, incidentally, are in line with
current techno-economic evaluations of typical O&G platform systems) it results that
implementing a BESS for a platform connected with an existing wind farm is often
economically meaningful in terms of reducing operational cost. Moreover, increasing
the wind power penetration by 100% (i.e., fromWP=50% toWP=100%) leads to 156.3%
bigger BESS and a 154.2% decrease of the fuel consumption, which is in turn translated
in correspondingly reduced CO2 emissions, dumped energy and increased mean daily
benefits. The results moreover suggest an interesting possibility: in platforms that
are connected to opportunely big wind farms, instead of using two GTs to serve the
electrical loads it may be economically meaningful to consider a configuration with a
single operating GT and a BESS.
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ABSTRACT

We consider the problem of how to generate uncertainty scenarios to be used in energy
storage sizing problems in isolated power systems. More precisely, we consider storage
sizing formulations where both loads and generation are stochastic, where no closed
form analytical expression is available, andwhere the presence ofmultiple discreteRV s
makes the sizing problemmixed integer and with combinatorial search spaces. We thus
propose and characterize a data-driven scenarios selection strategy that mitigates the
computational issues associatedwith these types of storage sizing problem formulations
while guaranteeing statically stable optimal solutions. Specifically, the approach works
by first learning the distribution of the uncertainties of the loads and generation starting
from field data, and then generating, through the learned distribution, an optimal set
of uncertainty scenarios that are subsequently used in a two-stage SP reformulation of
the original sizing problem. The workflow does not impose arbitrary structures to the
correlation among the uncertainties, nor does it lump these in a single parameter; thus,
it is suitable for systems with any load characteristics. Moreover, the approach ensures
to reach a solution that is statistically close to the one that would be computed if the
original problem was solvable and not computationally intractable. As a case study,
we analyze the problem of designing an energy storage system for a wind powered
O&G platform to minimize the expected daily system operational costs. Numerical
simulations showed that the proposed methodology leads to higher quality solutions
compared with other scenario selection strategies. This reveals realistic estimations of
the expected benefits, while also highlighting the risk-management limitations, when
solving the risk-constrained version of the problem.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Modern power systems are characterized by high levels of uncertainty and operational
complexity. This stems from the interaction of intermittent energy production from
RESs with electricity consumption patterns. Under this perspective, and to achieve a
more reliable, cost-effective and environmentally friendly operation, ESS are recog-
nized as an essential component of future grids [1, 2] and are especially valuable for
non-interconnected systems. However, determining the optimal size of an ESS when
considering the expected future system operational patterns is not a trivial task [3–5].
This is because the problem should account not only for costs and other important
limiting factors, but also for the fact that the uncertainties (especially load requirements
and generation) are statistically distributed, and their distribution cannot be learned
perfectly.

A potential strategy to deal with the presence of such uncertainties is to employ
stochastic optimization formulations [6, 7]. When integrating uncertainty into the
storage sizing problem by assuming parametric distributions [6, 8], there exist inherent
limitations on how well the available data can be described and generalized. On the
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contrary, data-based methods have shown the ability to better generalize and replicate
more complex patterns found in historical datasets [9]. Energy storage sizing problems
that consider the expected daily system operation are often formulated as two-stage
MILP problems where day-ahead UC and/or ED are determined over a scenario set
that includes uncertainty realizations [9–11]. These approaches are indeed inherently
less conservative thanworst-case alternatives [12]. However, they often lead to problem
formulations that are computationally intractable [13] because the cost to be optimized
should consider all the scenarios that have been observed in the past. In other words,
assuming for example we have a dataset comprising years of measured loads and
disturbances. Here, such formulations would naturally embed all the scenarios, leading
to a computationally intractable combinatorial problem. However, in cases where the
resulting problems are linear, (LPs) [14] such issues do not exist and one is not typically
constrained by computational tractability.

To mitigate this issue, one potential approach is reducing the number of scenarios
to be considered in the stochastic optimization formulation [11, 15]. However, the
algorithm for selecting such alternative subsets of scenarios should lead to a final sizing
solution that has low sensitivity to the considered subset. Otherwise, the quality of the
final solution is intuitively of less value since it is arbitrated by the scenarios selection
algorithm and not by the dataset itself (see also [16] for a more formal discussion
of this point). For that reason, to guarantee the reliability of the final sizing, the
scenarios selector should not only properly generate/select such scenarios, but also
keep a sufficient number of them to minimize the inevitable information loss due to
the scenarios sampling procedure [15, 17].

In the literature, one may thus find various ways of selecting scenarios subsets, e.g.,
[9, 11, 18–25]. Highlighting the main categories that most of these methods fall, we
have sg by: random sampling of historical data, optimal sr, moments matching, and
clustering to representative patterns [9, 11, 25]. As another example, [17] proposed
the scenario map method as an alternative sr technique that considers RES and load
uncertainty through the system net load. However, net load data do not capture the
whole uncertainty space since they represent a conditional slice of it, especially when
the underlying individual uncertain profiles present high variance (such as in isolated
industrial power systems with wind power). In addition, specific correlation values
between RES and load were imposed in [26–28] and Cholesky decomposition was then
used to model dependent profiles, as commonly done in several studies. To the best of
our knowledge, all available literature reports that when dealing simultaneously with
both RES and load uncertainties, these factors are either lumped together in a single
parameter before using some scenarios reduction method (namely the net-load as in
[29, 30]), or the proposed approach imposes some specific structure to the correlation
among the uncertainties. However, the validity of such assumptions is debatable, as
they depend on the specific power system application. Those assumptions typically
rely on conclusions from specific analyses [31] which i) targeted large interconnected
power systems (implying that such scenarios selection strategies are not suitable for
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the specific case of isolated power systems with non-standard load patterns) and ii)
are not guaranteed to be time-invariant. In fact [32] showed that, for wind energy, the
observed correlation levels are much lower than the ones observed between load and
solar energy, due to its less consistent and predictable behavior.

As mentioned although it is possible to generate high quality profiles for individual
uncertain parameters (i.e., RES or load individually), most of the state-of-the-art so
formulations for the sizing problem do not effectively explore the whole space of
combined uncertainties and often do not investigate how big this exploration should
be to ensure that the final computed size is statistically close to what one would get
by solving the original problem, including all possible scenarios from the available
datasets.

As such, to the best of our knowledge, there is currently no literature that addresses,
in a general way, how to select and combine RES and load profiles (and their associated
uncertainties) over each other from a dataset that is too large to be used in its entirety,
which is typical for two-stage MILP sizing formulations.

4.1.1 Contributions

This paper proposes a methodology for performing this selection that considers dif-
ferent rearrangements of profiles from the reduced subsets (samples) as conditional
draws (instances) of the total uncertainty space (population). Therefore, the proposed
approach intuitively aims to perform more accurate modelling/exploration of the
combined uncertainty space than the approaches existing in the literature. This will
make the sizing solution statistically closer to what would be computed (if we had the
computational capability) with the whole dataset.

In summary, we propose an integrated methodology that can be applied to ESS
sizing problems under so frameworks, and that generates subsets of scenarios that
intrinsically consider the relationship between the optimization problem and the input
data. The novelty of the approach is that it generates minimum-cardinality subsets
that implicitly account for the effect of coupling load and RES uncertainties through
opportune statistical evaluations of the solutions to the original optimization problem.
In addition, the entire methodology is purely data-driven, and it avoids any strong
assumptions on the individual uncertainties and their coupling. The proposed method-
ology is compared against other scenario subset generation methods, demonstrating
its superiority to achieve preferable statistical properties for the obtained optimization
solutions. As a test case study, we address the sizing of a techno-economically feasible
ESS for an isolated offshore O&G platform, that includes onsite power generation
from GTs and integrates wind power.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 4.2 formulates the opti-
mization problem, Section 4.3 describes the proposed sgmethodology, and Section 4.4
presents the numerical results and an investigation of which effects the worst-case
scenarios included in the reduced subset have on the solutions. Finally, Section 4.5
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presents an overall summary and concluding remarks.

4.2 BESS SIZING OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

This section formulates the BESS sizing problem as a SP that integrates considerations
on risks by introducing a risk-aversion user-defined parameter. The following subsec-
tions introduce the quantities needed to arrive at the formulation that is summarized
at the end of the section.

4.2.1 Objective function and cost modelling

Let in general x be the first-stage decision variables expressing the BESS size in terms
of power and capacity rating with cost c , y the second-stage optimal decision about
how to operate a plant with cost q , and ξ̃ the stochastic process variables introducing
uncertainty into the parameters of the problem. Note that we explicitly consider two
types of uncertainty: ξ̃ℓ to model randomness in the platform’s load, and ξ̃w to model
randomness in the wind speed at the specified offshore location. Notation-wide, we
let ξ̃ =

[
ξ̃ℓ ξ̃w

]T
. Given this notation, the BESS so sizing can be initially phrased as

SP: min
x

{E[f(x; ξ̃)]}

where, f(x; ξ̃) = cTx+min
y

{qTy}

s.t. Ax+By +Cξ̃ ≤ 0.

(4.1)

Note this formulation includes all the randomness related to the stochastic process
variables, leading to coupled constraints through data matricesA,B,C .

This problem can be formulated as aMILP by deriving the deterministic equivalent
of (4.1) and discretizing the continuous stochastic process ξ̃ over a setΩ containing
all the possible realizations of the uncertain parameters (scenarios). The discretized
process is denoted as ξ̂. Through this, thus, we can derive the MILP

SP: min
x,y(ω)

{cTx+
∑
ω ∈ Ω

πω qT (ω)y(ω)} where,

qTy(ω) =
∑

g ∈ NG

∑
t ∈ T

CGTP
g
GT,t,ω + Con

GTu
g
t,ω + Cstart

GT zgt,ω

s.t. A(ω)x+B(ω)y(ω) +H(ω)ξ̂(ω) ≤ 0, ∀ ω ∈ Ω .

(4.2)

Note then that the structure of (4.2) is such that the first stage investment cost for
the BESS decision (i.e., cTx) can be divided into distinct capacity-related (CB,E ) and
power-related (CB,P ) components. Moreover, the investment is amortized into a daily
basis through CRF [33] as

cTx =
r · (1 + r)p

(1 + r)p − 1
[CB,P CB,E ]

[
PB

EB

]
(4.3)
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where r is the daily interest rate (derivable from an annual interest rate), p is the
recouping period (p = 365L), L is the investment lifetime, and PB and EB are the
BESS power rating and capacity, respectively. At this point we highlight that even
though an accurate and case specific description of the BESS aging mechanism is out of
scope of the paper, this is reflected through the selection of theBESS investment lifetime
Lwhich is implicitly linked with the storage lifetime expectancy. To account for this
dependency, an overall reserved/pessimistic L value was considered (see Section 4.6),
thus penalizing the BESS (a priori) sizing decision to gain a safety margin for its actual
(a posteriori) cycling degradation. The second stage decision qT (ω)y(ω) relates to
the operation of the platform’s GTs for each scenario ω (whose occurrence probability
is assumed to be πω). Each scenario represents a daily system operation (i.e., a 24
hour optimization horizon), as commonly adopted by system operators for solving the
UC and ED problems for the day-ahead scheduling [1, 5, 6, 23, 34]. The second stage
control variables y(ω) and corresponding costs qT (ω) are given as

y(ω) =
[
PB,ω P g

GT,ω ug
ω zg

ω PD,ω

]T
∀ ω ∈ Ω

qT (ω) =
[
0 CGT Con

GT Cstart
GT 0

]
∀ ω ∈ Ω where,

CGT =

{(
CNG

ρ
+ µCCO2

)
αg + CO&M

}
t∈T

Con
GT =

{(
CNG

ρ
+ µCCO2

)
βg

}
t∈T

,

Cstart
GT =

{
Cstart
GT

}
t∈T

(4.4)

wherePB,ω andPD,ω are theBESS and (controllable) dumppower vectors respectively;
P g
GT,ω , u

g
ω , zg

ω , are the GT power, ON/OFF status and startup indicator variables
for each generator g and all time periods T respectively; µ is the ideal combustion
coefficient of natural gas (NG) to CO2; CNG is the fuel (NG) sale value per normal
cubic meter; ρ is the NG density at standard temperature and pressure conditions;
CCO2 is theCO2 tax per kg of releasedCO2;CO&M is the estimated operation and
maintenance (O&M) costs per generated kWh;Cstart

GT is the estimated startup cost of
a generator per event; and αg and βg are the estimated regression parameters of the
fitted model to data explaining fuel consumption (ṁf ) as a function of the GT loading
(PGT ), approximated with the commonly used affine map ṁf = αg · PGT + βg .

To complete the formulation of the optimization problem, we then proceed with
describing its constraints.

4.2.2 Energy system operation constraints

The daily system operation (i.e., for a 24-hour optimization horizon) can be explicitly
considered in the optimization problem (4.2) by constraining the feasible solution
space. From a methodological perspective, these constraints can be derived from
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modelling the operation of each sub-component, for a given scenario treeΩ, as shown
in the following.

The GT operation is represented through the following set of equations, where

ugt,ωγP
g
GT ≤ P g

GT,t,ω ≤ ugt,ωP
g
GT , ∀ t ∈ T, g ∈ NG, ω ∈ Ω (4.5)

is the box constraint for the GT power, P g
GT is the maximum operation capacity of

each GT, and γ is the allowed minimum technical operational ratio. To model the
realistic case of an offshore O&G platform, we consider the presence of four identical
GTs with the same maximum rating and the same technical minimum γ set to be 20%.
The GT power ramping constraint was described as∣∣∣P g

GT,t,ω − P g
GT,t−1,ω

∣∣∣ ≤ R, ∀ t ∈ T, g ∈ NG, ω ∈ Ω (4.6)

whereR is the allowed ramping rate of the GT. Recalling that this study considers an
hourly discretization of the time series, we setR as PGT for all four generators. The
minimum required time to start-up a GT after a shut down is modeled as

ugGT,t−1,ω − ugGT,t,ω ≤ 1− ugGT,k,ω, ∀ t ∈ T, g ∈ NG, ω ∈ Ω,

k = {t+ 1, . . . ,min(t+ Toff − 1, T )}
(4.7)

where Toff is the minimum GT off-time after a shutdown (here set to 4 hours, to the
best of our knowledge a value representing typical field setups). The startup events of
the GTs are modelled as

ugGT,t,ω − ugGT,t−1,ω ≤ zgGT,t,ω, ∀ t ∈ T, g ∈ NG, ω ∈ Ω (4.8)

The BESS inter-temporal and cycling constraints are instead modeled as

EB,t,ω = EB,0 +
t∑

k=1

PB,k,ω, ∀ t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω (4.9)

0 ≤ EB,t,ω ≤ EB, |PB,t,ω| ≤ PB ∀ t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω (4.10)∑
t∈T

PB,t,ω = 0, ∀ ω ∈ Ω (4.11)

whereEB,t,ω is the remaining energy capacity of the BESS at any instant t, for every
scenario ω. Moreover, EB,0,ω = 0 shall be considered as the initial capacity of
the BESS for every scenario ω. This condition combined with eq. (4.11) enforces a
specific cycling behavior to the BESS, removing the dependency of consecutive days of
operation on the initial SoC at each day, represented as scenario ω. We note that the
demonstration of the methodology proposed in the paper considers a rather simplistic
(although general) energy storage model, since a detailed technology-dependent and
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case-specific description of degradation mechanisms is out of scope of the paper. The
goal of this manuscript is indeed to propose a general framework to solve the ESS
sizing problem under system-wise uncertainties (i.e., load and RES), independently of
the ESS technology itself or the considered power system operation. However, any
arbitrary ESS aging/degradation mechanism may be included into the optimization
problem formulation, as long as it is formulated as a MILP, without impacting the
proposed methodology. The wind power generation is then modeled after the basic
power curve of the reference case wind turbines, i.e., as

W
(
ξ̂wt (ω)

)
=


0, ξ̂wt (ω) ≤ wci

NwP
n
w

(
ξ̂wt (ω)
wn

)3
, wci ≤ ξ̂wt (ω) ≤ wn

NwP
n
w , wn ≤ ξ̂wt (ω) < wco

0, wco ≤ ξ̂wt (ω)

∀ t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω

(4.12)
wherewci is the cut-in wind speed;wn is the nominal wind speed;wco is the cut-off
wind speed; Pn

w is the nominal power of each wind turbine; andNw is the number of
wind turbines in the considered wind farm. Finally, the sub-components interaction is
modelled through the power balance equation as∑

g ∈ NG

P g
GT,t,ω + PB,t,ω − PD,t,ω = ξ̂ℓt (ω)−W

(
ξ̂wt (ω)

)
∀ t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω

(4.13)

4.2.3 Risk-management formulation

So far, the formulation of problem (4.1) allows for minimizing the cost under a specific
probabilistic disturbance model. However, it does not inherently consider the effects
of extreme disturbances [35]. To account for these, we follow the common strategy, e.g.,
see [36], of penalizing these extreme realizations using the Conditional Value-at-Risk
(CVaR) risk measure [10, 26, 34, 37]. In practice, this means that CVaR represents the
expected value of the cost for the 1− α percentage of worst scenarios. In other words,
given an α-quantile, the random cost variable f

(
x; ξ̃

)
from SP (4.1), and a decision

x, theCV aR can be calculated after [37] as

CV aRα(x) = Eξ̃

[
f(x)

∣∣f(x) ≥ V aRα(x)
]
. (4.14)

Note that, as soon as the distribution of theRV is known, eq. (4.14) can be efficiently
computed by solving the linear program [37], i.e.,

CV aRα(x) = min
ζ, s(ω)∈R≥0

{
ζ +

1

1− α
·
∑
ω∈Ω

πωs(ω)

}
s.t. f(x; ξ̂(ω))− ζ ≤ s(ω), ∀ ω ∈ Ω .

(4.15)
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where s(ω) are scenario-dependent slack variables and ζ is a helper variable indicating
the lowest value of the worst-cases costs. The structure of (4.15) implies that at the
optimal point it holds that ζ∗ = V aRα(x). Finally, the optimization problem (4.2) can
integrate risk by introducing a risk-aversion control parameterβ, and by reformulating
the original problem as

min
x,y(ω),ζ,s(ω)

F
(
x; ξ̂

)
, s.t. eq. (4.12)− (4.13) and (4.15)

where,

F
(
x; ξ̂

)
= (1− β)

(
cTx+

∑
ω ∈ Ω

πω qT (ω)y(ω)

)

+β

(
ζ +

1

1− α
·
∑
ω∈Ω

πωs(ω)

)
(4.16)

We note once again that this formulation includes all the scenarios that may have
been recorded from historical data. This means that for large datasets, this MILP is
computationally unsolvable; consequently, an approach like the one proposed in this
paper is needed that selects which scenarios should be included in the formulation in a
statistically meaningful way.

4.3 METHODOLOGY

Our goal is to select a number of opportune scenarios that assist in solving a reduced
version of eq. (4.16) such that the solution of the reduced problem is statistically close
to the solution of the original (computationally intractable) one, leveraging an accurate
representation of the annual behavior of the power system through samples of daily
operation, with a computationally tractable MILP formulation. From an intuitive
perspective, this requires selecting scenarios that are distributed within the uncertainty
space in a way that captures the statistical properties of the potential scenarios that
the plant may encounter. In this way, daily sampling profiles that effectively explore
different possible conditions that could arise during the systemoperation are generated,
and considered for the BESS sizing problem. Thus, this section proposes an algorithm
that serves this selection purpose.

4.3.1 Accounting for Time Dependencies

To obtain accurate representations of uncertainties, we consider that the generated
scenarios must reproduce the cyclostationarity of the historical field data. To infer
these, one may consider a dataset {ξp}i=1:N composed of one-year long hourly i)
aggregated load (p = ℓ) time-series from an existing offshore platform (load at 50 MW
power range) and ii) wind speed (p = w) time-series for the same location.

The first step of inferring the probability functions from such historical field data
is to infer the structure of the marginal distributions, before inferring the joint ones.
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Importantly, in our proposedmethodology wemake no assumptions on the parametric
structure of the marginals of the physical variables (p = {ℓ, w}), and rather infer it
through a Kernel Density Estimation method [36, 38], i.e., independently compute
non-parametric smooth representations of the time-dependent marginal empirical
distributions of load and wind speed as

F̂ p
h,t(ξ̃

p
t ) =

1

Nhp

N∑
i=1

1√
2π
e
−(

ξ̃t−ξ
p
i )

2

2h2p ∀ t ∈ T. (4.17)

To capture the statistical dependency of the load or wind process along its temporal
dimension, we then propose to use a copula-based approach, i.e., express the joint
distribution of the load or wind vector as an opportune combination of themarginals at
the various times t and a copula function for p = {ℓ, w}, so that the joint distribution
becomes, consistent with Sklar’s theorem,

F p
(
ξ̃p
)
= Cp

(
F p
h,1

(
ξ̃p1

)
, · · · , F p

h,T

(
ξ̃pT

))
. (4.18)

Assuming then aGaussian copula forCp, known to have the potential of adequately
modelling temporal dependencies [22], leads to the possibility of using MLE inference
to estimate such temporal correlations.

We then propose to leverage copula-based approaches to generate independent
profiles from F p. Specifically, considering that upt = F̂ p

h,t ∼ unif [0, 1], plus using
MC sampling and probability inverse transforms (PIT), we propose the generation
steps to be:

i. a sampling as z ∼ N
(
0, ρ̂pML

)
,

ii. a unit cube transformation as ũpt = Φ(zt) , ∀ t ∈ T ,

iii. an inverse transformation as ξ̃pt = F̂ p−1

h,t (ũpt ), ∀ t ∈ T .

Here,Φ is the CDF of a standard normal andN is aMVN . Following the proposed
procedure, one can generate sample setsΩ containing representative profiles ξ̃p(ω)
where ω = 1 . . . |Ω|. For p = w, the profiles can be directly transformed to wind
power through eq. (4.12). After sampling 100 random profiles from F ℓ and comparing
them with the initial dataset (Figure 4.1), it is possible to observe that the sampled
data reproduce the qualitative properties of the original dataset, effectively spanning
the variation throughout annual system operation. We note that the corresponding
learned distribution does not consider conditional effects, i.e., the plant conditions
the day before, or the month of the year. Learning such effects may be performed
effectively increasing the complexity of the model, at the cost though of requiring
typically a bigger training set, to avoid risks of poorly fitting the parameters added
to the model. Thus, the estimated F p can be well approximated through a random
sampling approach to generate, arbitrarily, many synthetic profiles.
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FIGURE 4.1. Random load profiles sampling after learning the temporal correlation structure from the
dataset and qualitative validation of the capability to reproduce the dataset properties (case
for p = ℓ)

4.3.2 Selecting the Scenarios for the considered BESS SP

As indicated above, our goal is to construct scenarios ξ̃ ∈ Ω by combining generated
profiles ξ̃p(ω) in a way that characterizes the system’s uncertainty as well as possible,
given a fixed number of scenarios to be included in the sizing Stochastic Problem. To
achieve this, the first step is to introduce mathematical tools to assess the usefulness of
a given scenario for characterizing the system’s uncertainty (Ranking the scenarios).
The second step is to understand howmany scenarios are needed to achieve sufficiently
good characterization (A Clustering Approach for Selecting the Scenarios).

Ranking the scenarios

AssumeΩ to be populated with a number of sampled profiles, and assume our goal to
be selecting a subsetΩs of them. Before delving into details, the overarching structure
of our proposed approach is: i) rank the samples withinΩ based on how representative
they are of their kind (p = {ℓ, w}), ii) use these ranking scores to map the sampled pro-
files into a low-dimensional space, iii) discretize this space in some statistically optimal
way, iv) use the scenarios ξ̂ ∈ Ωs from this discretization and solve a computationally
tractable version of eq. (4.16). This whole procedure is illustrated graphically in Figure
4.2.

We propose starting by ranking the profiles ξ̃p ∈ Ω using a Kantorovich distance,
i.e., using

Dp
K =

∑
ω ∈ Ω\Ωk

πω min
ω,ωk

vp(ω, ωk), where,

vp(ω, ωk) = ||ξ̃p(ω)− ξ̃p(ωk)|| =
T∑
t=1

|ξ̃pt (ω)− ξ̃pt (ωk)|
(4.19)
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whereΩk is the dynamically updated set including the k most representative profiles
(note that when k =

∣∣Ω∣∣, then Ωk will be an ordered version of Ω). The usage of a
Kantorovich distance is due to its simplicity in providing good and quick heuristic
solutions to the optimal transportation problem for sr algorithms (i.e. FFS) [9, 18].

Note now that the rank value of a profile ranked kth out of
∣∣Ω∣∣ can be expressed

as the scalar t
(
ξ̃p(ωk)

)
=

∣∣Ω∣∣−k∣∣Ω∣∣−1
, p = {ℓ, w} where t(ωk) → 1 for profiles that

can be thought as “more representative/typical” and t(ωk) → 0 for profiles profiles
that capture non-casual/non-typical events. In this way, a mapping is enforced, which
not only preserves information spanning the whole support of the distribution of each
individualRV (load, wind), but also indicates different possible profile combinations
that could actually happen, despite not being observed before. In other words, this
mapping expresses a generalized combinatorial space, showing possible ways that
“typical” profiles from one uncertain parameter (i.e., load) can happen together with
“typical” profiles from the other (i.e., wind) and similarly for “non-casual/non-typical”
ones. We note that having the capability of coupling different uncertainties without
imposing a particular structure on their covariances is one of the motivations behind
thiswork, since this capability is, to the best of our knowledge, an important component
that has not been addressed in the literature until now.

A Clustering Approach for Selecting the Scenarios

Finally, to optimally select the scenarios that i)will extend the whole uncertainty space
and ii) are the minimum (optimal) amount needed, we propose the following procedure.

From the mechanism described in Subsection 4.3.1, the multivariate data points
(ξ̃ℓ, ξ̃w) representing a sampled scenario, are mapped into a unique 2-dimensional
space (Figure 4.3), which contains coupled information for p = {ℓ, w}. We can then
sample this space by clustering the data inK groups and considering the centroids of
these groups. Assuming that field data is homogeneous (something that empirically is
known to hold forwind and load profiles, e.g., Figure 4.3, given their practical statistical
independence), the ξ̂ ∈ Ωs can be determined from any clustering algorithm. In
the following considerations we use k-means, even if some other algorithms (e.g., DB-
SCAN) may be used. Thus, our setup is

min
r,µ

∣∣Ω∣∣∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

rik ||xi − µk| |22,

s.t., xi =
(
ti

(
ξ̃ℓ(ω)

)
, ti

(
ξ̃w(ω)

)) (4.20)

where rik ∈ {0, 1}. Solving eq. (4.20) returns a set of clusters and the associated
centroidsµk (marked as black crosses in Figure 4.3). This enables selecting the data
points that are closest to these centroids as scenarios ξ̂ ∈ Ωs that may be used to
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FIGURE 4.2. A graphical summary of the proposed procedure for generating the reduced scenario subset
Ωs from the sample space Ω. The starting point is sampling the joint distributions F p , then
joining the load (square) and wind (triangle) realizations together to form scenarios ξ̃. These
multi-dimensional vectors are then reduced to 2-dimensional points that are furthermore
grouped in

∣∣Ωs

∣∣ clusters. The centroids of such clusters are then used as representatives
of each such cluster, and thus used to populate the reduced subset of scenarios ξ̂ ∈ Ωs.
Note that here the distributions F p have been visualized just for the first two dimensions
out of 24

formulate the optimization problem eq. (4.16). This approach enables the coupling of
the various uncertainties present in the setup, as well as the ability to find scenarios
that statistically cover the whole combinatory space (note that the probability of the
various ξ̂ can be computed based on the mass of its corresponding cluster). The
approach then needs to be completed by defining a data-driven way for selecting the
number of clustersK such that the solution of problem eq. (4.15) statistically depends
on Ω as little as possible (given a tolerance level of choice). For this, we propose
applying bootstrapping techniques to assess the sample statistics of the estimated
parameter, namely the problem’s objective value for varyingK [16]. To summarize, we
propose performing tests on the stability of the sizing results based on the following
considerations: 1) the stochastic process ξ̃ ∈ Ω is approximated byM randomly drawn
sample spaces ξ̃m ∈ Ωm, fromwhich the reduced subspaces ξ̂m ∈ Ωm,s can be derived
as described earlier and illustrated in Figure 4.2 and |Ωm,s| = |Ωs| = K . 2) the optimal
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FIGURE 4.3. Snapshot of the iterative procedure for deciding
∣∣Ω∗

s

∣∣. Randomly sampled profiles (load
and wind) are represented as points on the 2-dimensional rank space and clustered in

∣∣Ωs

∣∣
groups, the centroids of which will populate Ωs. Different colors correspond to different
clusters (like a Voronoi diagram)

numberK∗ =
∣∣Ω∗

s

∣∣ is such that F (x∗
m; Ωm,s) ≈ F (x∗

n; Ωn,s) ∀ m,n ∈ 1 . . .M ,
whereF

(
x; ξ̂

)
from eq. (4.16). Thismeans that by choosing

∣∣Ωs

∣∣ = ∣∣Ω∗
s

∣∣wediminish
the sensitivity of the solution of the optimization problem on the subsetsΩs.

In order to estimateΩ∗
s , numerical simulations can then be performed, for example,

to obtain the results in figs. 4.4a and 4.4b. To assess the statistical dependence of the
final sizing solutions on the scenarios selection algorithm, we propose to monitor
the statistical properties (range Rg, interquartile range IQR and sample standard
deviation s) of theM scenario trees that were created for each

∣∣Ωs

∣∣. In our considered
field case, results indicate that

∣∣Ω∗
s

∣∣ = 50. At this point, one has all the components to
code the resulting MILP problem, that in our field case was modeled inMatlab R2020a
and solved with Gurobi 9.0.3 in a 28 physical core multi-node cluster with Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v4 @ 2.60 Hz, 25 GB RAM.

4.4 RESULTS

4.4.1 Analysing the quality of the solution and associated expected benefits

One of our aims was to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy and its
advantage over logically simpler alternatives. To do so, we considered the risk-neutral
problem (β = 0 in (4.16)) and performednumerical testswhere several scenario subsets
were produced by different typically used strategies [9, 11, 25]. These compared in
terms of the stability requirement expressed in A Clustering Approach for Selecting
the Scenarios. For a fair comparison

∣∣Ωs

∣∣ = ∣∣Ω∗
s

∣∣ was set for all methods. We specify
that scenario reduction and selection was a necessary process, since using the whole
available dataset to solve eq. (4.16) is computationally intractable. Thus, one needs
to create a criterion for selecting scenarios that is statistically more meaningful than
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(a) Dispersion of the objective values for
increasing scenario set cardinality.

(b) Convergence of the statistical indices,
indicating the proper scenario set cardinality.

FIGURE 4.4. Statistical stability tests for the optimization problem objective and convergence plots for
determining

∣∣Ω∗
s

∣∣ through the proposed iterative procedure

just random selection. That said, the following strategies were compared with the one
proposed in this paper:

i. Data: under this naïve but straightforward strategy, we performed a random
selection of combinations of load and wind profiles as observed in the available
dataset. Thus, scenarios were composed of profiles combinations that were
uniquely defined by the available historical dataset. As such, we represented
uncertainty by conditional draws where a load pattern implies a unique wind
pattern.

ii. Random: this is a generalization of theDatamethod, where load andwind profiles
are allowed to be randomly permuted so that different combinations of load
and wind are explored. Again, we used the available datasets (load and wind)
but here, different profile combinations can emerge.

iii. FFS: this method applies a commonly used optimal sr algorithm (FFS). The
historical profiles (load and wind) found in their corresponding datasets were
individually reduced to sets of specified cardinality while redistributing the
probability mass of the discarded to the preserved ones, according to their dis-
tance. Then, different random profile combinations were explored, considering
their relative probabilities.

iv. H-cl: with this method, the individual profiles of eachRV (load / wind) were
again reduced but this time using an established clustering algorithm: hierarchi-
cal clustering. The dominant patterns were distinguished from each variable and
stand as representatives of their clusters, the probabilities of which are weighted
based on how many profiles are assigned to each group. Then those profiles
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were again randomly combined to consider their relative probabilities to form
scenarios.

v. SetCorr: this method was employed to demonstrate the effect of imposing arbi-
trary correlation between theRV s load and wind, as has been done in several
studies [26–28, 31]. The estimated multivariate probabilities of each variable
were used to generate pairs of MC samples (pairs of load and wind profiles)
which were then ranked based on the distance of their correlation (Pearson
correlation coefficient) from the nominal one. The nominal value was selected
in accordancewith [26–28, 31] andwas set equal to 0.28. Then, the first

∣∣Ω∗
s

∣∣ sce-
narios (pairs of load and wind profiles) with correlations closest to the nominal
value were selected, weighted by the inverse of their distance from it.

vi. Proposed: this is the method proposed in this paper and described in Section 4.3.

The results of the comparison are summarized in Figure 4.5 and Table 4.1. Figure 4.5
shows that not only is the variation of the solutions gained with the proposed strategy
smaller, but the extreme values are also much closer. Those effects are numerically
expressed through the statistical indices defined in section 4.3.2 and presented in Table
4.1.

From the direct sampling methodsData, Randomwe observed the high dependence
of the optimal objective value to the specific subset used as input to the optimiza-
tion problem, highlighting the need for a better subset selection methodology. As
evident, random permutations may produce different results meaning that the optimal
value may be different when using different samples. Similar effects are noticed from
methods FFS, H-cl. In particular, FFS shows higher bias of the optimal values that
may be related to the fact that sr tends to prefer particular profiles that dominate the
problem solution. From H-clwe observed a different trend characterized by the higher
variance of the optimal values, meaning that the problem is very dependent on the
way profiles are combined. Even though profiles can be fairly representative of their
own clusters, we observed that for the specified subset cardinality, no representative
combinations were identified by this methodology. From SetCorr we observed once
more the pattern of high variability of the optimal values making clear that considering
specific correlation between load and RES does not necessarily imply stable sizing
solutions. This is because there could be many different profile combinations with the
same correlation that lead to different optimal objective values. Finally, we saw that
from our method (Proposed) the subset selection was performed in such a way that the
dependency of the solution to the input data was minimized. This is because of the
optimal exploration of the uncertainty space that was induced by considering all the
different possible patterns of load, wind and their combinations. In other words, using
the proposed methodology makes the optimization problem solution less sensitive
(robust) to the scenario subset selection.
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FIGURE 4.5. Comparison of optimization solution quality achieved by the proposed methodology against
alternative methods of defining reduced scenarios set (load and wind) for the calculated∣∣Ω∗

s

∣∣

TABLE 4.1. Statistics of the stability tests comparison

Statistic Method
Data Random FFS H-cl SetCorr Proposed

Rg 24,937 20,758 45,572 72,009 57,653 15,033
IQR 8,376 10,061 10,602 20,958 9,384 2,851
s 6,082 6,210 11,539 16,969 14,893 3,319

We also assessed the value of incorporating uncertainty as proposed in this paper.
Here, we calculated the Value of Stochastic Solution (VSS), commonly used in MILP
formulations [10, 11]. For that, the expected (average) scenario was first calculated
from the generatedΩ∗

s set, then the deterministic problem was solved and finally the
first stage solution was used to solve the original stochastic problem. It is noteworthy
that with the optimal decision from the deterministic problem there was no BESS
size that could diminish the expected operational costs, i.e., x∗

d = 0 (d stands for
deterministic and s for stochastic). Then the VSS was equal to

V SS = F (x∗
d; Ω

∗
s)− F (x∗

s; Ω
∗
s) = 1, 044 € / day (4.21)

which means that sizing the storage under the proposed stochastic framework has
the potential to reduce the daily operating costs in the reference O&G platform by
€1, 044. In summary, for the whole setΩ∗

s we got the following performance indices
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results:
F (x∗

d; Ω
∗
s)− F (x∗

s; Ω
∗
s)

F
(
x∗
d; Ω

∗
s

) = 2.09%

E [VCO2 (x
∗
d; Ω

∗
s)]− E [VCO2 (x

∗
s; Ω

∗
s)]

E
[
VCO2

(
x∗
d; Ω

∗
s

)] = 3.64%

E [ED (x∗
d; Ω

∗
s)]− E [ED (x∗

s; Ω
∗
s)]

E
[
ED

(
x∗
d; Ω

∗
s

)] = 6.89%

(4.22)

That is, we expect reduction not only in the daily operational costs (2.09%) but also in
daily VCO2 emissions (3.64%) and daily dumped energyED (6.89%).

4.4.2 Analysing the effects on the management of the risk

To analyze the impact of extreme (worst-case) events captured by the proposed sg
methodology withinΩ∗

s on the solution of (4.16), we performed a comparative analysis
by holding the same confidence level α = 0.8 and varying β ∈ [0, 1].

The results showed that, as the decision maker becomes more risk-averse, the
optimal BESS size is decreased, limiting the capability of the storage to be operated
such that it reduces the operational costs. A counter-benefit here is that one gets better
(reduced)CV aR values (Table 4.2). However, this reduction is considerably smaller
than the variation of the optimal storage decision and its impact on the expected cost.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.6 where the CDF of the cost values ∀ ω = 1 . . . |Ω∗

s|
are plotted for two extreme cases: β = 0 (risk-neutral) and β = 1 (risk-averse). We
observed that although thex∗ decision changes drastically (and this directly impacts the
shape of the cost distributions), they are very close (similar) after the given confidence
levelα is reached and consequently the expectation of the cost for that region (CV aR)
essentially remains the same.

The reasoning for this can be revealed from Figure 4.7, where the scenarios are
ranked based on their associated cost value and plotted as a contour depending on the
value of ξ̂p. Scenarios associated with low costs (ω → 1 after sorting) are generally
associatedwith a combination of low loads and highwind power profiles and vice-versa
(i.e., for scenarios associated with high costs, ω → 50). This indicates, in accordance
with our expectations, that in cases of high demand and low wind conditions, several
GTs need to be operated anyway and whatever decision one makes on the BESS size,
this cannot greatly reduce the daily operational cost. Thus, provided that the dataset
includes scenarios capable of capturing this phenomenon, a risk-informed decision for
the storage size is not very meaningful, as worst cases cannot be avoided (faced) with
any storage.
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FIGURE 4.6. Cumulative distribution of the daily costs for the risk-neutral (green) and risk-averse (red)
sizing problem for the optimal scenario subset. Even though risk management affects the
shape of the cost distribution changing the mean value, it does not significantly affects the
worst-cases tail
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(b) Wind power profiles

FIGURE 4.7. Optimally selected scenarios ξ̂ ∈ Ω∗
s from the proposed methodology, ranked based on the

corresponding induced cost

TABLE 4.2. Risk management study

Variable Units No With BESS
BESS β = 0 β = 0.8 β = 0.95

EB MWh - 8.252 6.281 3.950
PB MW - 4.873 4.802 3.526
F €/day 49,844 48,718 48,801 49,053

E
[
VCO2

]
tn/day 247.21 238.59 239.09 241.21

E [ED] MWh/day 84.822 78.972 79.565 80.745
V aR €/day 94,892 93,691 93,555 94,925
CV aR €/day 112,738 112,545 112,505 112,463
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4.4.3 Analysing the sensitivity of the results on the price of the battery

Finally, in order to address the impact of the sizing parameter values on the decisionx∗

and on the performance indices referred to Subsection 4.4.1, we performed a sensitivity
analysis onCB,E while preserving the sameCB,E/CB,P ratio. Quantifying the effect
of the BESS price is important, considering the latest and constantly decreasing trend
of the cost [39–41] and the fact that the system of this case studywill be implemented in
the near future. Figure 4.8 shows the results from this analysis. As expected, increasing
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FIGURE 4.8. Sensitivity analysis on battery price CB,E [€/kWh]

the battery price led to smaller size and in turn higher expected daily operational costs.
However, even for the highest battery price (that refers to the conservative future price
estimations), the expected costs were better than the no BESS case. The direct effect
of the battery price-size dependency was also evident in the daily expected emissions
and curtailed energy. Both the latter indices increased more drastically (almost expo-
nentially) compared to the operational costs, especially following a particular battery
price. Finally, below a specific battery price level we saw no significant change in the
size decision and therefore in the performance indices.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

Deciding the techno-economically optimal size of an energy storage for isolated power
systems gives rise to combinatorially hard optimization problems when considering
UC decisions, load and renewable uncertainties and their interactions without any
arbitrary assumption. Considering all available historical data to solve the uncertain
optimization problem leads to computational intractability issues, hence there is the
need to reduce the number of scenarios that are used in the optimization problem.
However, the scenarios selection algorithm should be such that the solution obtained
is statistically as close as possible to the one that would be computed if there were no
computational issues. This can be of high significance because if the final decision
is highly dependent on the selected scenarios, then the confidence of the expected
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benefits from the energy storage is low. To deal with this problem, this paper proposes
a data-informed methodology that designs and selects minimum scenarios subsets
such that the solutions gained are of guaranteed statistical quality, while optimally
exploring the combinatorial space of different uncertainty outcomes. The proposed
methodology was benchmarked against alternative ways of deriving reduced scenario
sets and achieved more stable solutions for the same problem complexity. Thus, it
provided more realistic estimates of the expected benefits of integrating an energy
storage system into a wind powered O&G platform, accounting for a reduction of
−2.09% in daily operational costs,−3.64% in daily produced emissions and−6.89%
in daily curtailment. In addition, it was demonstrated that the subsets of scenarios
that are generated with the proposed methodology include instances of uncertainty
that do not favor the use of energy storage, proving that risk-constrained decisions
may promote smaller investments for the storage sizing problem in isolated O&G
applications without significant risk reductions.

As for future work, we envision two distinct directions. The first is towards extend-
ing the method’s applicability for further practical problems by including additional
types of RESs (increasing the dimensionality of the uncertainty space) and by applying
the proposed methodology for sizing energy storage for interconnected micro-grids
where an additional uncertain variable is the energy pricing profiles. There is then
the need to verify if the favorable properties we found for our test case hold true in
other power systems with different profile characteristics. In addition, the impact
of different initial operating conditions across different scenarios on the resulting
BESS sizing decision, could be alleviated by considering those as an additional source
of (parametric) uncertainty and integrate them into the proposed methodology. The
second direction is to find analytical results on the properties of the methodology. The
most important one is likely finding results that couple the number of scenarios to be
used in the programs with the statistical stability of the sizing results. These theorems
may indeed be useful to decide the number of scenarios to be used without performing
time consuming stability simulations, but rather using theoretically grounded formula.

4.6 APPENDIX

See Table 4.3.
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ABSTRACT

Wepropose an energymanagement algorithm for isolated industrial power systems that
integrate uncertain renewable generation and energy storage. The proposed strategy
is designed to ensure sustainable and cost-effective operations by managing the energy
flows in the grid, and is structured so to cope with: 1) high levels of renewable power
penetration, and 2) load profiles characterized by non-smooth patterns and irregular
events (i.e., events such as those occurring from connections/disconnections of large
scale equipment, or from large wind speed ramps). The proposed algorithm leverages a
stochastic economic MPC scheme capable of dealing simultaneously with the dispatch
and scheduling of the local generation units. More precisely, the scheme embeds a
MILP optimal control policy formulation together with a stochastic programming ap-
proach. Moreover, the optimization problem accounts for multiple techno-economical
objectives, such as minimization of operational costs, battery degradation, and non-
utilized energy. We test the algorithm on a case study of an isolated offshore O&G
platform producing energy onsite with conventional GTs and a local wind farm, while
integrating a BESS. The results show that the proposed approach can issue ensemble
predictions that successfully capture the potential irregular variations just by using
recent past information of the associatedRV , even when no particular sudden events
are anticipated in the near-future (i.e., step changes/trend reversals). In this way, the
approach provides useful future information for the optimal management of the grid.
This effect is numerically quantified via simulations that compare the performance of
the proposed so approach against its deterministic MPC version in several realistic
operating conditions. The empirical results suggest that the stochastic version leads
to better scheduling of the conventional generators, with up to 12.86% reductions of
the operating cost, 2.56% reduction in fuel consumption and emissions, and 35.29%
reduction in status transitions (on/off) of the GTs, while keeping dumped energy and
battery degradation as low as possible.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Operating resiliently and efficiently islanded microgrids and isolated power systems is
believed to require not only integrating energy storage technologies, but also efficiently
controlling these [1]. This is especially true for isolated industrial power systems such
as remote offshore facilities [2], where specialized EMSs are required. Following the
recent trends in the offshore O&G industry [3], BESSs are expected to significantly
contribute toward the decarbonization of the O&G sector. However, to achieve this
goal in a cost-efficient and safe way, the particular characteristics of these grids, such as
the intermittent load patterns and abrupt load steps [4, 5], need to be taken into account.
On top of that, integrating RES in these grids adds one more level of complexity
due to uncertainty in the power supply. Therefore, appropriate EMS strategies that
consider these effects are required. In addition, another important aspect that needs
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to be captured by the EMS algorithm is the accurate representation of potential time-
dependent characteristics of the system’s resources, such as BESS degradation [6]. In
this way, multiple objectives come together, complicating the calculation of an optimal
control policy. Adding then the presence of flexible conventional units with binary
operation modes (ON/OFF) makes the energy management optimization problem
combinatorial, complicating the numerical search for the optimal solution. As shown in
the literature review below, these issues have already been the subject of investigation
by the scientific community.

5.1.1 Literature Review

Most of the time, EMS algorithms are formulated either as rule-based strategies or
mathematical optimization problems [7–10]. However, such methods do not account
for uncertainty in the operating conditions. Recent trends have suggested the consid-
eration of so techniques [1] together with advanced probabilistic forecasting [11, 12].
These two components have indeed shown a good potential in dealing with the en-
ergy management specifications/requirements under partially known information. A
popular approach in integrating uncertainty in the EMS has indeed been the feedback
mechanism provided by the MPC framework [13–15], which can be further enhanced
by using MILP [16–18]. Yet, such formulations still do not explicitly consider the
uncertainty of future events. Nevertheless, MPC strategies are especially useful for
handling energy management problems when combined with so as in [19, 20]. How-
ever, for better performance and more realistic modelling, such formulations should
also consider battery degradation, as we instead do in this paper.

We shall also note that a common way to express uncertainty in so models is
through the use of sample paths, called scenarios. To be representative of the true
random processes, the marginal distribution of eachRV should describe historical
data accurately, and at the same time, the joint distribution should also be modelled
accurately enough to capture temporal and multivariate correlations [21, 22]. The
latter requirement is commonly ensured using Cholesky decompositions [23–25].
However, the distribution of each individual RV is commonly assumed to follow
some kind of typical parametric structure [23, 24, 26], an assumption that should be
avoided when arbitrary load characteristics are considered (such as loads including
irregular events). An alternative is to learn these distributions from available data.
In [27, 28], stochastic load and RES are modelled using discrete values and probability
mass functions. However, such formulations are prone to the curse of dimensionality,
especially when the number of loads or the RES resources in the system increase.

In other studies, quantile forecasting is used as a data-driven method to generate
auto-correlated scenarios [25, 29, 30]. However, in most studies where probabilistic
forecasts are issued for RES uncertainty quantification, e.g., [22, 30–32], future infor-
mation about weather conditions is used as input from specialized NWPmodels. In
this way, such forecasts heavily depend on the availability of these models, which are
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limited in time resolution, making the forecasting of sudden irregular events (i.e., step
changes/trend reversals) extremely challenging.

Then, by combining probabilistic forecasting with scenarios, so, and MPC, an en-
hanced class of MPC algorithms emerges (SMPC-EMS). In [14, 33–35] such strategies
were proposed to optimally manage HVAC equipment in the built environment. In [36]
a similar method was proposed for the market-based optimal power dispatch, demon-
strating the potential application of SMPC-EMS in the power sector. Then, in [25]
an SMPC-EMS was proposed for the economic optimization of a grid-connected
microgrid integrating PV power.

As evident from the above analysis, state-of-the-art energymanagement is achieved
by combining advanced forecasting and optimization methods. However, to the best of
our knowledge, no integrated SMPC-EMS has been proposed for the management of
isolated power systems that are subject to irregular load patterns and rapidly varying
renewable generation.

5.1.2 Statement of contributions

It is now clear that the cost-efficient and environmentally sustainable operation of
isolated industrial power systems integrating high amounts of renewable resources
combined with dispatchable conventional power generation units, is a challenging
problem. This is due to: 1) the combined effects of very short-term uncertainties
coming from both power generation and consumption sides, and 2) the combinatorial
nature of the UC decisions. Limitations related to the existing methods are found
mainly in an accurate and adaptive probabilistic description of future disturbances to
be used along with predictive control, in capturing irregular events without any prior
future knowledge, and in dealing with multiple objectives when both continuous and
binary decisions need to be taken for the optimal energy management problem. We
thus propose to overcome such limitations by formulating and testing an algorithm
that

i. is capable of better quantifying load uncertainty and sudden operation changes
just by using lagged values of the load time-series and has an increased perfor-
mance in predicting trend reversals in wind power generation compared to
point forecasts, again by using just lagged values and no future information (i.e.,
NWP);

ii. is formulated as an optimal feedback control problem through employing a
MILP that is numerically solvable, in contrast with other schemes that bypass
numerical intractability by means of sub-optimal heuristics;

iii. includes multiple objectives in its formulation, considering not only the cost-
efficient operation of the system, but also its environmental performance by
minimizing the wasted (dumped) energy and the optimal usage of the BESS; and
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iv. uses a detailed degradation model for the BESS, leading thus to operations that
do not over-strain this subsystem.

The remainder of this paper is therefore organized as follows: Section 5.2 presents
how to embed the SMPC-EMS with forecasting capabilities, Section 5.3 formulates
the optimal control problem, and Section 5.4 presents the numerical results from the
simulations. Finally, Section 5.5 presents an overall summary of the main findings and
some concluding remarks.

5.2 DISTURBANCE UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION THROUGH PROBABILISTIC FORE-
CASTING

The objective of this section is to build an auto-regressive model that can effectively
predict the occurrence of irregular events such as sudden steps and ramps. This
capability is especially important in control strategies with fine time discretizations,
especially when model-based predictions are either not available or available at higher
time resolutions to the point that interpolating such model-based predictions would
lead to missing the steps and ramps of our interest. As an example, this applies to load
profiles that are characterized by frequent ON/OFF switching of the equipment: in
this case, the exact schedule of on or off states might be unknown in advance, since
depending on rapidly changing operating conditions, and interpolating coarse model-
based predictions of their operations may lead to missing some of these switches.

In the following two subsections, we thus first propose the forecasting method,
and then discuss a sensible way to tune its hyper-parameters.

5.2.1 Quantile Regression Forests as Auto-regressive Models

We propose to use QRFs, that were introduced in [37] and that, to the best of our
knowledge, comprise one of the best-performing supervised learning algorithms for
quantile regression [38]. This approach has proven useful in providing probabilistic
forecast for both RES [11, 22] and load [39] time-series, making it suitable for the
application considered here. Thismethodmakes use of a RF structure - i.e., an ensemble
of | T | trees - and this makes it particularly useful for probabilistic forecasting. This
is because, besides the prediction of a point value of the response y as in common
regression, the whole distribution of the response can be estimated as a function of the
predictor input x.

The method is thus formulated so that, in general, at time t one may use the last
L+ 1measured values as input features x = [Pt, Pt−1, . . . , Pt−L] to then estimate
the conditional empirical distribution F̂ of a particular response value y ∈ R as

F̂ (y | X = x) =
N∑
j

∑
t∈T

1

| T |
wtj(x)1{Yj ≤ y}. (5.1)

In our specific field caseL = 5 is the hyperparameter that empirically led to the best results.
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To enhance the reproducibility of our results, we note that hereX represents the
random input feature taking the specific value x, and Yj are the values of the random
response variable for the N observations. Each observation Yj , j = 1, . . . , N is
instead associated with an input sampleXj that belongs to the dedicated bootstrapped
training set of the tree t ∈ T . Then, for each available observation j = 1, . . . , N ,
a weight wtj(x) is assigned, given the specific (new) input x, indicating the fraction
of training samplesXj that belong to the same leaf St(x) (set of values in a terminal
node) as the one that the new input x falls in. In other words, it expresses how much
each observation Yj from the set of values in the terminal node where x ∈ St(x),
from each tree t ∈ T , should be accounted (used) for the final prediction of y. In our
proposed approach, the weights are then calculated as

wtj(x) =
1{Xj ∈ St(x)}

N∑
n

1{Xn ∈ St(x)}

.
(5.2)

Note that each tree t ∈ T uses different bootstrapped samples from N training
observations. Gathering these weights together, it is possible to construct the empirical
conditional relative frequency distributions of the response variable, which can then
be used for the prediction of different quantiles. The prediction of a single tree can
then be computed as

ŷt,j(x) =

N∑
j

wtj(x)Yj . (5.3)

To use the whole RF, consisting of trees trained on different bootstrapped samplesXj ,
one can then estimate the expected value of the response as

ŷj(x) = E(Y | X = x) =
N∑
j

wj(x)Yj (5.4)

where
wj(x) =

1

| T |
∑
t∈T

wtj(x), ∀ j = 1, 2, . . . , N (5.5)

Then the conditional quantile functions can be estimated for quantile probability levels
τ as

Qτ (x) = inf{y : F̂ (y | X = x) ≥ τ}. (5.6)

We note that to assess the quality of the developed forecasting models and avoid over-
fitting to the training observations, performancemetrics shall be calculated based on the
Out-Of-Bag (oob) samples [37]. During the training procedure with RF, in our coding
of the technique, the available data are sampled with replacement, creating bootstrap
samples specific to each individual learner of the ensemble. Then, the prediction errors
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are estimated using the samples that do not belong to the specific bootstrapped samples
used for training tree t ∈ T (oob samples). In this way the oob ensemble error estimator
is unbiased for the true ensemble error. Therefore, the tuning of the RF parameters
can be done based on this, instead of implementing cross-validation.

Finally, we note that our case considers two random response variables, y: the load
(power consumption P ℓ) of the platform, and the wind power produced by the wind
farm Pw . In the following, we thus consider two separate QRF models, one for each
of theseRV s.

5.2.2 Model Selection and Performance

RFs have a low number of hyper-parameters, the main one being the number of trees
| T | that compose the forest. A common data-driven strategy for selecting | T | is to
analyse statistical performance indexes that are commonly used for regression metrics,
such asMSE and Normalized RootMean Squared Error (NRMSE) for the oob samples,
i.e.,

MSE(k) =
1

N∑
j=1

wj,k

N∑
j=1

wj,k (Yj(k)− ŷj(k))
2

(5.7)

and

NRMSE(k) =
1

Pn

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
j=1

wj,k (Yj(k)− ŷj(k))
2. (5.8)

For example, following this approach leads to results for theRV P ℓ such as in figs. 5.1a
and 5.1b. In particular, in fig. 5.1a we observe that increasing the number of trees
inside the forest generally results in decreasing the resulting MSE for all the lead times
k ∈ K. This decrease is bigger and significant for low trees number, and it becomes
less significant as the ensemble of trees grows, until it levels off around | T |= 20. A
similar trend is noticed in fig. 5.1b, plotting the relation between the number of trees
and lead times. This figure shows that, in general, smaller lead times are associated
with smaller NRMSE, meaning that (as intuition would say) short-term predictions
are better compared to longer-term ones. However, as the number of trees approaches
20, the NRMSE improvement becomes negligible, as we observe from the increased
density of the curves at the lower part of the diagram. Let us note that the scope of this
paper is not to improve the QRF method, but rather to demonstrate its applicability
and suitability as a good non-linear probabilistic estimator for regression problems
with intricate non-linear patterns and how this can be integrated into the optimal
energy management, leading to potential benefits (as presented in detail in Section 5.4).

To demonstrate the performance of the developed forecasting models for each
random variable, a reference period was selected and the output of the forecasting
results for different lead timeswasmonitored, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. Aswe observe
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(a) MSE metric for all lead times and increasing
the number of trees in the Random Forest.
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(b) NRMSE for different numbers of trees
in the Random Forest and increasing lead time.

FIGURE 5.1. Regression model selection based on oob performance metrics for different lead times and
number of trees in the Random Forest

from fig. 5.2a, the one step ahead forecasting model (k = 1) can accurately predict the
expected value of the true response, despite the step variations (i.e., within 15 minutes)
of the load profile. However, as the lead time increases (k = 6), the predictions become
less accurate (especially when close to the steps). This demonstrates the challenge of
performing precise and detailed prediction of steps for further look ahead times.

We can also note the following interesting behavior of the forecaster: when load
profiles tend to be constant, the predictions become more noisy for larger look ahead
times, reflecting the deterioration of the forecasts as we look further steps ahead.
Similar patterns can also be noticed from figs. 5.2c and 5.2d, where for k = 1 the
predictions follow accurately the data, while k = 6 leads to a remarkably worse quality
of the predictions, especially close to the local minima and maxima resulting from
wind power ramps-up and ramps-down.

5.3 POWER SYSTEM AND SMPC

This section introduces themodel of the system to be controlled, i.e., the isolated power
system integrating a wind farm and energy storage. A schematic of the consider system
is presented in Figure 5.3.

5.3.1 Control system

The control system under consideration is composed of a continuous state, related
to the BESS subsystem and discrete ones (binaries) related to the operational status
(on/off) of the GTs. The system state can be expressed as

x =
[
xSoC ,xgt

1:Ng

]T
∀ g = 1, . . . , Ng (5.9)
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where the control input is again hybrid composed of continuous variables (charging
and discharging power) and discrete (binary) signals indicating turning on/off of a GT
unit. This is expressed as

u =
[
P ch, P dis, bgt,on1 , bgt,off1 , . . . , bgt,onNg

, bgt,offNg

]T
(5.10)

Then, given an initial condition

x0 =
[
xSoC0 ,xgt

0,1:Ng

]T
(5.11)
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for k = 6
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(c) forecasted vs actual wind power
signals for k = 1
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signals for k = 6

FIGURE 5.2. Forecasted (red) vs actual (black) load and wind power signals using the corresponding
developed auto-regressive Random Forest models for different prediction horizons (k = 1,
k = 6)
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FIGURE 5.3. Simplified single-line diagram of the O&G installation integrates wind power from a local
wind farm, a BESS, a controllable load for excess energy dumping, and an aggregated load
representing the total load to be covered by the power generation systems

and an optimal control action at k = 0

u0 =
[
P ch,∗
0 , P dis,∗

0 , bgt,on,∗0,1 , bgt,off,∗0,1 , . . . , bgt,on,∗0,Ng
, bgt,off,∗0,Ng

]T
(5.12)

we can express the updated state as

x+ = A0x0 +B0u0 (5.13)

where the system matrices are defined as

A0 = diag
{

1T
{1:|K|}

}
(5.14)

B0 =

[ηchTs

60E
b ,

η−1
disTs

60E
b

]
01×Ng

02×Ng G0

 (5.15)

whereG0 is a 4×Ng matrix (i.e., the dimensions defined by the number of GTs and
associated control actions) defined as

G0 =

1 −1 0 · · · 0

0 0
. . . 0 0

0 0 · · · 1 −1

 (5.16)

The setpoints of the GT (continuous) and of the dumping power (continuous), which
are outputs of the economic optimal control law, are inputs to the power system but are
not considered as part of control system, since they do not affect the state as defined
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in eq. (5.9). Thus, for notational consistency, they are not included in the vector u but
they are defined as

v =
[
P gt
1 , . . . , P

gt
Ng
, P d

]T
(5.17)

In the following, the control system variables (eqs. (5.9), (5.10) and (5.17)) are associated
with the islanded power grid components, through the modeling of each subsystem’s
operation.

5.3.2 Gas turbines operation

To capture the detailed operation of the GT units, the fuel/efficiency curve needs to be
accurately modeled. The non-linear curveFfuel is approximated though Piece-Wise
Linear (PWL) functions as in [40] (details in Section 5.7). Then ∀ k ∈ K, g =
1, . . . , Ng, ω = 1, . . . , Nω we have

P gt
k,ω,g = Dgt

P

T
wfuel

k,ω,g
(5.18)

xgtk,ω,g − xgtk−1,g ≤ bgt,onk,ω,g (5.19)

xgtk−1,g − xgtk,ω,g ≤ bgt,offk,ω,g (5.20)

xgtk,ω,g = xgtk−1,ω,g + bgt,onk,ω,g − bgt,offk,ω,g (5.21)

bgt,onk,ω,g + bgt,offk,ω,g ≤ 1 (5.22)

| P gt
k,ω,g − P gt

k−1,ω,g |≤ 4
Ts
60
RR (5.23)

P gt
k,ω,g ≤ P

gt
xgtk,ω,g (5.24)

P gtxgtk,ω,g ≤ P gt
k,ω,g (5.25)

Following [25] we model the common control action at k = 0 as

P gt
0,ω,g = P gt

0,g ∀ g = 1, . . . , Ng, ω = 1, . . . , Nω (5.26)

Note that no additional variables are needed to bind the binary variables bgt,onk,ω to be
the same at k = 0, ∀ ω = 1, . . . , Nω because this is enforced by eq. (5.26).

5.3.3 Battery Energy Storage System

Dynamics

The charging/discharging power is modelled through the following set of linear equa-
tions

P dis
k,ω ≤ P

b
bdisk,ω (5.27)

P ch
k,ω ≤ P

b
(1− bdisk,ω) (5.28)
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Following again [25], we model the common control action at k = 0 as

P ch
0,ω = P ch

0 ∀ ω = 1, . . . , Nω (5.29)

P dis
0,ω = P dis

0 ∀ ω = 1, . . . , Nω (5.30)

We can then express the charging and discharging variables ∀ k ∈ K, ω = 1, . . . , Nω

in compact form as

Pdis =
[
P dis
0,1 , . . . , P

dis
|K|,1, . . . P

dis
0,Nω

, . . . , P dis
|K|,Nω

]T
(5.31)

Pch =
[
P ch
0,1, . . . , P

ch
|K|,1, . . . P

ch
0,Nω

, . . . , P ch
|K|,Nω

]T
(5.32)

Then the continuous state of the BESS can be expressed as

xSoCk,ω = 1−DoDk,ω (5.33)

whereDoDk,ω represents the depth-of-discharge ∀ k ∈ K, ω = 1, . . . , Nω and
given the initial conditionEb

0 = xSoC0 E
b we can express its time evolution as

1−
(
Eb

0

E
b
diag

{
1T
{1:|K|×Nω}

}
+

Ts

60E
b
B
(
ηchP

ch − η−1
disP

dis
))

=

diag
{

1T
{1:|K|×Nω}

}
DoD

(5.34)

where

DoD =
[
DoD0,1, . . . , DoD|K|,1, . . . DoD0,Nω , . . . , DoD|K|,Nω

]T (5.35)

subject to

Eb
0diag

{
1T
{1:|K|×Nω}

}
+
Ts
60

B
(
ηchP

ch − η−1
disP

dis
)
⪯

diag
{

1T
{1:|K|×Nω}

}
SoCmaxE

b
(5.36)

Eb
0diag

{
1T
{1:|K|×Nω}

}
+
Ts
60

B
(
ηchP

ch − η−1
disP

dis
)
⪰

diag
{

1T
{1:|K|×Nω}

}
SoCminE

b
(5.37)

whereB is defined in Section 5.7.
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Battery degradation

Similarly, following [41] and again using PWL approximations [40] for the curve
Fdeg , the battery degradation can be expressed as a combination of linear equations
(details in section 5.7). Then, ∀ k ∈ K, ω = 1, . . . , Nω we have

DoDk,ω = Ddeg
dod

T
wdeg

k,ω
(5.38)

ρk,ω = Ddeg
cyc

T
wdeg

k,ω
(5.39)

dk,ω ≥ 1

2
| ρk,ω − ρk−1,ω | (5.40)

Dcyc
ω ≥

∑
k∈K

dk,ω ∀ ω = 1, . . . , Nω (5.41)

5.3.4 Wind turbines

Thewind power generation is thenmodeled after the basic power curve of the reference
case wind turbines, i.e., as

Pw
k,ω(wk,ω) =


0, wk,ω ≤ wci

NwP
w
n

(
wk,ω

wn

)3
, wci ≤ wk,ω ≤ wn

NwP
w
n , wn ≤ wk,ω < wco

0, wco ≤ wk,ω

∀ k ∈ K, ω = 1, . . . , Nω

(5.42)
wherewci is the cut-in wind speed;wn is the nominal wind speed;wco is the cut-off
wind speed; Pn

w is the nominal power of each wind turbine; andNw is the number of
wind turbines in the considered wind farm.

5.3.5 Stochastic Model Predictive Controller Design

Then, by interconnecting the control system with its sub-components, as defined in
sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3 with the power system including the stochastic disturbance as
described below, we can formulate the proposed SMPC.

Power system

The grid dynamics are expressed through the power balance as
Ng∑
g

P gt
k,ω,g = P ch

k,ω − P dis
k,ω + P d

k,ω + ξk,ω ∀ k ∈ K, ω = 1, . . . , Nω (5.43)

where ξk,ω is the random disturbance composed of load and wind power values at
lead time k, formed by scenarios ω = 1, . . . , Nω , as described in section 5.3.5. By
iteratively evaluating eq. (5.13) we can then forecast the trajectory
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X+ =
[
xt+0|t, . . . ,xt+k|t, . . . ,xt+|K||t

]T for the BESS and GT states that are asso-
ciated with a particular realization ω of the random disturbance signal
ξω =

[
ξ1,ω, . . . , ξ|K|,ω

]T (see eq. (5.48)).

Scenario generation

We now describe a statistically motivated data-driven strategy for generating the
scenarios that shall then be used within the stochastic control strategy proposed by
this paper.

To arrive at the formulation of the scenarios generation mechanism, we start then
by assuming that the predictive QRF models for theRV s P p, with p = {ℓ, w}, have
been estimated as proposed in section 5.2. We then note that by using Probability
Inverse Transforms, Cholseky decompositions [25, 42], and Gaussian copulas [43], it
is possible to generate scenarios and populate the random disturbance signals ξω as
follows: for eachRV (i.e., both wind and load power), we can get the quantile function
(inverse CDF) by interpolating among the set of pre-calculated quantile values as

F̂ p
−1
t+k|t

(
P p
t+k |

[
P p
t , P

p
t−1, . . . , P

p
t−L

])
=
{
Qp

τ,k

([
P p
t , P

p
t−1, . . . , P

p
t−L

])}
τ∈[0,1]

∀ k ∈ K.
(5.44)

Then, by applying the ECDF to the quantile function, we get a newRV Up
t+k uniformly

distributed and then by using the inverse Gaussian CDF, we can generateRV s that
are normally distributed as

X p
t+k = Φ−1(Up

t+k) ∀ k ∈ K. (5.45)

Defining X p
t =

{
X p
t+k

}
k∈K as a vectorized RV , we can calculate its empirical co-

variance for each time step t in an adaptive and recursive way as in [42] by means
of

Σp
t = µΣp

t−1 + (1− µ)X p
t X

p
t
T
, (5.46)

where µ is the forgetting factor of the exponential forgetting scheme, as in [42]. Then,
the empirical co-variance can be scaled to get the corresponding correlation matrixRp

t

from which, using a standard normal z ∼ N (0, 1) and the Cholesky decomposition
Rp

t = P p
t P

p
t
T , it is possible to generate normalRV s, correlated as inRp

t , by zc = zP p
t .

Finally, by using the Gaussian copula technique, we can generate correlated samples of
theRV s P p as

Yp = F̂ p
−1
t+k|t (Φ(zc)) , ∀ k ∈ K. (5.47)

where Yp =
{
ypt+k|t

}
k∈K

and ypt+k|t ∼ F̂ p
t+k|t. In this way we can generate auto-

correlated realizations (scenarios)

ξk,ω = y
ℓ,(ω)
t+k|tsr − y

w,(ω)
t+k|t ∀ k ∈ K, ω = 1, . . . , Nω (5.48)
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where sr is the spinning reserve (percentage). Such scenarios will then be used in the
so problem defined below.

Objective function

To formulate an optimization problem, one must also define the objective function,
that in our case will correspond to an optimal control law whose decision variables are
U∗

t =
[
ut+0|t, . . . ,ut+k|t, . . . ,ut+|K||t

]T and
V∗

t =
[
vt+0|t, . . . ,vt+k|t, . . . ,vt+|K||t

]T for any given time step t, whereVt is the
vector of additional optimization variables not considered as inputs to the control
system as defined in eq. (5.17) (i.e., GT setpoints and dumping power). More precisely,
we consider an optimization problem corresponding to the economic SMPC

SP: min
Ut,Vt

{Eω [f(X+;Ut;Vt; ξω)]}

where, f (X+;Ut;Vt; ξω) = Cfuel
ω + Cgt,str

ω + Cgt,on
ω + Cdeg

ω + Cd
ω

s.t. KX+ +LUt +MVt +Nξω ⪯ 0,

KeqX+ +LeqUt +MeqVt +Neqξω = 0, ∀ ω = 1, . . . , Nω.

(5.49)

whereK,L,M ,N ,Keq,Leq,Meq,Neq arematrices of appropriate size expressing
the linear constraints eqs. (5.13) to (5.43), and the terms of the cost functions are defined
as

Cfuel
ω =

Ts
60
cf
∑
k∈K

∑
g∈Ng

Dgt
f

T
wfuel

k,ω,g (5.50)

Cgt,str
ω = cstrgt

∑
k∈K

∑
g∈Ng

bgt,onk,ω,g (5.51)

Cgt,on
ω =

Ts
60
congt
∑
k∈K

∑
g∈Ng

xgtk,ω,g (5.52)

Cdeg
ω = (cb,rpl − cb,res)D

cyc
ω (5.53)

Cd
ω =

Ts
60
cd
∑
k∈K

P d
k,ω. (5.54)

We note that the cost function defined in eq. (5.49) can be numerically approximated
using SAA and equiprobable scenarios issued by the developed probabilistic forecasting
model described in Section 5.2. Considering the real time applicability of the proposed
method and the solution time of the so problem at each time step, the number of
scenarios was set equal to 10. Under the lack of generalized theoretical instructions
for the exact number of scenarios to be used in the non-convex MILP optimization
problems, this number was selected as a trade-off among practical implementation,
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FIGURE 5.4. Control schematic

computational complexity, and solution quality (tight termination criteria for branch-
and-cut methods).

Under the proposed framework, the optimal control action u0 to be applied at
time step t is found as u0 = U∗

t,1. Correspondingly, the state of the system is updated
through eq. (5.13), and the optimal setpoints of the GT and dumped power are given
by v0 = V∗

t,1. The control schematic diagram is illustrated in Figure 5.4.

5.4 SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section assesses the potential benefits of applying the proposed methodology to
the case of an isolated wind-powered O&G platform with energy storage, against a
deterministic MPC strategy counterpart (DMPC). The approach is thus first investigat-
ing the performance of the integrated forecasting algorithm proposed in Section 5.2,
and then comparing the control performance of the proposed SMPC-EMS against its
deterministic counterpart.

To make such comparisons realistic and valuable, actual load measurements were
used from the available datasets (with 15 minutes time resolution), while the wind
power generation data were derived from hourly wind speed timeseries data, publicly
available at [44, 45] for the specific offshore location of the platform. These measure-
ments were linearly interpolated to match the load timeseries resolution (15 minutes),
allowing for the use of a Ts = 15 minutes simulation timestep for the rest of the
considered components as well (i.e., BESS and GTs).

5.4.1 Assessing the capability of the scenario generation mechanism in cap-
turing irregular events

The proposed stochastic control scheme cannot be effective if its integrated forecasting
capability is not effective. To assess this last effectiveness, the performance of the
forecaster is here assessed based on commonly used metrics first, and then also by
examining specific cases of particularly interesting irregular events.
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Continuously Ranked Probability Score

Since the QRF model developed in Subsection 5.2.1 is used to perform probabilis-
tic forecasting, we assess its performance based on the commonly used metric of
Continuously Ranked Probability Score (CRPS) [25, 46, 47] and by comparing it against
a benchmark method. Respectively, this score is defined as a function of k, for an
observation yt+k of the random response variable Yt+k with ECDF F̂t+k|t(y) =
P [Yt+k ≤ y] as

CRPS(F̂t+k|t, yt+k) =

∫
supp(Yt+k)

(
F̂t+k|t(y)− 1{yt+k ≤ y}

)2
dy (5.55)

and is numerically calculated for a test time period t ∈ Ttest as

CRPS(t, k) =

yt+k∑
y
t+k

F̂ 2
t+k|t(y)dy +

yt+k∑
yt+k

(
F̂t+k|t(y)− 1

)2
dy (5.56)

where supp(Yt+k) = [y
t+k

, yt+k] is the support ofRV Yt+k and dy a fine discretiza-
tion of the values that theRV can take, given its support.

As for the benchmark algorithm, we perform comparisons against the method
from [48], named CH-PeEn, which to our knowledge is often used as a universal bench-
marking method for a fair comparison. This method basically uses the whole historical
dataset to construct distributions of theRV s first, and then uses this information to
produce probabilistic forecasts. Note that we constructed a separate model for each
lead time k ∈ K; its CRPS was then calculated as in eq. (5.56), and then compared
against the one produced by the QRF method for the selected test period (t ∈ Tcrps,
which was set equal to a whole month, i.e., September).

From Figure 5.5 we can observe the results of the comparison in a dimensionless
form, i.e., after the power values of each variable were rescaled to [0, 1]. As it is
evident from fig. 5.5a, the proposed QRF models, as applied to their corresponding
RV (load/wind power), not only improve significantly the probabilistic forecasts
compared to CH-PeEn, but also achieve very low CRPS values for all the lead times,
with the values becoming slightly worse as the lead time increases. From 5.5b we
observe again the superiority of the QRF method over CH-PeEn (which, actually, is
characterized by particularly high values). This means that the distributions produced
by the proposed model are much closer to the observations and less spread around it.
Finally, the overall relative improvement for the average CRPS across the lead times
and for the models concerning the twoRV s (load and wind power), is presented in
terms of the skill score [25, 46], defined as

Sksc = 1−

∑
t∈Ttest

∑
k∈K

CRPSQRF (t, k)∑
t∈Ttest

∑
k∈K

CRPSCH−PeEn(t, k)
. (5.57)
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(a) Load (b) Wind power

FIGURE 5.5. CRPS for September

The numerical results are then presented in Table 5.1.

Assessing the capability of capturing irregular events

Typical demanding situations for the efficient operation of isolated grids that are
dominated by intermittent power supply and rapidly varying loads, are those that
are characterized by non-smooth and/or sudden net load trend variations (irregular
events). This means that we need to assess the performance of the proposed forecasting
model in capturing irregular events, since capturing themmeans enabling the proposed
SMPC counteracting them, ensuring efficient grid operation. Such events can then be
generated using the proposed copulamethod. For the load profiles, step variationswere
considered as a test case, while for the wind power, specific points of curvature reversal
or saturation were selected. Curvature variations can happen in cases where the trend
is reversed, so a wind ramp-down is followed by a wind-ramp-up and vice versa. The
saturation occurs when the wind farm reaches its nominal power production capacity.

In Figure 5.6 we see the results of the forecasting capabilities of the proposed
approach for different characteristic load patterns. In these diagrams we observe
both the true data (black line), the expected forecast (mean prediction - dashed red

TABLE 5.1. Skill score improvement

CRPS [%]
P ℓ Pw

CH-PeEn 11.56 22.80
QRF 0.98 2.17

Sksc [%] 91.51 90.50
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line), prediction intervals at various percentiles (green areas), and also the generated
scenarios from the proposedmethod (dashed purple lines). As we observe, the proposed
approach is capable to quantify the uncertainty around a forecast by increasing or
decreasing the width of the prediction intervals. In particular, from fig. 5.6a we see that
when there is low uncertainty and the forecasted profile pattern is quite simple (almost
constant), this is followed by a set of generated scenarios where all these scenarios
follow the same trend. However, when we are heading towards a load step instant,
the uncertainty becomes larger and the prediction intervals more spread (figs. 5.6b
and 5.6c). As a result, the anticipated step variation is included in the prediction
intervals and as a result, there are scenarios that actually resemble the true variation.
This is an important feature, since these scenarios will provide the SMPC information
about the existence of possible alternatives for the possible future load patterns. In this
way, we get around the inertia problem that characterizes the deterministic forecast,
i.e., the tendency for forecasters in the literature to produce patterns that are too similar
to the previous values, and do not anticipate deviations. The same is illustrated in
fig. 5.6d for a step decrease in load where we can see that scenarios very close to the
actual step can be generated.

Similar results can be noted from Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. In particular, from
Figure 5.7 we see how the uncertainty interval automatically adapts to the time instant
of the issued forecasts. This means that it can understand when a change in the signal
shape (wind power profile) is happening. Starting with fig. 5.7a, we already observe
how the mean forecast (red dashed line) is much affected by the previous values and is
not close to the actual curvature. Nevertheless, scenarios very close to the actual shape
can be generated. Then, as time moves forward, as we observe from figs. 5.7b to 5.7d,
the uncertainty interval constantly becomes larger to include the abrupt curvature
change and as a result, even when this change is big enough (fig. 5.7d), scenarios close
to reality can be generated. The same characteristics are illustrated in Figure 5.8 for a
case where the wind power reaches the saturation level.

5.4.2 Stochastic MPC (SMPC) for Energy Management Under Irregular Events

We thenmove to assessing the ensemble of the proposed strategies, i.e., the performance
of the integration of the forecastingmodels developed in section 5.2.1with the proposed
MPC formulation described in section 5.3.5. The assessment of the proposed method
(SMPC) was realized by comparing it against the performance of its deterministicMPC
version (DMPC), through numerical simulations. In addition, a benchmark rule-based
method was included in the results to better demonstrate/illustrate the effectiveness
of the MPC framework for the EMS.

It is noteworthy that the datasets related to our specialized power system appli-
cation (offshore O&G platform with wind power integration) are characterized by a
significant variety of patterns, resulting in different net load profiles. Therefore, to
(correctly) assess the proposed method and compare it against other alternatives while
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10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 13:00 13:30
Mar 21, 2019   

(a) t = 11 : 15

11:30 12:00 12:30 13:00 13:30 14:00 14:30 15:00
Mar 21, 2019   

(b) t = 12 : 30

12:00 12:30 13:00 13:30 14:00 14:30 15:00
Mar 21, 2019   

(c) t = 12 : 45

06:00 06:30 07:00 07:30 08:00 08:30 09:00 09:30
Mar 22, 2019   

(d) t = 07 : 00

FIGURE 5.6. Various types of an O&G platform’s load patterns, reflecting both normal operation and
irregular events, such as step variations in both directions. (a) Normal operation (constant
loading conditions) (b) Sudden load increase in the near future. Scenarios that accurately
capture the variation gradient are generated through the updated (increased) uncertainty
interval (c) Moving closer toward the sudden upwards load variation, the updated scenarios
closely resemble the shape of the forthcoming load step (d) An example of similar sudden
variation, where the load is step-like decreased and the generated scenarios capture this
event

capturing the main characteristics of our datasets, different combinations of platform
load and wind power generation were considered as case studies. Nevertheless, testing
the whole available dataset is computationally intractable, given the restriction of
the computational resources and the solution time of the MILP problem on a rolling
horizon basis. In this study, the optimization problems were modeled inMatlab R2020
and solved with Gurobi 9.1.0 in a 28 physical core multi-node cluster with Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v4 @ 2.60 Hz, 25 GB RAM.

However, for the purpose of assessing our method and investigating the potential
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14:30 15:00 15:30 16:00 16:30 17:00 17:30
Mar 21, 2018   

(a) t = 15 : 15

14:30 15:00 15:30 16:00 16:30 17:00 17:30 18:00
Mar 21, 2018   

(b) t = 15 : 30

15:00 15:30 16:00 16:30 17:00 17:30 18:00
Mar 21, 2018   

(c) t = 15 : 45

15:00 15:30 16:00 16:30 17:00 17:30 18:00 18:30
Mar 21, 2018   

(d) t = 16 : 00

FIGURE 5.7. Example of a trend reversal situation for wind power on 21 March, 15:00 - 18:00 and suc-
cessive probabilistic forecasts. Following the sub-figures from top to bottom, we see the
updated uncertainty intervals associated with each forecast issue time and the generated
scenarios that are able to capture the sudden change from a wind power ramp-down to a
ramp-up

benefits, some representative daily net load patterns were identified and selected as
case studies. They describe typical behaviors present throughout the whole datasets
(both load and wind power), capturing in detail the irregular events that are the main
target for our method. Such irregular events include sudden transitions from lower to
higher loading conditions resembling step-like perturbations that demand the startup
or shutdown of an extra GT unit, wind power trend reversals from lower average
values ramping up to higher ones and vice versa, or even net load conditions where the
operating GT units are marginal, and several switching actions would be required for
relatively small net load variation. Capturing case studies with these characteristics
allows us to make a more accurate assessment of the proposed method and its applica-
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bility to the target applications. The following basic patterns were then considered as
case studies.

i. LL-SU-WD: low loading conditions including load step up under wind ramping
down

ii. ML-SD-WU: medium loading conditions including load step down under wind
ramping up

iii. HL-SUD-WU: high loading conditions including load steps up and down and
wind ramping up

19:00 19:30 20:00 20:30 21:00 21:30 22:00
Mar 22, 2018   

(a) forecasts issued at t = 19 : 45

19:00 19:30 20:00 20:30 21:00 21:30 22:00 22:30
Mar 22, 2018   

(b) forecasts issued at t = 20 : 00

19:30 20:00 20:30 21:00 21:30 22:00 22:30
Mar 22, 2018   

(c) forecasts issued at t = 20 : 15

19:30 20:00 20:30 21:00 21:30 22:00 22:30 23:00
Mar 22, 2018   

(d) forecasts issued at t = 20 : 30

FIGURE 5.8. Example of a wind power saturation situation on 22 March, 19:00 - 22:00 and successive
probabilistic forecasts. Following the sub-figures from top to bottom, we see how the
updated uncertainty intervals associated with each forecast issue time, keep on narrowing
down, identifying a saturation event
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iv. LL-SDU-WU: low loading conditions including load steps down and up and wind
ramping up

v. HL-SDU-WD: high loading conditions including load steps down and up and
wind ramping down

vi. HL-WD: high loading conditions (almost steady) and wind ramping down

Those cases span different operational regimes such as low (L), medium (M), or
high (H) loading (L) conditions relative to the total aggregated platform load, capture
different types of irregular events such as load steps up (SU), load steps down (SD), or
both in any order (SUD, SDU), and also include the effects of wind power ramping up
(WU) and down (WD). To assess the performance and compare the proposed controller
(SMPC)with the deterministic (DMPC) version, numerical simulationswere performed
for the above test periods with duration Tt per case. The methods were evaluated
and compared in terms of the key performance indices (KPIs) defined in eqs. (5.58)
to (5.62). Those reflect the cumulative costs (eq. (5.59)) and emissions production
(eq. (5.58)) from the platform operation, the amount of curtailed energy (eq. (5.61)), and
the lifetime degradation of the controllable components. The latter can be expressed
by the cycling behavior for the BESS (eq. (5.62)) and the number of switching signals
(on/off) for the GTs (eq. (5.60)).

If (x+(t),v0(t)) =
Ts
60

∑
t∈Tt

∑
g∈Ng

Ffuel(P
gt
0,g(t))P

gt
0,g(t) + cidlef xgt0,g(t) (5.58)

Ic(x+(t),u0(t),v0(t)) = If (x+(t),v0(t))cf + cstrgt

∑
t∈Tt

∑
g∈Ng

bgt,on0,g (t) (5.59)

Isw(u0(t)) =
∑
t∈Tt

∑
g∈Ng

bgt,on0,g (t) +
∑
t∈Tt

∑
g∈Ng

bgt,off0,g (t) (5.60)

Ide(u0(t),v0(t)) =
Ts
60

∑
t∈Tt

∑
g∈Ng

P gt
0,g(t)−

(
P ch
0 (t)− P dis

0 (t)
)
− ξ0(t) (5.61)

Idg(x+(t),u0(t)) =
∑
t∈Tt

Dcyc(t) (5.62)

where If is the total fuel consumption (which can be directly associated with CO2

emissions because of the linear dependency on the combustion reaction), Ic represents
the operational expenditure resulting from the indicated operation of the GTs, Isw
accounts for the switching signals turning on or shutting down the GTs expressing the
binary control actions, Ide is the amount of the actual dumped energy (including the
shifted load because of the spinning reserve and safety requirement), and Idg represents
the degradation of the BESS as a consequence of the cycling induced by the control
action. Those indices encapsulate the effects of the EMS on the operation of the power
system under consideration and reflect both economic and environmental aspects.
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Case studies assessment

For the analysis of the case studies, we employ the following procedure. First, the
actual load, wind power, and resulting net load profiles are plotted together. Net
load represents the sequence of values of the disturbance ξ0(t), ∀ t = 0, . . . , Tt
that acts on the platform power system and needs to be estimated by the proposed
forecasting method (section 5.3.5). Then, different colored areas are used on the
same plots to indicate different ranges of the values ξ0(t). These areas highlight the
different numbers of operating (turned ON) GTs that would be required to cover the
corresponding net load value ξ0(t) under the following simple benchmark rule-based
strategy

if ξ0(t) ≤ 0 then
xgt
1:Ng

(t) = 0

else if ξ0(t) ≤ P gt
n then

xgt
1 (t) = 1 ∧ xgt

2:Ng
(t) = 0

else if ξ0(t) ≤ 2P gt
n then

xgt
1:2(t) = 1 ∧ xgt

3:Ng
(t) = 0

else if ξ0(t) ≤ 3P gt
n then

xgt
1:3(t) = 1 ∧ xgt

4:Ng
(t) = 0

else
xgt
1:Ng

(t) = 1
end if

In addition, in the same plot on the right axis we can identify the number of on
GTs with each proposed method (DMPC/SMPC) and, in this way, we can compare the
number of GTs that would be required by each method. This is expressed as

Igton(x+(t)) =
∑
g∈Ng

xgtg (t) (5.63)

Then, the resulting state of charge trajectories with the DMPC and SMPCmethods are
plotted together with the common disturbance signal on separate figures and finally,
the KPIs defined in eqs. (5.58) to (5.62) are calculated.

Case: LL-SU-WD

First, a case of low loading conditions with a load step up and wind ramp down is
demonstrated (Figure 5.9). As can be noticed from fig. 5.9a, the load step and the low
wind power generation cause the net load to change regime and based on the rule-based
strategy, 2 GTs would be required to operate. However, we see from the same figure
that under both control algorithms, DMPC and SMPC, after the step, there are some
instants where the platform could operate with just a single GT, obtaining the rest
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(a) Load, wind power, and net load patterns vs num-
ber of on GTs
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(b) Net load pattern vs SoC evolution

FIGURE 5.9. Disturbance and optimal states trajectories (discrete and continuous) with DMPC and SMPC
controllers, for the case LL-SU-WD

energy from the BESS. This is also illustrated in fig. 5.9b from the SoC trajectories.
Initially and up to the load step, both DMPC and SMPC would result in a similar
behavior, with the BESS reaching its maximum SoC while charging to provide higher
efficiency operating point for the GT. After the step though, the available capacity of
the BESS is being used (again by both methods), discharging the battery and providing
some extra time for the 1 GT operational regime. From the same figure we also see
that at the moment of the step, the proposed SMPC makes better use of the BESS,
providing a deeper discharge and thus some extra time to the 1 GT regime. Then,
some oscillations are induced by both methods while trying to minimize the number
of on GTs but also operating them as efficiently as possible not to significantly increase
the emissions level. Of course, this behavior increases the BESS degradation, but it
highly depends on the weighting of the corresponding cost term (eq. (5.53)), in the
objective function (eq. (5.49)) which in our case was set based on the investment and
residual costs of the battery (see Table 5.9) as in [41]. Different values for the weight
would induce different behaviors with possibly fewer oscillations. As the effect of the
net load transient vanishes, the SoC trajectories become more similar and converge
approaching the end of the day. The improved performance of the SMPC during the
(unavoidable) oscillatory behavior is reflected in the fewer GT switching signals (Table
5.2), avoiding startup costs and eventually resulting in reduced cost at the expense of
a slightly higher BESS degradation. In addition, despite these benefits, the proposed
SMPC does not significantly deteriorate the energy dumping and the fuel consumption
(Table 5.2).
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TABLE 5.2. LL-SU-WD KPIs

KPI MPC Method NetDMPC SMPC
Ic [e] 54,277 51,922 2,354
If [tn] 143.53 145.69 -0.266
Isw [−] 17 13 4

Ide [MWh] 24.05 24.09 -0.049
Idg [%] 0.311 0.387 -0.076
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FIGURE 5.10. Disturbance and optimal states trajectories (discrete and continuous) with DMPC and
SMPC controllers, for the case ML-SD-WU

Case: ML-SD-WU

Next, a case with medium loading conditions, a load step down, and a wind power
ramp up is presented (Figure 5.10). In this case, although a clear step down is observed
on the load (early times), after that it is still highly variable alternating between the
regimes of 1 and 2 on GTs (fig. 5.10a). Again, we notice that under the optimal policies
of both MPC controllers, we decrease the number of operating GT compared to the
rule-based strategy. Even though DMPC and SMPC result in similar SoC trajectories
initially, at the first load upwards rise right after the step down, the SMPC realizes
that it can operate with a single GT for a bit longer and thus discharges the BESS to
provide the additional energy (fig. 5.10b). After this event, the trajectories deviate but
both follow similar trends. In this case, the superiority of the proposed control scheme
resulted in significant cost savings coming from both fuel consumption reduction and
much fewer GT startups again at the small cost of marginally higher BESS degradation
(Table 5.3).
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TABLE 5.3. ML-SD-WU KPIs

KPI MPC Method NetDMPC SMPC
Ic [e] 71,154 66,105 5,049
If [tn] 185.74 181.04 4.693
Isw [−] 25 19 6

Ideg [MWh] 34.55 34.50 0.051
Idg [%] 0.347 0.452 -0.105

TABLE 5.4. HL-SUD-WU KPIs

KPI MPC Method NetDMPC SMPC
Ic [e] 153,815 152,438 1,377
If [tn] 487.72 487.18 0.539
Isw [−] 11 9 2

Ide [MWh] 82.16 89.12 -6.961
Idg [%] 0.095 0.070 0.025

Case: HL-SUD-WU

Then, an interesting case of high loading conditions with both up and down steps
and low to medium wind conditions is examined (Figure 5.11). This represents a case
where all GTs would be required to provide the necessary power (fig. 5.11a). As the
capacity of the systems is close to its limits (more GTs required), the potential benefits
decrease since the flexibility provided by the BESS depends on its (limited) size and
how this compares with the power capability of a single GT unit. However, again in
this case, the SMPC demonstrated its capability to reduce costs by properly controlling
the timing and number of on/off commands to the GTs. As we can see in fig. 5.11b,
interestingly the SoC trajectories deviate from the first moment while the SMPC
chooses to discharge the BESS. As such, and in contrast with the DMPCwhich chose to
have maximum SoC during the early stage, the BESS can later be used to react on the
load step up (SU), providing higher efficiency operating points for the additional GT
that starts almost simultaneously with this event. However, this action is unavoidably
associated with somewhat higher energy dumping compared to the DMPC method, as
noticed in Table 5.4. From fig. 5.11b, we also see that although both methods discharge
the BESS equally close to the SD event, the SMPC can better forecast the rapid load
increase right afterwards and in contrast with the DMPC, avoids recharging the BESS.
In this way, it can get more time with 1 less GT on, resulting in fewer GT startups and
degrading the BESS less. The effects are quantified in Table 5.4.
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(b) Net load pattern vs SoC evolution

FIGURE 5.11. Disturbance and optimal states trajectories (discrete and continuous) with DMPC and
SMPC controllers, for the case HL-SUD-WU

TABLE 5.5. LL-SDU-WU KPIs

KPI MPC Method NetDMPC SMPC
Ic [e] 60,633 57,937 2,696
If [tn] 170.85 169.97 0.881
Isw [−] 14 11 3

Ide [MWh] 28.26 28.24 0.02
Idg [%] 0.317 0.212 0.105

Case: LL-SDU-WU

Benefits with the proposed SMPC are also noticed from a case with low loading
conditions, step transitions from the 2 GTs to 1 GT on regime and vice versa, and
wind power ramping up (Figure 5.12). From fig. 5.12a we observe that with both MPC
algorithms, we can achieve longer period of times (i.e., in the morning) with 1 GT on
while the net load is on the 2 GTs regime. Also, from fig. 5.12b we observe that initially
both SoC trajectories follow similar trends, with the one from SMPC presenting
deeper discharging. Then, the trajectories deviate again after the second load step
variation (step up) where the SMPC trajectory remains at high SoC levels, allowing
the single on GT to operate closer to its maximum efficiency point (net load around
closer to P gt

n ), anticipating for the wind ramping up. In this way, not only lower cost is
achieved and fewer GT startups, but also less BESS degradation (Table 5.5).
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(b) Net load pattern vs SoC evolution

FIGURE 5.12. Disturbance and optimal states trajectories (discrete and continuous) with DMPC and
SMPC controllers, for the case LL-SDU-WU

TABLE 5.6. HL-SDU-WD KPIs

KPI MPC Method NetDMPC SMPC
Ic [e] 31,797 27,708 4,089
If [tn] 69.97 68.49 1.472
Isw [−] 17 11 6

Ide [MWh] 52.45 52.28 0.169
Idg [%] 0.416 0.440 -0.024

Case: HL-SDU-WD

Another interesting case happens when the loading conditions are high but still enough
wind power is being generated, resulting in fewer GTs required and almost zero net
load (Figure 5.13). From fig. 5.13a we observe once more the capability of the MPC
to operate with fewer GTs on, compared to the rule-based benchmark method. In
particular, the BESS is used similarly in both methods to discharge power over the
period of time right after the load step down, providing the necessary reliability and
capacity to the platform and keeping the GTs down for the very low net load values
(fig. 5.13b). However, after the load steps up again, even though both methods result
in an oscillatory SoC behavior similarly as in the case LL-SU-WD, eventually the
trajectories deviate. As a result, the SMPC achieves significant cost and fuel reduction
(Table 5.6).
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(b) Net load pattern vs SoC evolution

FIGURE 5.13. Disturbance and optimal states trajectories (discrete and continuous) with DMPC and
SMPC controllers, for the case HL-SDU-WD

TABLE 5.7. HL-WD KPIs

KPI MPC Method NetDMPC SMPC
Ic [e] 69,799 66,510 3,289
If [tn] 201.61 198.75 2.870
Isw [−] 14 10 4

Ide [MWh] 63.31 63.83 -0.518
Idg [%] 0.375 0.359 0.016

Case: HL-WD

Finally, similar benefits can be noticed from a case where loading conditions are
relatively more stable compared to the rest cases, without large and abrupt steps
(Figure 5.14). Again, from fig. 5.14a we can see the superiority of the MPCmethods
compared to the rule-based one, where the platform can be operated with fewer GTs.
Interestingly, the SoC trajectories defined by DMPC and SMPC deviate from the
beginning of the day and eventually, when the net load transits from the 1 GT to the 2
GTs regime, the SMPCmethod manages to hold only 1 GT in operation longer than
the DMPC. As a result, significant cost and fuel reductions were achieved again (Table
5.7).
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FIGURE 5.14. Disturbance and optimal states trajectories (discrete and continuous) with DMPC and
SMPC controllers, for the case HL-WD

Cases comparison

The cumulative results for the performance comparison of the DMPC and SMPC
methods, for all the cases considered, are given in Table 5.8. From this table, we can
identify the capability of the proposed method to achieve lower fuel consumption,
significant cost reduction, and much smoother GT operation, depending on the load-
ing level of the platform and the combination of load and wind power patterns. In
particular, we see that the maximum cost reduction (case HL-SDU-WD) is associated
with the maximum improvement in GT turn ups/downs, while the minimum cost
reduction (case HL-SUD-WU) is associated with the smallest improvement in GT turn
ups/downs. It is also important to clarify that fuel reduction percentages are also equal
to theCO2 emissions reduction percentages, coming from the normal operation of
the GTs. However, there are additional environmental benefits resulting from the
fewer GT start ups, which are associated with high emissions that would add up to the
improvement of the emissions coming from the normal GT operation.

TABLE 5.8. Comparison of the DMPC and SMPC methods with relative KPIs

Case ∆Ic [%] ∆If [%] ∆Ion/off [%]

LL-SU-WD 4.338 -0.180 23.53
ML-SD-WU 7.096 2.526 24.00
HL-SUD-WU 0.896 0.111 18.18
LL-SDU-WU 4.447 0.515 21.43
HL-SDU-WD 12.861 2.104 35.29

HL-WD 4.712 1.423 28.57
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5.5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

It is challenging to operate isolated power systems that integrate renewable sources
together with flexible conventional generating units and energy storage, while solving
the task efficiently and cost-optimally. This gets even harder for industrial systems
or small scale isolated grids where the load intermittency is increased compared to
large power systems where load aggregation has a smoothing effect. Short-term abrupt
step variations combined with the stochastic nature of renewable sources make it hard
to accurately forecast the near future power imbalance. Thus, the power scheduling
solution from the energy management system may be sub-optimal. In addition, the
existence of binary operational status of conventional thermal units and the multi-
ple conflicting objectives pose an additional challenge to preforming optimal energy
management.

This paper proposed a SMPC scheme aimed at solving the EMS problem under
uncertainty for isolated power systems that are characterized by abrupt load variations
and lack of future events information. The developed controller is designed to solve
an optimal control problem on a rolling horizon basis, using stochastic mixed-integer
linear programming and considering the minimization of operational costs, battery
degradation, and dumped energy simultaneously. The proposed EMS framework inte-
grates a data-driven mechanism to represent future uncertainty by means of quantile
regression and scenario generation, providing useful information for the expected
uncertainty bounds over the load and renewable generation. With the proposed proba-
bilistic forecasting framework, significant skill score improvement was achieved for
both load forecasts (91.50%) and wind power forecasts (90.50%). This made it possible
to better anticipate near-future irregular events just by using past information.

We thus considered the specific case study of an offshore O&G platform that
integrates wind power. The performance of the proposed algorithmwas then evaluated
and benchmarked against a deterministic version to assess the benefits of making the
optimization problem stochastic. For this reason, several case studies capturing the high
variation of loading conditions (characterizing O&G platforms) and the intermittency
of wind power were considered. The results showed that, under the proposed SMPC-
EMS, in all the patterns examined, better planning of the resources could be achieved
leading to daily operational cost savings up to 12.86%, fuel consumption and emissions
reduction from normal GT operation up to 2.56%, and less switching of the GTs up to
35.29%.

Even though the proposed SMPC-EMS deals with the optimal techno-economic
operation of the isolated grid, it does not explicitly consider operational constraints
related to the smaller time-scale stability of the system when rapid net load variations
occur. Such a limitation could be overcome by integrating adaptive state of charge
limits, ensuring the additional provision of ancillary services by the energy storage
system, supporting the local grid. The proposed method could be easily adapted to
other cases of isolated power systems (i.e., any kind of industrial plants or small-scale
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physical islands) that integrate various and multiple kinds of RESs (i.e., solar energy)
by re-purposing the QRF models on the corresponding datasets and including more
stochastic scenarios representing disturbances from eachRV , to cover a possibly more
diverse situation.
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5.6 APPENDIX A

TABLE 5.9. Nomenclature

Description Symbol
Random Forest

tree in set of trees bag t ∈ T
lead time in prediction horizon k ∈ K

observations in dataset Yj , j = 1, · · · , N
predictor (input feature) x = [Pt, Pt−1, . . . , Pt−L]
power value at time t Pt

leaf set of values of a tree t containing predictor x x ∈ St(x)
induced weight of tree t for observation j wtj(x)

induced weight of observation j wj(x)
mean response value of the random forest ŷj(x)

percentile τ
quantile of predictor x Qτ (x)

estimated prediction interval given x α̂(x)
observation value (input predictor) x ∈ X

future values (data) yt+k|t
scenario generated i ∈ Ns

response value (prediction) ŷt+k|t

response value (prediction) for scenario i ŷ
(i)
t+k|t

power consumption random variable P ℓ

wind power random variable Pw

SMPC
PWL approximations p = 1, . . . , Npwl

set of available synchronous generators g = 1, . . . , Ng

set of scenarios ω = 1, . . . , Nω

set of lead times for the forecasting models k = 1, . . . , | K |
fuel curveX data values (P gt [MW]) Dgt

P

fuel curve Y data values (fgt [kg/MWh]) Dgt
f

fuel curve Ffuel

battery degradation curveX values Ddeg
dod

battery degradation curve Y values Ddeg
cyc

battery degradation curve Fdeg

SoC xSoC

GT status xgt
1:Ng

control input u
charging power P ch

Continued on next page
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Table 5.9 – continued from previous page
Description Symbol

discharging power P dis

GT turn ON command bgt,ong

GT turn OFF command bgt,offg

GT power P gt

random disturbance ξ
Random Variable at time t P p

t+k, p = {ℓ, w}
estimated inverse conditional CDF F̂ p

−1
t+k|t

(
P p
t+k | x

)
inverse normal CDF Φ−1

TABLE 5.10. Parameter values

Parameter Symbol Value Units
Sets

GTs Ng 4 [-]
Scenarios Nω 10 [-]
PWL points Npwl 11 [-]

prediction horizon (SMPC) | K | 6 [-]
Non-linear curves

fuel curve coefficient αf 0.5109 [-]
fuel curve coefficient βf -20.933 [-]
fuel curve coefficient γf 433.83 [-]

degradation curve coefficient k0 1591.1 [-]
degradation curve coefficient k1 2.089 [-]

BESS
max battery power P

b 5 [MW]
battery capacity E

b 10 [MWh]
max SoC SoCmax 0.8 [p.u.]
min SoC SoCmin 0.2 [p.u.]

charging efficiency ηch 0.95 [p.u.]
discharging efficiency ηdis 0.95 [p.u.]

GT
nominal GT power P gt

n 20.200 [MW]
max GT power P

gt 22.018 [MW]
min GT power P gt 4.040 [MW]
GT ramping rate RR 22.018 [MW/15 min]

Continued on next page
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Table 5.10 – continued from previous page
Parameter Symbol Value Units

spinning reserve sr 5 [%]
idling (no-load) fuel consumption cidlef 1,679 [kg/h]

cost coefficients
fuel cost cf 0.2979 [€/kg]

startup cost cstrgt 1,217 [€/startup]
fixed on cost congt 5,000 [€/on time]

battery replacement cost cb,rpl 445,000 [€]
battery residual cost cb,res 44,500 [€]
energy dumping cost cb,res 1,000 [€/MW]

Wind Turbine Power Curve
cut in speed wci 3

[
m
s

]
cut off speed wco 25

[
m
s

]
rated wind speed wn 12

[
m
s

]
rated power Pw

n 8 [MW]
wind turbines Nw 5 [-]

simulation time step Ts 15 [min]
case studies duration Tt 24 [h]

5.7 APPENDIX B

List of sets used in the proposed models:

i. p = 1, . . . , Npwl : points used in the PWL approximations of non-linear
functions

ii. g = 1, . . . , Ng : set of available GTs (conventional generators)

iii. ω = 1, . . . , Nω : set of scenarios

iv. k = 1, . . . , | K | : set of lead times for the forecasting models

List of sets of data points:

i. Dgt
P =

[
Dgt

P,1, . . . , D
gt
P,Npwl

]T
: fuel curveX data values (P gt [MW])

ii. Dgt
f =

[
Dgt

f,1, . . . , D
gt
f,Npwl

]T
: fuel curve Y data values (fgt [kg/MWh])

iii. Dgt
f = Ffuel(D

gt
P ) transformation (fuel curve)

iv. Ffuel(x) = αfx
2 + βfx+ γf fuel curve definition
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v. Ddeg
dod =

[
Ddeg

dod,1, . . . , D
deg
dod,Npwl

]T
: battery degradation curveX values

vi. Ddeg
cyc =

[
Ddeg

cyc,1, . . . , D
deg
cyc,Npwl

]T
: battery degradation curve Y values

vii. Ddeg
cyc = Fdeg(D

deg
dod) transformation (degradation curve)

viii. Fdeg(x) =
100

k0x−k1
degradation curve definition

Fuel curve PWL approximation

1T
{1:Npwl} ·wfuel

k,ω,g = xgtk,ω,g (5.64)

wfuel
k,ω,g,1 ≤ λfuelk,ω,g,1 (5.65)

wfuel
k,ω,g,p ≤ λfuelk,ω,g,p−1 + λfuelk,ω,g,p (5.66)

wfuel
k,ω,g,Npwl

≤ λfuelk,ω,g,Npwl−1 (5.67)

1T
{1:Npwl−1} · λfuel

k,ω,g = xgtk,ω,g (5.68)

We defineBω as a square matrix of dimension | K | as

Bω =


1 0 · · · 0
1 1 · · · 0

...
1 1 · · · 1

 ∀ ω = 1, . . . , Nω (5.69)

and

B =

B1 0 0

0
. . . 0

0 0 BNω

 (5.70)

Degradation curve PWL approximation

1T
{1:Npwl} ·wdeg

k,ω = 1 (5.71)

wdeg
k,ω,1 ≤ λdegk,ω,1 (5.72)

wdeg
k,ω,p ≤ λdegk,ω,p−1 + λdegk,ω,p (5.73)

wdeg
k,ω,Npwl

≤ λdegk,ω,Npwl−1 (5.74)

1T
{1:Npwl−1} · λdeg

k,ω = 1 (5.75)
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ABSTRACT

As more intermittent energy sources are integrated into isolated power systems, main-
taining nominal frequency under the uncertain power fluctuations becomes even more
challenging. For that, properly controlled ESSs are commonly used to provide fre-
quency support. However, the design of such controllers typically does not rely on
system operation data, leading to oversized storage systems and in turn overpriced
investments. This paper addresses this problem and presents a methodology for de-
riving controllers that optimally use a specified storage capability to achieve a target
compensation level, given past information of the disturbances. To leverage between
uncertainty and actuation (storage) magnitude, the manuscript proposes a data-based
approach for deciding alternative combinations of storage size and corresponding
control laws that ensure risk constrained robust frequency regulation. The proposed
designs are capable of providing additional virtual-inertia services to the isolated sys-
tem against a guaranteed level of security over all possible uncertainty realizations.
An application to an offshore oil and gas platform with onsite GTs and locally pro-
duced wind power is presented to highlight the numerical properties of the proposed
methodology.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

The operation of modern isolated power systems is becoming less safe and resilient
due to the constantly increasing level of converter-interfaced RES [1]. The problem
arises from the combined effects of lower system inertia available to face power fluctu-
ations [2] and uncertainties of the relevant signals [3]. Such effects, that can result in
excessive frequency variations, can be attenuated with proper Load Frequency Control
(LFC) and storage systems providing virtual-inertia [4].

In this context, to deal with different sources of uncertainty in isolated systems
the literature offers a series of robust control strategies based on linearized dynamics.
For example, [5–7] propose two-degrees of freedom Internal Model Control (IMC)
- PID controllers for LFC of power systems, and show that better performance can
be achieved compared to conventional PIDs. However, [5–7] arbitrarily select the
disturbance signals without considering any information related to the system under
study. Also model order reduction had to be performed for the control design purpose,
leading to simplified estimates of the true dynamics. [8] instead proposes a fractional
order PID LFC design via an opportune IMC tuning, leading to better results compared
to the aforementioned studies. The design in [8] is shown to be robust enough to be
resilient against parametric uncertainties but, as in [5–7], no disturbance informa-
tion was considered in the control design. In addition, in all the above mentioned
methodologies, no control saturation limits were considered.

[9] proposes a fractional order fuzzy controller for LFC of a power system that
includes storage system. The approach exhibits robust performance under both linear
and non-linear operation regimes, the last ones owing to rate limiters. However, this
design does not consider inherently those non-linear regimes, and uses simplified
probabilistic models for the RES and the load uncertain power signals. [10], instead,
proposes a time-varying fuzzy based PI controller that shows improved robustness
under different operating conditions. However, also this approach does not inherently
consider saturation limits of the specific storage system in the design phase.

Other authors like [11, 12] propose insteadH∞ controllers with the purpose of
improving frequency profiles and the virtual-inertia capabilities of storage elements,
but omit providing statistical analyses for quantifying the disturbances. Such design
methodologies typically consider the performance of a worst-case plant that may
never be realized and use over-conservative uncertainty assumptions (norm - bounded
descriptions) [13]. However, for power system applications where at least one syn-
chronous generator ensures frequency stability, sizing the storage system for a highly
unlikely or even non-realizable worst case, would make any investment economically
infeasible. [14] instead considers a simplified statistical model of the disturbances to
determine the capacity of a storage system and its effect on frequency control. How-
ever, the paper employs simple probability density models that do not capture the
time-dependency of the uncertain signals. Other authors then investigate machine-
learning oriented strategies: for example [15] employs a deep-learning based control
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technique, and shows that this approach may lead to marginally slightly better results
compared to worst-case based controllers. However, the power disturbance signals
are here considered to be random, without taking any information of the particular
system under study into account.

As it is evident from the aforementioned studies, the existing literature on the
LFC design problem usually ignores the physical limits of the system (i.e., the capacity
limits of the storage), and this leads to either suboptimal use of the storage or over-
conservative control laws. We here aim at developing a methodology for designing a LFC
that is as conservative as needed, and that uses the storage in an efficient way, so that this is not
over-sized. For this reason we employ the sa for control design [16] for the concurrent
sizing and control design for a storage system. This is achieved through the use of
realistic data of the system under study together with the Variable Robustness Control
(VRC) methodology [17]. This enables to explore different robustness levels and gain
greater insights into the system uncertainty and leveraging the controller decision
against the risk.

Based on the recent breakthroughs in floating offshore wind and the need for
cleaner offshore operations (see, e.g., [18]), we consider an isolated offshore O&G
platform with significant wind power penetration and a dedicated storage system as a
case study for the proposed methodology.

6.2 METHODOLOGY

The analysed system, whose complete configuration is presented in fig. Figure 6.1,
is composed of: a droop controlled GT, a wind farm of 3 identical wind turbines
controlled to their maximum power point, and an ESS. As field data, we consider time
series of aggregated load data and wind speed measurements from a selected offshore
location.
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FIGURE 6.1. Schematic configuration of the system analysed in the paper
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6.2.1 System modelling

This section describes the linearized small-signal model of the isolated power system.
In more details, the power system dynamics are modelled though the commonly used
swing equations (see [1]), i.e., as

2H0

fn

df

dt
+
D0

Sb
f =

Pimb

Sb
(6.1)

whereH0 [s] is the rotating mass inertia,D0 [MW/Hz] the load dependent damping
provided by the various inductionmotors on the platform, f [Hz] the actual frequency
of the AC grid, fn [Hz] the nominal one,Sb [MW ] is the base power andPimb [MW ]
the imbalance power. Considering the Laplace transform of eq. (6.1) and the variation
of imbalance power Pimb [MW ] as the input signal leads to

∆f

∆Pimb
= G(s) =

1

2Hs+D
. (6.2)

Considering the system configuration presented in Figure 6.1 the complete dynamics
are then described by

∆Pimb =

(
∆P ∗

GT − 1
R∆f

)
(sTg + 1) (sTt + 1)

−∆Pd +∆PB (6.3)

∆Pd = ∆(PL − PWF ) (6.4)

where PL is the load of the power system and PWF the power coming from the wind
farm. From eqs. (6.2) to (6.4) one can then derive

∆f = ∆P ∗
GT

G(s)

(sTg + 1) (sTt + 1)

1 +
G(s)

R (sTg + 1) (sTt + 1)

+

(∆PB −∆Pd)
G(s)

1 +
G(s)

R (sTg + 1) (sTt + 1)

(6.5)

that eventually imply

∆f = ∆P ∗
GTSr(s) +

(
∆PB −∆Pd

)
Sd(s) ,

where Sd(s) =
G(s)

1 +
G(s)

R (sTg + 1) (sTt + 1)

(6.6)

is a causal and stable system (invertible). Summarizing, eq. (6.6) can be considered as
the equivalent dynamics of the system under consideration.
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Our aim is then to find an outer control loop C(s) that rejects the net load disturbance
∆Pd in eq. (6.6). For this purpose, we propose to follow a discrete design strategy for
synthesizing this control law. Thus, we discretize the continuous-time LTI repre-
sentation Sd(s) through a Tustin approach with a sampling period of ts = 0.01 s,
deemed sufficiently accurate for our purposes, and then design a discrete controller
directly on top of the obtained discrete-time system Sd(z). In the following u(k) is
the discrete control signal at time step k, indicating the commanded storage power
deviation∆PB(k) and y(k) is the output of the plant, indicating the system frequency
deviation∆f(k).

The output feedback controller C(z) shall cancel the dynamics caused by the
disturbance. To this aim we use an IMC approach (see, e.g., [19]) where an the internal
plant model is used and for which we require

u(k) = Q(z)∆Pd(k) (6.7)

whereQ(z) is a strictly stable transfer function. Since the internal model principle
outputs proactive control actions using the assumed internal model, [19], the output
feedback control action is equivalent to a disturbance feed-forward action (eq. (6.7))
from the storage when this is revealed.

As for the strictly stableQ(z), we select a commonly used FIR parametrization as
in [16] and the control law in eq. (6.7) can be re-written as

u(k) = ∆PB(k) = q0∆Pd(k) + q1∆Pd(k − 1) = ⟨ϕk, q⟩ (6.8)

where q = [q0 q1]
T andϕk = [∆Pd(k) ∆Pd(k − 1)]T .

We then reformulate the ro problem as minimizing the worst-case disturbance effect to
our output signal. For this purpose we build our cost function on top of the upper bound
h of the commonly used ISE of the frequency deviations. Since real-word disturbance
dynamics are hard to model, in the proposed approach historical data are used as the
best available representation. For that we define the uncertainty set∆ as

δi : {∆Pd}i, i ∈ {1, . . . , Nd} . (6.9)

as the set of all possible disturbance realizations δi (net load deviations profiles∆Pd,
sequences of∆Pd(k) values for specified time horizon th = 10 s). Realistic wind
speed timeseries v(t, δi) were generated from local measurements and a Kaimal fil-
ter [20] that models the smaller time scale turbulence related phenomena, after the
Normal Turbulence Model [21]. The wind power profiles were calculated through
the commonly used cubic power curve transformation, considering the wind turbine
dynamics as

PWF (v(δi)) =
PW (v(δi))

sTw + 1
∀ δi ∈ ∆ . (6.10)
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6.2.2 Optimization problem formulation

The control design for compensation of frequency fluctuations under uncertain distur-
bances is cast as the ro problem

minimize
h, q ∈R3

h

subject to
M=

th
ts∑

k=1

∆f2(k) ≤ h, ∀ ∆Pd ∈ ∆∣∣∆PB(k)
∣∣ ≤ u, ∀ k = 0, . . . , th.

(6.11)

whereu is the saturation level of the storage system (i.e., its maximum charge/discharge
power rate). Now consider∆P ∗

GT = 0, i.e., assume the GT to be scheduled to produce
a fixed reference value. Given this assumption we can derive the constraints leveraging
on eq. (6.3), eq. (6.7) and eq. (6.8), and obtain

M∑
t=1

y2(k) =

M∑
k=1

[Sd(z)(u(k)−∆Pd(k))]
2 =

M∑
k=1

[Sd(z)ϕ
T
k q − Sd(z)∆Pd(k)]

2

(6.12)
Where we call ϕk = [∆Pd(k) ∆Pd(k − 1)]T , ψk = Sd(z)ϕk . In this way eq. (6.12)
becomes

M∑
k=1

y2(k) =
M∑
k=1

[
ψT
k q − Sd(z)∆Pd(k)

]2
=

M∑
k=1

(
qTψkψ

T
k q − 2Sd(z)∆Pd(k)ψ

T
k q + (Sd(z)∆Pd(k))

2
)
.

(6.13)

Note then that ifwe choose the decision variables vector asx = [q h]T = [q0 q1 h]T

the constraints of eq. (6.13) can be rewritten as

xTAx+Bx+ C ≤ 0 (6.14)

where the coefficientsA,B andC can be calculated as

A =
M∑
k=1

[ψk 0] [ψk 0]T

B = 2

M∑
k=1

−∆Pd(k)Sd(z) [ψk 0]T − [0 0 1]

C =
M∑
k=1

(−∆Pd(k)Sd(z))
2 .

(6.15)
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FIGURE 6.2. Graphical summary of the proposed methodology

This means that a quadratic constraint that is formulated from eq. (6.14) and eq. (6.15)
corresponds to each instance of the uncertain disturbance δi. Note though that to
calculate the coefficients A, B and C of each of these constraints we first need to
simulate the system Sd with the appropriate inputs, a process that we graphically
illustrate in Figure 6.2. Then, based on the scenario approach [22], we can select to
disregard a portion of the set of disturbances∆ that from a probabilistic standpoint
accounts in total for a probability ε out of the whole probability metric over∆. This
is done by selecting an appropriate number of scenariosNs so that the optimality of
the solution of eq. (6.11) is 1− β level guaranteed against all other unseen instances
of uncertainty from ∆. In other words, the designer can select a risk level ε from
which she/he can compute a number of scenarios (i.e., constraints)Ns such that the
confidence of not violating the unseen constraints is at least 1−β. The commonly used
values ε = 0.01 and β = 10−7 were selected for this study. Finally, the optimization
problem is set as

minimize
x ∈R3

cTx

subject to
{xTAx+Bx+ C}i ≤ 0, ∀ δi ∈ Ω,{∣∣∣∣∣
[
ϕk
0

]T
x

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ u

}
i

, ∀ δi ∈ Ω, k = 0, . . . , th.

(6.16)

where x = [q h]T = [q0 q1 h]T and c = [0 0 1]T . Note that the quadrati-
cally constrained problem (QCP) eq. (6.16) can be numerically solved using standard
numerical solvers. More specifically, to derive the constraints in eq. (6.14) we used
the Matlab-Simulink parallel computing toolbox [23] and solved eq. (6.16) with the
commercial mathematical optimization solver Gurobi 9.0.3 [24].
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6.3 SIMULATION RESULTS

6.3.1 Effects of choosing different storage sizes

To investigate the dependency between the control action and the storage capability,
we find appropriate controllersQ(z) for different values of the saturation level of the
storage system u. More precisely, we initially set the upper bound to the relatively
high value of u = 0.4, so that basically the storage saturation constraint is not active
in eq. (6.16). The worst case disturbance and the associated control action required
û are then presented in Figure 6.3. Here we can identify the unsaturated peak value
of the control action as u = 0.3222 < 0.4, with the control parameters leading to
such design being q0 = 1.0023, q1 = −0.0023 (see also Table 6.1) meaning that the
full range of the disturbance signals can be counteracted from the proposed storage
controller (see also eq. (6.8)). As can be noticed from Figure 6.3 such a design is basically
able to almost perfectly compensate the worst case disturbance. This means that this
controller will also compensate all the other measured disturbances, given the chosen
confidence level and risk.

FIGURE 6.3. System response and control action for the worst case scenario - unsaturated design case

Changing the saturation level u parameter it is then possible to get different de-
signs that compensate the worst case frequency fluctuations in different ways. The
cumulative results, summarized in Table 6.1, show that decreasing the saturation level
(i.e., choosing a smaller and thus less expensive storage system) increases the optimal
value of the ISE performance index h∗. Intuitively, as u diminishes the worst case
disturbance first and then, one by one, all the consequent next-worst cases cannot be
effectively compensated any more. To this point we note that we observe a distinct
pattern: while the q0 parameter is decreasing as u decreases, q1 = 0most of the times,
leading to a controller purely proportional to the disturbance. This indicates that the
optimal compensator (QCP optimization eq. (6.16)), for the particular parametrization
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(a) y

(b) u

FIGURE 6.4. System response and control action for u = 0.3

(eq. (6.7)), depends mostly on the present value of the disturbance, and little on the
previous one. Despite such a simple controller structure, this is in agreement with the
basic loop-shaping recommendations for rejecting disturbances entering directly at the
plant input [13]. Then, in order to respect the physical saturation limits of the storage,
the optimizer selects an appropriate (lower) gain value, meaning that the proportion of
the worst disturbance that the specific control design can effectively compensate, is
decreased. This effect can be noticed in Figure 6.4, where we present the results for
u = 0.3. Note that this design is smaller compared to the non-saturated case u = 0.4;
we expect thus that some disturbances will saturate the control output, so that the
disturbance will not be perfectly compensated. From fig. 6.4b we can observe this
event, where the controller is saturated just for one case û, the one that dominated the
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TABLE 6.1. Summary of the control design results

u [pu] q0 q1 h∗

0.4 1.0023 -0.0023 78.0604
0.3 0.9310 0 78.0642
0.2 0.6206 0 78.1738
0.1 0.3104 0 78.4354
0.09 0.2793 0 78.4699

initial design. The impact of this effect is presented in fig. 6.4a, where we compare the
corresponding open loop and closed loop outputs yol and ycl. We can see that even
though theworst-case open loop response ŷol (depicted in blue) cannot be compensated
as effectively as in the other scenarios, the proposed optimal control design leads to a
much improved worst-case closed loop response ŷcl (depicted in red).

6.3.2 Effects of choosing different levels of robustness

Based on the results of section 6.3.1, it is evident that for any meaningful storage sizing
u the control design is dominated by a few specific realizations of the disturbances δi.
To quantify the effect of these specific δi’s, and eventually characterize their impact
of the data-based uncertainty structure of our problem, we apply the VRC algorithm.
For this we employ the FFS [25] as a means to identify the support scenarios (which
are intuitively thought as the ones that are more “different” compared the rest of the
sampled dataset) and remove them in turns.

At every iteration k the FFS algorithm preserves the most “equidistant” scenarios,
and discards themost “different” ones. The number of the scenariosN ′

s to be considered
for the VRC algorithm is decided as in [17]. Then, at each iteration k, we can calculate
the upper bound εk on the probability of violating the unseen δi instances (i.e., the
risk-level) for k removed scenarios out ofNs

′ as(
d+ k

k

) d+k∑
i=0

(
N

′
s

i

)
εik (1− εk)

N
′
s−i =

β

k + 1
∀ k = 0, . . . , k (6.17)

where d = 2 is the number of the design variables.
Applying the FFS procedure to the specific case u = 0.09 leads to the results

shown in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.2. From Figure 6.5 we can observe that as we keep
removing scenarios the optimal value h∗k decreases, while the risk increases from its
initial value ε = 0.01. We also note that every time removing a scenario leads to a
better solution, this is because a different control design is decided (see also Table 6.2).
In most cases we get once again q1 = 0, while we find also that the gain q0 increases
for increasing k. This has the following interpretation: as the support scenarios are
identified and removed, the storage (whose size is now fixed) can be operated in a
way that does not need to account for (and thus reject) these “bad” realizations of the
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FIGURE 6.5. Dependency of the optimal value h∗
k and of the risk parameter εk on the number of scenarios

removed through the FFS procedure

disturbances. In addition, from Table 6.2 we can observe that the removal of particular
scenariosmay have a great effect on the improvement ofh∗k , with the best improvement
found at k = 29. For our particular system, we see that after that k it is not worth to
keep removing scenarios, because the relative improvement is small, at the cost though
of increasing risks. Last but not least, it is of high importance to notice from Figure
6.5 that in general removing a scenario does not necessarily mean improving h∗k . For
example, after k = 38 the results did not change. That means that in general there
are just a few disturbance scenarios that are dictating the optimal design process; just
by increasing our risk we may even neglect them on the initial sizing of the storage
system. However, if the storage system is decided (fixed u), a meaningful risk-averse
decision for the controllerQ(z) would be q0 = 0.7959 and q1 = −0.2131 with risk
level 3.23 times bigger than the initial one.

6.4 CONCLUSIONS

This study presents a data-based methodology for the concurrent design of the size
and control law of a storage system to be operated in isolated power systems with low
inertia and intermittent non-dispatchable energy sources. The results showed that the
proposed method can effectively improve the dynamic characteristics of an isolated

TABLE 6.2. Results about the effects of choosing different levels of robustness

k q0 q1 εk [%] h∗
k ∆h∗

k [%]

0-20 0.3542 0 1.00 51.6588 -
21-28 0.5111 0 2.71 24.1094 -53.33
29-37 0.7959 -0.2131 3.23 8.2075 -65.96
38-79 1.0000 0 3.23 8.1931 -0.18
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offshore O&G power system which integrates significant amount of wind power. The
proposed design methodology can be considered as a guideline for risk-dependent
decision support, and for the selection of storage system and its optimal controller,
given information specific to the system under study. The case study presented in
this paper demonstrates the contribution of appropriately sizing storage to provide
frequency support. It is also shown that smaller storage sizes may still effectively
compensate uncertain disturbances, at the cost of relatively small risk increment. As
future possible work, parametric uncertainty could also be integrated to construct the
uncertainty set, while the method could be even used in a rolling horizon way, deciding
a control law, given recent past observations and parameters values.

6.5 APPENDIX

TABLE 6.3. Summary of the main parameters defining the power system considered in our numerical
analyses

Parameter Value Units
Base power value Sb = 60 [MW / puMW]

Nominal system frequency fn = 60 [Hz]
Droop constant R = 2.4 [Hz / puMW]

Power system inertia constant H = 0.083 [puMW s / Hz]
Power system damping constant D = 0.0083 [puMW / Hz]

Governor time constant Tg = 0.08 [s]
GT time constant Tt = 0.3 [s]

Wind turbine time constant Tw = 1.5 [s]
Nominal wind turbine power Pn

wt = 15 [MW]
Number of scenarios in ∆ Nd = 52560 [-]

Number of scenarios Ns = 2158 [-]
Number of scenarios for VRC N

′
s = 2631 [-]
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes and compares a set of multi-objective supervisory controllers for
an isolated power system including a GT operating in load following mode as a domi-
nant source of generation, a BESS, and stochastic renewable generation. It analyzes
their capability to coordinate the GT and energy storage to provide isochronous speed
control, achieving Fast Frequency Regulation (FFR) for the local grid, while the GT can
still operate with minimum deviation from its optimal loading and the storage system
can follow a pre-scheduled reference SoC trajectory. In more detail, we consider and
compare different control strategies to handle model and disturbance uncertainties,
including SMPC under various parametrizations of the sa, and robust control under
theH∞ paradigm. The various controllers are compared against a benchmark, i.e.,
a deterministic predictive control strategy. Instead of point-to-point comparisons
for some arbitrary cases (i.e., worst-case or expected), empirical distributions of the
controller’s performance for the whole probability spectrum are derived, leading to
more accurate and representative comparisons. The analyzed performance indicators
are nominal dynamic performance, constraint violation probabilities, and expected
system operation performance. The results indicate the clear superiority of stochastic
control over both robust and deterministic control in dealing with both parametric and
disturbance uncertainty. Moreover, choosing an appropriate parametrization is shown
to be essential to achieve both good nominal performance and lower violations proba-
bility, indicating that the superiority of stochastic control comes with the drawback of
needing user-defined tuning from the designer.

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Due to constantly stricter regulations towards increasing renewable penetration, main-
taining a stable and efficient operation for isolated power systems has become chal-
lenging [1]. Based on recent advances in offshore technologies [2], more and more such
isolated grids with high renewable penetration are about to be realized [3], and this
highlights the need for efficient controls.

The stochastic nature of RES and the low system inertia, induced by replacing
traditional synchronous machines with converter interfaced generators, makes the
operation of such grids vulnerable to large frequency variations[4–6]. A common and
accepted way to mitigate such issues is the integration of ESSs such as BESSs [4, 7–12].
However, increasing the number of controllable components in the grid complicates
the MIMO nature of these systems, exacerbating the chances of encountering multiple
contradictory objectives, additional constraints due to safety, and optimal operation
requirements. On top of that, uncertainty poses an additional level of difficulty for
controlling such grids [13].

In [14, 15] the fundamental methods to provide frequency control in isolated
power systems by controlling the generator units, are explained in detail. Two main
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categories are identified, one being the well-known traditional droop control and the
other the isochronous control. With the first, generators modify the active power
provision in correspondence to the system’s frequency deviation and based on the set
droop curve, whereas in isochronous mode the rotational speed and thus the frequency
of a single or master unit are tightly regulated to their reference values. It is noteworthy
that even though droop control facilitates the load sharing among several units, the
frequency will not be restored to its nominal value. To achieve that in the absence
of interconnection, frequency restoration will depend only on the local generator
capabilities and requires that one of them be in isochronous mode. In other words,
from a control perspective, droop control corresponds to a proportional controller
whereas isochronous operation corresponds to controllers with integral action. In
further detail and from a system dynamics perspective, droop control is the main
source of damping, necessary for the stability of the system and isochronous control
the term encapsulating error accumulation effects and responsible for achieving zero
steady state deviation.

For the isochronous case, a frequency variation will be immediately compensated
by the generating unit, providing a service equivalent to the secondary frequency
restoration in large interconnected systems. However, in contrast to the isochronous
operation of a generator for an isolated system, in large interconnected systems such
a service is achieved by the system operator, assigning different activation signals
and participation factors to all available generators participating in the Frequency
Restoration Reserve market. Such services are typically activated after the provision of
primary control to stabilize the system after a disturbance and on the scale of several
seconds tominutes. We also highlight that the actual speed of frequency restorationwill
depend on the amount of power imbalance and the operational limits of the involved
units (ramp constraints and technical maximum).

In [16] GT dynamics are studied along with power systems frequency dynamics,
demonstrating the fast-acting behavior of such generators and the isochronous opera-
tion capability (response time in the range of seconds). Such a practical case study for
an islanded plant (industrial isolated power system) is also provided in [17].

Various types of advanced control methods for LFC of isolated power systems have
been proposed in literature. In [18] optimal PID controllers were designed to provide
LFC in microgrid clusters, in [19] a swarm-optimized fuzzy logic was used for robust
secondary frequency control of islanded systems, in [20–22] theH∞ synthesis concept
was used to provide robust secondary frequency control in islandedmicrogrids, in [23]
an MPC controller was investigated to provide LFC, in [1] a Grey Wolf Optimization
was used to provide frequency support by a BESS for an island power system, in
[24] a Linear Quadratic Regulator stochastic based control was proposed to provide
secondary frequency regulation in an independent microgrid, in [25, 26] fractional
order MPC and PID were designed correspondingly to provide frequency control for
an islanded microgrids or for single area power systems, in [27] an IMC-PID design
was investigated for LFC.
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In the aforementioned studies, the (isolated) power system is modeled as a con-
tinuous time LTI dynamical system and the control performance is typically assessed
through load step variations considering either average or worst cases disturbances.
However, the actual empirical distributions are not derived, possibly leading to biased/over-
conservative or rather optimistic conclusions. Nevertheless, all the proposed load fre-
quency controllers include an integral part that brings the steady state error to zero in
just a few seconds. Such action resembles the isochronous operation provided by single
generators when speed and thus frequency are tightly regulated in stand-alone isolated
systems. The system’s response time highly depends on the various time constants
involved (primarily the inertia) and the operational limits (power provision /absorption
capability) of the related units. Therefore, for low inertia isolated power systems, re-
sponse can be faster than large interconnected systems. We note that when secondary
level control is designed and assessed (frequency restoration), primary control loops
(i.e., droop) can be included in the dynamics of the power system, by modifying the
system’s damping.

Different approaches can be found in literature for dealing with uncertainty in
frequency control of isolated grids. In [7] a standardMPC algorithm based on a convex
Quadratic Programming problem is employed to control an isolated power system
containing critical and non-critical loads, diesel generators, BESS, and RES in the form
of photovoltaics and wind power generation. The results demonstrates howMPC can
effectively manage several objectives, like preserving power balance in the grid and
reducing the fuel consumption of the diesel generators. However, this work integrates
uncertainty in a simplistic way, by using scenarios with different level of accuracy for
the load profile predictions ranging from a perfect forecast and up to approximately
10% deviation. In [10] authors develop a scheduling algorithm for an isolated power
system with high penetration of RES which controls the energy production from fossil
sources and the power transactions with the main grid in order to maintain power
balance and maximize the RES penetration. This yields an alternative strategy to the
MPC algorithm and shows good simulation results with a time frame of a day with
uncertain forecasts of wind speeds and load profiles. In [28] a SMPC approach that
uses scenarios-based description of uncertainties is employed to optimize the fossil
energy production and power transactions in the real time market. Such scenarios are
generated from a scenario tree designed explicitly to capture the additive feature of
uncertainty and avoid infeasibility. The authors of thiswork compare their algorithm to
a so-called prescient optimal control strategy that assumes perfect knowledge of future
realizations of the uncertainty, and a certainty equivalent MPC where the uncertain
parameters are substituted by average values identified from historical data. Results
demonstrate the superiority of the scenario based approach in decreasing costs. [29]
performs a comparative study of what they call SMPC and Scenario Model Predictive
Control (SCMPC). The difference between the two methods is that the SMPC method
converts the probabilistic constraints into deterministic ones using knowledge of
the co-variance of the random variables and their propagation along the prediction
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horizon; the SCMPC approach computes scenarios and forms a scenario tree from
the probability distribution of the uncertain variables, as in [28]. The results show that
SCMPC generates more realistic scenarios than SMPC because it uses information
gathered online to adjust scenario predictions rather than exploiting knowledge on
second moments. This accuracy comes though at the cost of increased computational
requirements. In [30], the authors develop a scenario SMPC for hybrid vehicleswith the
goal of improving fuel efficiency while obeying constraints on the SoC of the battery
and the power exchanged with it. However, the SCMPC is modified to only generate
scenarios that are feasible and likely. The disturbance, i.e., the power requested by the
driver, is instead estimated via a Markov chain that predicts the future driver inputs
by learning the previous request pattern in real time. Results from [30] show that their
SCMPC with learning may outperform classical MPC formulations, and that in many
simulations the SMPC performs almost as an MPC with perfect knowledge of future
realizations of the disturbances. Other methods consider then a robust control design
approach to mitigate uncertain frequency variations [20]. For example, in [31] the
authors apply both anH∞ and µ synthesis approaches for robust frequency control in
islanded microgrids. Results show that the two control algorithms may outperform an
“optimally tuned” PID controller in the presence of structured uncertainty in the form
of wind power generation, solar power generation and uncertain load conditions.

The review above highlights the presence of a plethora of different MPC based
methods for either optimal scheduling in isolated power systems or for frequency
regulation under uncertainty, either based on robust or stochastic control algorithms.
To the best of our knowledge there is though a lack of publicly available studies that
analyse how to integrate both tasks into the same control strategy, and thus analyse
how control strategies may satisfy optimal schedule tracking while simultaneously
ensuring continuous, tight, and FFR. The goals of this paper are thus two:

i. propose a series of control formulations and parametrizations (stochastic, robust
and deterministic in primis) that are all capable of coordinating a master GT and
an energy storage to achieve FFR for the local grid, while the GT can still operate
with minimum deviation from its optimal loading and the storage system can
follow a pre-scheduled reference SoC trajectory;

ii. understand which one best handles uncertainties while guaranteeing control
performance, and their tradeoffs.

For this purpose, the paper is organized as follows: Section 7.2 introduces the dynamic
MIMO model of the isolated power system, Section 7.3 describes the design of the
controllers we compare, and Section 7.4 performs the in silico analyses that lead to
the main messages given by the paper, i.e., the comparative analysis of the proposed
controllers. Lastly, Section 7.5 draws some final conclusions.
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7.2 POWER SYSTEM MODELLING

We consider an isolated power system that includes a GT generator in isochronous
mode, a wind turbine generator, a BESS, and an aggregated load. The GT is mainly
responsible to stabilize the system by arresting the frequency deviation after a distur-
bance and simultaneously cooperate with the BESS to restore it to its nominal value.
The following subsections describe then each of these elements in details, assuming the
state of the system to be a six-dimensional vector where x1 and x2 are states related
to the GT (governor and turbine subsystems respectively), x3 is the power deviation
coming form the battery storage system, x4 is the grid’s frequency variation, and x5,
x6 are the states describing the internal dynamics of the batteries (relaxation and rate
capacity effects).

7.2.1 Modelling of the grid dynamics

Given the scope of this paper, we choose to model the dynamics of the isolated power
system as a first order transfer function from power balance to frequency deviation [14,
15, 32]. The transfer function, derived from the swing equation, is thus

M · d∆f(t)
dt

= −D ·∆f(t) + ∆Pg(t)−∆Pℓ(t) (7.1)

whereM is the inertia constant (due to the generator’s rotatingmass),D is the damping
constant (which encapsulates the combined effects of primary control layer (droop)
and load damping, and∆Pg and∆Pℓ the generated and consumed power deviations
with respect to the operating point, respectively.

7.2.2 Gas turbine dynamics

To capture the dynamics of both the turbine and its governor, wemodel the dispatchable
generation system as two first order low pass filters connected in series, giving the
equivalent system [

ẋ1
ẋ2

]
=

[
− 1

Tg
0

1
Tt

− 1
Tt

][
x1
x2

]
+

[ 1
Tg

0

]
u1 (7.2)

where Tg is the governor time constant, Tt the turbine time constant, u1 = Pgt the
power command to the GT, relatively to its steady state operating point u1|t=0 =
∆P ∗

gt = 0. The input to eq. (7.2) is defined as u1|t = u1|t−1 +∆u1|t, from which we
see that the part associated to the small signal dynamics of the GT is∆u1.

7.2.3 Wind turbine dynamics

The electromechanical conversion on the wind turbine generator is modeled as a first
order filter [14, 15] from the input (mechanical wind power) to the output (electric
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power injected into the grid). More precisely, we assume

w1(s) =
∆Pw(s)

sTwt + 1
(7.3)

where Twt is the wind turbine generator time constant,∆Pw(s) is the uncertain wind
power variation andw1(s) = ∆Pwt(s) is the corresponding uncertain electric power
injections from the wind turbine generator. As for modelling the stochastic process
corresponding to the input, or in other words to implement the disturbancemodel used
in our case, we consider wind speed scenarios from awind speed generator that creates,
starting from an average wind speed given as parameter, a realistic set of wind speed
samples by means of a physics-driven model of the hydrodynamic effects occurring
locally around wind turbines and rotor blades. Such a wind speed samples generator
makes use of normal random variables and Kaimal distributions that better capture
the small time scale wind intermittency. More details can be found in [33, 34].

7.2.4 Battery energy storage system dynamics

To model the dynamics of the power converter interfacing the BESS with the grid and
capture the internal dynamics of the battery cells during charging and discharging
processes, we consider the systemẋ3ẋ5

ẋ6

 =

−
1
TB

0 0

0 − cr
cW

cr
1−cW

0 cr
cW

− cr
1−cW


x3x5
x6

+

 1
TB

C−1
b

0

u2 (7.4)

where SoC = x5 + x6 is the SoC , u2 = Pb = u2|t=0 +∆Pb the reference power to
the BESS (sinceu2|t=0 = ∆P ∗

b = 0 at the steady state), TB the time constant related to
the power conversion and cr , cw the coefficients related to the linear modified KiBaM
model, illustrated in fig. Figure 7.1 and which we assume as sufficiently detailed for
our purposes [35–37]. Here it follows a detailed derivation of the proposed simplified
battery model based on the modified KiBAMmodel. The battery charge dynamics (rate
capacity and charge relaxation effects) can be approximated by an equivalent dynamic
system of two interconnected water tanks with different volumes. IfQb is the total
charge of the battery at full capacity,Q1 andQ2 the total charge of tank 1 and 2 and
their widths cw and 1− cw correspondingly we have that h1 = q1

cw
and h2 = q2

1−cw
,

where q1 and q2 are normalized variables defined as q1 = Q1

Qb
and q2 = Q2

Qb
and h1, h2

represent the normalized water column heights (head) of each tank. Then, considering
that the flow across the valve is proportional to the head difference between the two
tanks, we can write

Q̇21 = c′r (h2 − h1) ⇒ q̇21 = cr (h2 − h1) . (7.5)

where c′r is the valve’s coefficient and cr =
c′r
Qb

. Remembering that the output current
is defined as Ib = Q̇b and based on the above definitions we can write the tanks system
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equations as{
dQ1

dt = Q̇21 − Q̇b
dQ2

dt = −Q̇21

⇒

{
q̇1 = − cr

cw
q1 +

cr
1−cw

q2 − IbQb

q̇2 = cr
cw
q1 − cr

1−cw
q2

. (7.6)

which can be compactly expressed as[
ẋ5
ẋ6

]
=

[
− cr

cW
cr

1−cW
cr
cW

− cr
1−cW

] [
x5
x6

]
−
[
Q−1

b

0

]
Ib (7.7)

where x5 = q1 ∼ h1 and x6 = q2 ∼ h2. Then, under the assumption of constant
(average) open circuit voltage V̄oc we can express the battery power as Pb = V̄ocIb and
that the battery energy capacity can be written asCb = QbV̄oc [36, 37] we have

Q−1
b Ib = C−1

b Pb. (7.8)

Finally, neglecting the charge/discharge efficiencies and considering a series-connected
first-order delay for the power conversion stage (see Figure 7.1) we end up in eq. (7.4)
where battery power−P̄b ≤ Pb ≤ P̄b is the system input.

7.2.5 Dynamics of the whole interconnected system

Combining subsystems eqs. (7.1) to (7.4) as depicted in Figure 7.2, letting x4 = ∆f ,
and renaming the uncertain power demand asw2 = ∆Pℓ, eq. (7.1) can be rewritten as

ẋ4 = −D

M
x4 +

1

M
(x2 + x3 + w1 − w2) . (7.9)

This means that the system’s model can be written in the state space form

ẋ = Ax+Bu+Hw (7.10)
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y = CTx (7.11)
where xT = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6], uT = [u1, u2] = [Pgt, Pb],wT = [w1, w2] =
[∆Pwt,∆Pℓ], and

A =



− 1
Tg

0 0 0 0 0
1
Tt

− 1
Tt

0 0 0 0

0 0 − 1
TB

0 0 0

0 1
M

1
M − D

M 0 0
0 0 0 0 − cr

cW
cr

1−cW
0 0 0 0 cr

cW
− cr

1−cW


(7.12)

B =



1
Tg

0

0 0
0 1

TB

0 0
0 − 1

Cb

0 0


, CT =



0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 1

 , H =



0 0
0 0
0 0
1
M − 1

M
0 0
0 0

 . (7.13)

From a block-scheme perspective, the overall system is thus modelled as in Figure 7.2.

7.3 CONTROL DESIGN

7.3.1 Deterministic Model Predictive Control

To achieve optimal operation and reduced fuel usage in isolated power systems, su-
pervisory power management is typically used to deliver the optimal scheduling set
points to the local controllers of the different subsystems, such as the BESS and the
GTs [8, 38]. In this study we consider integrating the local control objectives of these
subsystems along with the frequency regulation of the isolated power system. Local
objectives mean that the GT can still operate with minimum deviation from its optimal
loading and provide primary grid stabilization while the BESS can still follow a SoC
reference trajectory coming from a tertiary dispatch level, and at the same time work
together to restore and tightly regulate the system’s frequency. For this purpose we
propose using aModel Predictive multi-objective MIMO control that, on top of the ba-
sic requirements, aims at minimizing the control effort so to promote reduced actuator
wear, and cycling energy storage so to promote longer battery lifetime. To integrate
the several control objectives considering the state space model developed section 7.2
into a MPC formulation we first use a recursive elimination approach to express the
states for the selected prediction horizonNp as

X = Aex0 +B0u0 +Be∆U +HeW (7.14)

where x0 is the initial condition, uT
0 =

[
∆P ∗

gt,∆P
∗
b

]
is the initial operating point

of the subsystems andX , ∆U , W , Ae, B0, Be, andHe are defined in section 7.6.
Hence, we define the following qualitative control objectives:
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FIGURE 7.2. Schematic representation and modelling of the interconnected system considered in this
paper

• minimize the frequency deviation (to achieve FFR purposes);

• minimize the amplitude of the control signal (to minimize the fuel consumption
associated to GT usage);

• perform an optimal system operation (to follow the reference schedule);

• reduce BESS degradation (to minimize replacement costs).

We then translate the above qualitative targets into quantitative ones as follows:
first, penalize the states with theQ-normxTQx, withQ diagonal and positive definite,
so to promote small frequency deviations. Then penalize deviations from operating the
GT at its maximum efficiency, and thus penalizing∆u1 through the norm∆uTR∆u
to minimize the GT fuel consumption. To follow the reference schedule, penalize
the deviations of the SoC from the reference value using the affine plus quadratic
cost ℓ

(
sTx− SoCref

)2. Penalizing the BESS degradation can be then promoted in
several ways. Typically, the degradation of a battery is modelled as caused by two
distinct effects [39], namely the calendar aging and the cycling effect. Since the cycling
degradation is dependent on the number of cycles and the depth of the cycles, a common
approach is to discourage cycling by minimizing the standard deviation of the SoC
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for the prediction horizon as µ
√

1
Np

∑Np

k=1

(
SoCk − 1

Np

∑Np

k=1 SoCk

)2
.

Then, by considering the augmented states X and control variables U for the
prediction and control horizons (Np andNc respectively), and expressing the evolution
of SoC asXsoc = SX , we can formulate the objective function for the finite horizon
optimal control problem as

J = XTQX +
(
SX −Xref

soc

)T
L
(
SX −Xref

soc

)
+

µ√
Np − 1

∥∥∥∥(SX − 1

Np
∥SX∥1

)∥∥∥∥
2

+∆UTR∆U
(7.15)

J in eq. (7.15) is convex inX and∆U by construction (since a sum of basic convex
functions. The constraints associated to the problem of optimizing J shall then include
the physical limits of the components (like the allowable BESS SoC range, minimum
andmaximum governor opening, BESS power limits, and ramp rates for the changes of
the manipulated variables), and the maximum allowable deviations from the nominal
frequency and SoC . Summarizing, the constraints can be expressed mathematically as

P ·X + c ⪯ 0 (7.16)

Umin ⪯ U ⪯ Umax (7.17)

∆Umin ⪯ ∆U ⪯ ∆Umax (7.18)

whereP and c contain information of the hard limits on the states and are presented
in Section 7.6. Here we note that in practice, different battery cell types and technolo-
gies would have different C-rate limitations, resulting in different and tighter bounds
on the allowed charge/discharge power. However, such limits can be directly integrated
in eqs. (7.17) and (7.18) without affecting the formulation of the problem proposed in
this paper. To simplify our analysis while preserving generality, and since the focus
of the paper is not on the comparison of different battery types and technologies, we
chose to restrict charge/discharge power based on the rated power, as commonly done.
This is a simplifying assumption which eventually does not alter the methodology pro-
posed in this paper or the comparative analysis presented later, since all comparisons
are performed under the same generic battery model and same constraints. In this
way we intend to provide upper theoretical bounds on the performance, while further
case specific studies are needed depending on the selected battery technology. As a
complement, an additional sensitivity analysis focusing on the different factors that
affect the resulting charge/discharge rate is provided in Subsection 7.4.5. eqs. (7.14)
to (7.18) define then the DMPC that will then be compared against the stochastic one
defined in the next subsection.
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7.3.2 Stochastic Model Predictive Control

One of the objectives of this manuscript is to investigate which strategy best handles
uncertainties while guaranteeing control performance. To account for uncertainties
in the control design we then adopt the commonly used sa-SMPC [28–30, 40, 41],
where the cost eq. (7.15) from the DMPC scheme is replaced by an expectation over
the possible outcomes defined from the scenarios. The implementation of such cost
function is done through the SAA [42] as

E[J(u,w)] ≈ 1

N

N∑
ω=1

J(uω, wω) (7.19)

WhereN is the number of scenarios considered. As explained in [41], different con-
straints are induced by eqs. (7.16) to (7.18) for each random realization of the uncer-
tainty from the randomly sampled uncertainty set. Those can be described as

P ·Xω + c ⪯ 0, ω ∈ {1, . . . , N} (7.20)

Umin ⪯ Uω ⪯ Umax, ω ∈ {1, . . . , N} (7.21)

∆Umin ⪯ ∆Uω ⪯ ∆Umax, ω ∈ {1, . . . , N} (7.22)

We highlight, that there is not specific requirement on the distribution of the RV s,
or the disturbance model used for the sa, as long as number of samples used is cho-
sen based on the main theorem [43] and the same risk criteria. Another interesting
feature related to the SMPC is the different choices for the parametrization of the
control input [41], an aspect which is also investigated in this study. In this paper we
thus employ different commonly reported controller parametrizations for the SMPC
formulation eqs. (7.19) to (7.22), and compare their performance in terms of handling
uncertainties and system performance. More specifically, we consider the following
parametrizations:

Open loop policy (no parametrization)

The direct open loop policy is also considered as a possible choice for the controller,
meaning that the direct output of the solution of the numerical optimization problem
eqs. (7.19) to (7.22) is applied to the plant, i.e.,

ui = γi. (7.23)

The non-parameterized control action (SMPC-NP ) is also included as a benchmark
alternative to better understand and illustrate the effects of the control action parame-
terization, relatively to a less constrained open loop solution. Here we specify, that still
under this parametrization, the controller is of the standard rolling horizonMPC type,
which means that feedback of the system’s response is given back to the controller
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FIGURE 7.3. Feedback mechanism of the open loop MPC policy

in the form of the constantly updated initial condition for each step’s optimization
problem [44, 45]. In that way, no substantial error is accumulated over time. This
concept is illustrated in Figure 7.3

Affine disturbance feedback

The disturbance feedback full parametrization (SMPC-FP ) adjusts the control action
directly based on past values of disturbance realizations. By using this strategy, the
disturbance history is fed into the controller while preserving the convexity of eq. (7.19).
More in details, such full parametrization is defined as

ui = γi +

i−1∑
j

θi,jw0+j . (7.24)

With such a parametrization, we include constant terms γi and terms θi,j proportional
to past disturbance realizationswj , for the specified control horizon. In this way the
resulting optimization problem is convex with respect to the control parameters which
are iteratively updated on each MPC iteration. Note that, by reorganizing this into
a recursive eliminated vector form, and by integrating the number of states, control
actions, and disturbances, one obtains

U = Γ +ΘW (7.25)

whereU ,W ,Γ,Θ are defined as in Section 7.6.
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State feedback

Another commonly used controller parametrization for state space formulations is the
state feedback parametrization (SMPC-SF ), defined as

ui = γi −Klqrxi (7.26)

whereKlqr is a fixed constant. In contrastwith SMPC-FP , this particular parametriza-
tion suffers from the fact that the feedback gain parameter cannot be treated as an
optimization variable, since this would result in a non-convex problem [41]. To avoid
this issue,Klqr may be chosen to be the infinite horizon optimal gain (see [41] for more
details).

7.3.3 Robust Control

To compare the stochastic control approach described in Subsection 7.3.2 against
a robust control design approach, we also design a mixed synthesisH∞ controller
for the system eqs. (7.10) and (7.11). More precisely we design theH∞ controller by
applying the principles of loop shaping, designing appropriate weightsWp andWd

for acceptable nominal performance and robust stability for the lumped unstructured
output multiplicative uncertainty, and finally solving a linear matrix inequality (LMI)
optimization problem that minimizes the cost∥∥∥∥∥∥

 WpS
WuKS
WdT

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞

≤ γ ≤ 1 (7.27)

whereWp,Wu, andWd are the disturbance-rejection performance, controller effort
and robustness weights respectively. Selecting proper weights forWp(s),Wd(s) al-
lows then to upper bound the sensitivity S(s) and complementary sensitivity T (s)
functions, finding an overall satisfactory controllerK(s). This paper follows the basic
guidelines from [46] on how to select these weights for robust disturbance rejection;
after an iterative procedure we set

Wp(s) =

 2
3
s+0.01

s+3.15∗10−6

2
3
s+0.01

s+3.15∗10−6
2
3
s+0.50

s+4.99∗10−6
0.32s+0.05
s+4.74∗10−6

 (7.28)

Wu(s) = 1 (7.29)

Wd(s) =

[
0.32s+0.018

s+1.77
10s+3.33
s+33.34

s+1.00∗10−8

s+100
s+3.17
s+31.65

]
. (7.30)

From Figure 7.4, we notice how the robustness weight selected as

Wd(s) =
0.32s+ 0.018

s+ 1.77
(7.31)
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bounds all realizations of the relative model error of the uncertain plant, validating
the required specification for a robust controller design. Note that this type of robust
control only considers parametric uncertainty being integrated as outputmultiplicative.

7.4 SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To analyze the effect of the proposed multi-objective MIMO control strategies, we
compare the various control designs described in sections 7.3.1 to 7.3.3 in terms of their
dynamic response and capabilities of handling uncertainty. We note that our proposed
formulations adopt the simplified but generic battery model described in eq. (7.4)
where no particular technology-dependent maximum C-rates are enforced besides
the power rating limits ( eqs. (7.17) and (7.18)). Since the focus of the study is on the
comparative analysis and not on the different technologies’ comparison, for the purpose
of the analysis presented in sections 7.4.1 to 7.4.4 we therefore assume no further
technology-dependent battery power constraints, but we ensure the same model and
limits for all controllers, for a fair comparison. However, a detailed discussion on
the various factors affecting the battery charge/discharge rate and the resulting C-
rate is given in Subsection 7.4.5. In addition, we note that for the nominal case, the
controller assumes no mismatch to the plant model, as to have a benchmark upper
bound performance, for comparison with the proposed controllers that assume no
knowledge of the nominal plant by considering both the uncertain plant parameters
and the unmodeled dynamics. The following key performance indices are defined on
the output signals to serve the relative comparison:

• Max frequency deviation:

Mf = ∥∆f(t)∥∞ (7.32)
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FIGURE 7.4. Frequency response of the relative model error for random realization of uncertainty and
robustness weight Wd(s) covering the responses
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• Average (expected) frequency deviation:

Af =
1

Nsim

Nsim∑
k=1

|∆f(k)| (7.33)

• Total fuel usage:

Tu1 =

Nsim∑
k=1

|∆Pgt(k)| (7.34)

• Max SoC deviation:

Msoc =
∥∥∥SX −Xref

soc

∥∥∥
∞

(7.35)

• Average (expected) SoC deviation:

Asoc =
1

Nsim

Nsim∑
k=1

∣∣∣(SX −Xref
soc

)
k

∣∣∣ (7.36)

• SoC standard deviation (storage cycling indicator):

STDsoc =

∥∥∥∥(SX − 1
Nsim

∥SX∥1
)∥∥∥∥

2√
Nsim − 1

(7.37)

whereNsim is the number of simulated time steps.

7.4.1 Nominal dynamic performance

Initially, we compare the performance of designs DMPC, SMPC-FP , SMPC-SF ,
SMPC-NP , H∞ at the nominal conditions, that is for the nominal set of plant pa-
rameters (see Table 7.1) and for a deterministic knowledge of the disturbance signal
(i.e., assuming the uncertain wind power generation to be constant). This means that
in this specific case the different versions of the SMPC controllers consider only one
scenario implying that the DMPC, SMPC-FP , SMPC-NP formulations are in this
case equivalent. However, the design of the SMPC-SF is different since it depends
on the state feedback gainKlqr which is calculated independently of the uncertainty
realization, thus resulting in a different performance.

The comparison of the dynamic performance of the various designs is illustrated
through Figure 7.5. In particular, from fig. 7.5a we can observe the frequency response
of the isolated power system, from fig. 7.5b the SoC regulation to the scheduled value,
and from fig. 7.5c the control effort required from the two subsystems (BESS and GT)
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to achieve the multiple objectives. From fig. 7.5a it is clear that the DMPC/SMPC-
FP/SMPC-NP design achieves the fastest regulation with the smallest peak deviation,
the SMPC-SF design has the smallest damping and the largest peak deviation while
theH∞ design results in a slower but less oscillatory response. Then, from fig. 7.5b
we observe thatH∞ achieves the best tracking of the reference value with negligible
dynamics, while DMPC/SMPC-FP /SMPC-NP once more performs better than
SMPC-SF . However, the performance ofH∞ can be justified by fig. 7.5c where we
can observe the unbalanced use of GT and battery power to achieve the multiple goals.
As it is observed, DMPC/SMPC-FP /SMPC-NP and SMPC-SF split the power
usage between the two units whereasH∞ achieves the same goals by using almost
exclusively the GT in a way that avoids the power overshoot in contrast with the others.
This sub-optimal response is associated with the tuning of the performance weights,
a difficulty which inherently associated with the mixed sensitivity design procedure,
since the calculation of the most appropriate weights is a notoriously challenging and
tedious task.

7.4.2 Mixed model and disturbance uncertainty

To further compare the performance of the controllers introduced in Subsection 7.4.1
for the nominal conditions, we include a 10% uncertainty in the model parameters,
so to capture imperfect knowledge one may have when identifying the system plant
parameters. Dynamic simulations were performed for random values of the plant
parameters and the corresponding responses as in Figure 7.5 where recorded for
each design: DMPC, SMPC-FP , SMPC-SF , SMPC-NP . The dynamic responses
of the system under the various controllers are derived for random realizations of
the uncertain parameters and disturbances and compared. By observing Figure 7.6
to Figure 7.10 we see the following patterns:

i. The response profiles of DMPC is very similar to the ones of SMPC-FP , SMPC-
NP since these controllers are somehow equivalent in the absence of distur-
bance uncertainty.

ii. Performance of the SMPC-SF are different relatively to the other stochastic
controllers, achieving in general less overshoot at the requested GT power, at
the cost of slower frequency regulation and an overshot in the SoC tracking.

iii. The robustH∞ controller achieves the best SoC tracking at the presence of
small overshoot at the frequency regulation and higher usage of GT power.
In addition the GT actuation depends significantly on the plant parameters
compared to the other controllers.

7.4.3 Monte-Carlo simulations and constraint violation

To assess the ability of the stochastic controllers SMPC-FP , SMPC-SF , SMPC-NP
in integrating all kinds of uncertainties under the sa, the various designs from Subsec-
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FIGURE 7.5. Response without disturbance and parametric uncertainty
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tion 7.4.1 were compared under aMC simulation framework [23, 47]. By performing
numerous simulations and considering both parametric and disturbance uncertainty,
the ECDFs of the constrain violations and of the indices eqs. (7.32) to (7.37) were
calculated.

We note that from the sa, the constraint satisfaction is meant on a probabilistic
sense, that is by using specific number of scenarios we can have theoretical guarantees
(bound) on the maximum violation probability when the original distribution is used.
To demonstrate this effect, the SMPC-FP design was considered with different values
of scenarios (small number: 250, big number: 750) and corresponding guaranteed
violation probabilities. Increasing the number of scenarios generally results in a smaller
violation probability, a fact which is numerically validated through Figure 7.11 where
we observe that for larger number of scenarios the constraint violation probability
decreases. From the same figure it is also remarkable to notice the superiority of
stochastic control over the deterministic version (DMPC) which is always associated
with a higher probability of constraint violation. In addition, we can observe that
the combined effect of disturbance uncertainty and 10% parametric uncertainty has a
greater impact on the max frequency deviation constraint fig. 7.11a compared to the
max SoC deviation constraint fig. 7.11b. From the latter we can see that even though
enough cases would imply the maximum allowable deviation, none of them would
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FIGURE 7.6. Response with disturbance and 10% parametric uncertainty for DMPC
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FIGURE 7.7. Response with disturbance and 10% parametric uncertainty for SMPC-FP 750 scenarios

cause an actual violation.
Then, for the large number of scenarios (750) we compared the max constraint

violation probabilities for the different controllers (deterministic, stochastic with
different parametrizations, and robust). From Figure 7.12 we observe that SMPC-
FP and SMPC-NP achieve lower constraint violations for the max frequency and
SoC deviations compared to DMPC whereas DMPC performs better for the max
frequency constraint than SMPC-SF . This is an interesting result demonstrating i) the
incapability of state feedback to adapt its control law based on disturbance information
and ii) the unexpectedly good performance of the DMPC, considering an expected
behavior as the deterministic equivalent. However, the trends seem to be different for
the max SoC deviation, where SMPC-FP and SMPC-SF seem to perform better
than SMPC-NP and DMPC, meaning that the state feedback parametrization has a
better capability of handling the parametric uncertainty related to the SoC variations
relatively to DMPC. Finally, from fig. 7.12a and fig. 7.12b we observe that the robust
design is associated with the highest violation probability in max frequency deviations
and the smallest in SoC deviation respectively. This fact is in agreement with the
fact that H∞ considers the parametric uncertainty, minimizing the impact on the
SoC deviation but does not considers disturbances that could cause higher frequency
variations.
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FIGURE 7.8. Response with disturbance and 10% parametric uncertainty for SMPC-SF 750 scenarios

7.4.4 Expected performance and operation

Finally, the different control designs were compared in terms of their average con-
straint violation performance, the fuel usage of the gas turbine and the battery cycling.
In particular from Figure 7.13 we can observe the ECDFs of the average frequency
deviation defined in eq. (7.33) and the average SoC deviation as defined in eq. (7.36).
From fig. 7.13a we can see that SMPC-FP , SMPC-NP , DMPC significantly outper-
form the SMPC-SF ,H∞, with DMPC having a bit more violations compared to the
best stochastic designs. A similar trend is observed from fig. 7.13b, from which we can
see that the average performance of the state feedback control is muchworse compared
to the other stochastic controllers. From these figures we can also see once more the
pattern associated to robust control, where the average frequency violations are even
worse than the worst stochastic design while the average SoC deviations are much
better compared to the rest.

From Figure 7.14 we can observe the effect of each controller on the battery
degradation levels. As expected, since the robust control makes minimum use of the
storage system, its degradation is the smallest with significant difference from the rest,
while for the other controllers we can see again that SMPC-FP , SMPC-NP designs
have a better degradation performance than SMPC-SF , DMPCwith SMPC-SF again
being the worst. However, interestingly the trends reverse for the total fuel usage
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FIGURE 7.9. Response with disturbance and 10% parametric uncertainty for SMPC-NP 750 scenarios

defined in eq. (7.34), where from Figure 7.15 we can see that the SMPC-SF design is
associated with the smallest total fuel usage probability compared to the other designs
and theH∞ is associated with the largest one with a big difference. The other designs
(stochastic and deterministic) all have very similar behavior in terms of the total units
of fuel distributions.

7.4.5 Effect of BESS related parameters on the dynamic performance

From the analysis above it is clear that different control methods and parametrizations
lead to different dynamic performance of the system. However, it is not only these two
factors that affect the system’s behavior. Different weighting of the multiple objectives
of the MPC optimization problem or different battery characteristics, such as its size,
affect the resulting behaviors. Under this perspective, it is worth mentioning that the
resulting behaviors shown in the previous sections where all derived for the same
weightings and BESS size. The latter was set equal to unity (see Section 7.6, Table 7.1)
in order to consider a general case and in accordance with a per unit representation of
the power deviations associated with the system operation (see Section 7.6). Therefore,
the proposed control methodology can be built upon a generic idealized system to
remain as general as possible, since the target is not to provide case-specific results but
a general control design framework where the control design procedure should be the
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same irrespectively of the battery capacity.
In particular, when referring to the SoC trajectories observed in the previous

sections, it is important to highlight their dependence on 3 main parameters: i) the
SoC deviationweight ℓ, ii) the energy capacity valueCb and iii) themaximumpower to
energy ratio defined as λ = P̄b

Cb
. Even though the BESS capacity and the power rating

are design parameters, whose selection is beyond the scope of this study but requires
detailed analyses considering techno-economical perspectives, it is useful to study
the effect of those parameters under the proposed MPC framework, for the nominal
conditions. For this reason, we performed three individual sensitivity analyses which
are explained in detail below. For all the following analyses we follow the same color
convention where red represents the SoC deviation, blue the BESS power deviation
and green the system’s frequency deviation.

Sensitivity analysis for the SoC weighting

First, the effect of the SoC deviation weight ℓ was studied. We performed various
simulations (load step disturbance) with increasing values ℓ, givingmore significance to
large SoC deviations and thus better constraining the discharge/charge C-rates of the
battery. The results are illustrated in Figure 7.16. From7.16awe observe that increasing
ℓ not only leads to less SoC variation but also to decreasing discharging/charging
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FIGURE 7.10. Response with disturbance and 10% parametric uncertainty for H∞
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FIGURE 7.11. States empirical cumulative distribution functions with SMPC-FP controller

rates, which can be of great importance when specific limits for the C-rates of the
battery have to be respected. For example, selecting the maximum value of ℓ = 80 and
considering the battery’s discharging at the load step (approximately 2% in 5 seconds,
red curve in fig. 7.16a) we can estimate a C-rate of around 0.1440, which is much lower
than the one for ℓ = 2. However, putting a lot of weight to the SoC deviation comes
at the cost of a higher overshoot at the systems frequency response, as can be observed
from fig. 7.16b (bold green line). From this analysis, we can conclude that a value of
ℓ = 20 would give a fair trade-off between the SoC deviation penalization and a
realistic C-rate for the battery charging/discharging process. For this reason, we kept
this value for the next analyses.
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FIGURE 7.12. States empirical cumulative distribution functions SMPC-FP vs SMPC-SF vs SMPC-NP vs
DMPC vs H∞

Sensitivity analysis for the BESS capacity

Another very important factor affecting the resulting charge/discharge rates is the
total available energy capacity of the battery system. It is expected that for larger ca-
pacities and same discharge levels, the C-rates will be decreasing. Again we performed
various simulations (load step disturbance) where the BESS per unit scaled capacity
Cb is changing in multiples of the nominal one (Cb = 1). In fig. 7.17a and fig. 7.17b
we observe the resulting trajectories of the SoC , the BESS power and the system’s
frequency response. We see that increasing the battery size, theminimum value ofSoC
is increasing, leading to lower peak C-rate and higher minimum frequency deviation,
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FIGURE 7.13. Average frequency and SoC deviation SMPC-FP vs SMPC-SF vs SMPC-NP vs DMPC vsH∞

even though the frequency response is a less dumped. In other words, increasing the
battery size, the system can tolerate higher discharge power rates, resulting in lower
C-rates for the battery and improved frequency nadir.

Sensitivity analysis for the BESS power to energy ratio

Finally, the effect of the maximum power to energy ratio was studied by varying the λ
parameter from 1 to 0.1. This means that a BESSwithλ = 1 has 10 times higher power
provision capability than the one for λ = 0.1, for the given (same) energy capacity. In
other words, λ reflects the effect of further restricting the battery charge/discharge
power P̄b, resembling different technologies with different C-rate limits which are
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FIGURE 7.14. SoC standard deviation (BESS cycling indicator) SMPC-FP vs SMPC-SF vs SMPC-NP vs
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FIGURE 7.15. Total units of fuel SMPC-FP vs SMPC-SF vs SMPC-NP vs DMPC vs H∞

effectively power constraints. Then, from fig. 7.18a we observe that by increasing λ
we can effectively reduce the C-rate of the BESS not only by reducing its minimum
SoC deviation but also by slowing down the BESS response, meaning that to reach
its minimum SoC deviation value, more time is required. It is remarkable in that
case, since the goalsẃeights were kept to the same values, that the controller requested
more power from the BESS for lower λ values, resulting in almost identical system
frequency response (fig. 7.18b). However, this is only available when the power rating
of the BESS is large enough (as in our case) not to saturate the requested power.
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7.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study proposed, analysed and compared a set of multi-objective MIMO super-
visory controllers for isolated power systems composed of a GT, a wind turbine and
a BESS. The proposed controllers are all based on the concept of integrating opti-
mal frequency regulation for the isolated grid (isochronous operation) while at the
same time tracking scheduling commands for the energy storage system. This was
achieved though different model predictive controllers accounting for different types
of uncertainty and different controller parametrizations. Overall, the goal has been of
comparing deterministic MPC approaches against stochastic MPC ones and robust
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control.
The results showed that stochastic control is not always associated with smaller

constraint violation probability compared to the deterministic case. The occurrence of
this event was, though, strongly correlated on the controller parametrization. In partic-
ular, we found that an affine disturbance parametrization is almost always associated
with lower violations probabilities and very close to the open loop optimal policy (i.e.,
no parametrization of the controller). In addition, state feedbackwas found to be worse
not only in terms of nominal performance but also in terms of constraint violation
even when compared to the DMPC. However a state feedback approach resulted in
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the smallest fuel consumption – at the cost though of slower regulation. Last but not
least, the analysed H∞ robust controller was found resulting in higher constraint
violations and sub-optimal coordination of the different subsystems, revealing the
need for specialized tuning.

As for possible future work, higher parametric uncertainty could be considered
for the comparison of the various proposed controllers and check to what extend the
comparison results match the one presented in this study. In addition, higher fidelity
simulation models could be used to further validate the results of the comparative
analysis, while different specific battery technologies could also be examined for ap-
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plication suitability, given actual C-rate restrictions. Finally, a controller with risk
aversion capabilities (i.e. by reducing the number of scenarios in the scenario approach)
could be designed and be included in the comparison study.

7.6 APPENDIX A
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TABLE 7.1. Table of constants

Parameter Symbol Value Units
Nominal Plant

governor time constant Tg,0 0.05 [8] [s]
turbine time constant Tt,0 0.5 [8] [s]

wind turbine time constant TWTG,0 0.04 [8] [s]
BESS time constant TB,0 0.1 [8] [s]
battery capacity Cb,0 1 [p.u.]

charging well width cW,0 0.93 [36] [-]
charging well conductance cr,0 2.24 · 10−5 [36] [-]

load damping D0 1 [8]
[ p.u.

Hz

]
inertia constant M0 3 [8]

[ p.u.s
Hz

]
Wind Turbine Power Curve

cut in speed Vci 13
[
m
s

]
cut off speed Vco 17

[
m
s

]
rated wind speed Vr 15.5

[
m
s

]
rated power Pr 0.2 [p.u.]

MPC constrains
max power deviation umin -1 [p.u.]
min power deviation umax 1 [p.u.]
max power increment ∆umax 0.5 [p.u.]
min power increment ∆umin -0.5 [p.u.]

max frequency deviation ∆fmax 0.2 [p.u.]
max SoC deviation ∆SoCmax 0.3 [p.u.]

Simulation parameters
control horizon Nc 4 [-]

prediction horizon Np 10 [-]
discrete time step ∆t 1.5 [s]
simulation length Tsim 60 [s]

7.7 APPENDIX B

This paper presents a design methodology (proposed multi-objective controller) and
a preliminary comparative analysis of various designs either with respect to the way
uncertainty is considered (deterministic vs. robust vs. stochastic) or for different con-
trol parametrizations for the scenario-basedMPC (SMPC). The scenario approach [40,
41, 43, 48] gives the designer the unique capability to leverage risk of violating unseen
constraints (from the randomly sampled scenarios). That means that we can reduce
the number of scenarios considered by accepting higher risk for the sake of decreasing
the controller’s computational complexity and therefore the required calculation time.
Under this perspective, we performed an analysis investigating the required time for
the optimization problem to be solved, for different number of scenarios. The results
are given in Table 7.2. Such times are recordedwhen using our available computational
resources, a 2010MacBook Pro with 2,4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor, where just a
single core was used (not parallel computing). We also not that the recorded execution
times include several internal processes of the Matlab-based modeling system for
convex optimization (CVX) and interactions with the selected simulation environment
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Matlab-Simulink. CVX is loadedwith numerous additional tasks other than solving the
problem itself, such as interpreting the high-level modelling language into numerical
matrices, loading searching and accessing those and many other staff that are not open
to the user.

In practice, increasing the number of scenarios we include more constraints to the
optimization problem, making its solution harder. As we see from the table above, even
for relatively low number of scenarios, the required solution time can be significant,
giving rise to potential real-time implementation issues. The computational time to
solve the optimization problem highly depends on the availability of computational
resources which, from a system operator point of view, won’t probably be a deadlock,
since advanced computing may already be there as it is necessary for other tasks, too.
While in the simulation environment there is always sufficient time for the optimization
problem to be solved before the next simulation iteration, in a real time implementation
non-sufficient time for the problem solution would result in a significant delay which
is ignored in the simulations. Therefore, the results presented in this study can be
thought of as an upper bound of the controller’s performance and further studies
are required to investigate what the required computational resources are and what
parallelization techniques should be considered before the real-time implementation
of the controllers proposed in this theoretical/numerical study.
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ABSTRACT

The decarbonization of many heavy power-consuming industries is dependent on
the integration of renewable energy sources and energy storage systems in isolated
autonomous power systems. The optimal energy management in such schemes be-
comes harder due to the increased complexity and stability requirements, the rapidly
varying operating conditions and uncertainty of renewable sources, the conflicting
objectives across different timescales, and the limited amount of reliable power sources
and energy storage. The state of charge management when energy storage is used
for multiple services, such as optimal scheduling and frequency support, is one of the
most notorious problems in this context. To address this issue, an optimal energy
management system is proposed in this paper. It co-optimizes the primary frequency
control layer and the dispatch schedule of conventional generators and energy storage
by taking advantage of an algorithm that provides adaptive active power demand uncer-
tainty quantification, theoretical guarantees for frequency stability, and bounds for the
reserves for frequency support assigned to the energy storage system. A pattern-based
reformulation of the frequency stability constraints is derived enabling the efficient
solution of the involved optimization problem, being a test case of an isolated offshore
oil and gas platform presented for validation.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

Taking optimal decisions to reduce i) fuel consumption, ii) GHG emissions, iii) equip-
ment degradation, and iv) system insecurity in power systems with a high share of
RESs is an intricate task. This endeavor requires the solution of problems such as the
UC [1], ED [2], and allocation of reserves for frequency control [3], resulting in complex
non-convex optimization formulations. Those have typically conflicting objectives,
continuous and binary decision variables, and high uncertainty from particular nodes,
such as loads and RESs. Reliability can, for instance, be increased where more dispatch-
able units, such as GTs, are kept online for longer periods, as they respond well to fast
variations of loads and RESs. This action may, however, increase fuel consumption,
emissions, and equipment degradation, affecting negatively operational expenditure
(OPEX).

When compared to traditional bulk power systems (BPSs), this type of optimiza-
tion can have different characteristics in autonomous power systems (APSs), such as
isolated industrial plants, oil and gas (O&G) platforms, ships, islands, and community
microgrids. Due to the size and complexity of the problem, several challenges exist in
BPSs to implement real-time, advanced algorithms for optimal dispatch and real-time
allocation of frequency reserves [4]. Such problems can, however, be addressed in
many APSs due to the limited number of dispatchable power sources, which typi-
cally provide several ancillary services simultaneously. The methods for allocation of
frequency reserves and tuning of the system damping may also differ considerably
between BPSs and APSs. The system damping is, in the former, adapted using binary
decision variables that switch on and off units having a fixed active power-frequency
droop, as usually the individual contribution of each unit to the total damping is small.
In the latter, the droop of individual units may represent a large portion of the system
damping, therefore making it necessary to readjust them in real-time using integer
variables to obtain optimal results.

Optimization objectives and decisions in APSs may also be coupled and affected
by constraints in different time scales, with ESSs remarkable examples of equipment
that enhances such dependencies. ESSs can, for instance, provide increased flexibility
toward the optimal scheduling of fossil-based energy sources and avoid prolonged
operation in partial loads, where emissions are much higher. They can also be assigned
as spinning reserves for frequency control, which would require fewer GTs on for the
same system security requirements and increase environmental gains even further.
Where these two grid services are provided simultaneously, the scheduled trajectory of
the ESS’s SoE may be disturbed, affecting the optimality or even the feasibility of the
original schedule. To decide in BPSs the effect that the provision of frequency reserves
has on the ESS’s optimal schedule, scenarios such as the worst-case APD or the N-1
criterion are often used [3, 5]. These criteria can, however, be over-conservative in
APSs [6] and the capital expenditure necessary for a fully-fledged ESSmay not justify its
benefits, with some probability of load shedding and generation curtailment frequently
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acceptable [7]. Regarding energy management in APSs with high penetration of RES,
there is therefore a need and potential for better assessment of frequency stability
requirements as well as coordination and scheduling of reserves.

8.1.1 Literature review

The integration of frequency stability constraints in the scheduling phase of BPSs with
high penetration of RES has been an active area of research in recent years and is well
described in the literature [8]. The use of linear constraints had been a typical approach
to increase the fidelity of the frequency response in the UC and ED problems, which
are obtained by linearizations and/or analytical solutions of the swing equation model
[9–16]. These procedures provide good approximations in BPSs, where the largest APD
is a small fraction of the installed capacity and transient and steady-state frequency de-
viations are usually required to be below 2% of its rated value [5]. Frequency deviations
may, on the other hand, be much higher in APSs due to low inertia and limited amount
of frequency reserves when compared to the worst-case APDs, causing the effects
of non-linear dynamics to be sizeable during large disturbances [17]. Where these
non-linear effects are considered, bilinear terms are introduced in the frequency sta-
bility constraints, those requiring specialized reformulation-linearization techniques
[18–20]. This increase of the optimization model complexity can play an important
role in APSs, while it may bring only negligible frequency stability improvements in
BPSs.

The challenge of leveraging optimal system operation and security in APSs was
also addressed recently, with alternatives presented to the deterministic evaluation of
the worst-case APD or the N-1 criterion. References [13, 21–24], for instance, con-
sidered the effect of anticipated net load variations and applied dynamic constraints
for sizing frequency containment reserves and required inertia. These works did not
evaluate, however, the impact that re-adjusting the droop of online units, instead of
switching on and off units with fixed droops, would have on frequency stability and
OPEX. References [9, 15, 20, 25] tried moreover to tackle the problem by applying
simplified and static uncertainty models, such as non adaptive and arbitrary uncer-
tainty intervals, distributions, and scenario selection, which have the limitation of not
providing probabilistic guarantees.

8.1.2 Paper contributions

The main contribution of this paper is an algorithm for the EMS of a generalized APS
equipped with an ESS that is capable of simultaneously achieving optimal scheduling
and securing systemoperation under dynamic uncertainty considerations and bounded
impact on its optimal scheduling. The proposed algorithm introduces a particular set of
frequency constraints with general applicability, those not being limited to small-scale
power variations. Compared to the formulation based on the linearized swing equation
traditionally adopted in frequency-constrained UC (e.g.,[10, 18]), our formulation is
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robust to large frequency deviations around the system equilibrium point. This is an
important feature for APSs, which are often subject to larger frequency deviations than
BPSs. Likewise, this featuremight be key in future BPSs dominated by power electronic
converters. Such constraints are combined with a probabilistic security framework
based on a novel adaptive APD uncertainty quantification scheme. Additional novel
energy constraints to frequency reserves (inertial and primary) provided by an ESS are
derived, bounding the impact of the uncertain grid service provision on the optimal
schedule. This new method allows an EMS to allocate time-varying optimal frequency
control reserves with bounded divergence from its optimal SoE. A simple strong
MILP reformulation is derived to efficiently implement the proposed algorithm, whose
effectiveness is verified by simulations using the case study of a wind-powered offshore
O&G platform. In summary, we propose an EMS for APSs with the following novel
features:

• adaptiveAPDuncertainty quantificationwith probabilistic guarantees for frequency-
constrained energy management

• integration of frequency stability constraints into the optimal scheduling that
consider non-linear frequency dynamics and are valid for large frequency devi-
ations

• energy constraints bounding the impact of uncertain frequency support provi-
sion (inertial and primary) by an ESS, on its optimal SoE schedule

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed EMS algorithm and
its numerical implementation are presented in Section 8.2, while simulations in Mat-
lab/Simulink are performed to validate and discuss the various features of the pro-
posed algorithm using the case study of a wind-powered offshore O&G platform in
Section 8.3. The main conclusions are finally presented in Section 8.4.
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8.2 METHOD

The concept and the methodology proposed in this paper is presented in detail in this
section. It assumes the existence of a centralized EMS in an APS that is capable not
only to dispatch a set of g generators and a single ESS b, but also to decide, for the
primary frequency controllers, the proportional gain (droop)Dg of each generator,
the proportional gain (droop)Db and derivative gain (virtual inertia)Mb of the ESS.
Figure 8.1 shows a conceptual illustration of the proposed scheme for the hierarchical
EMS. The set v0 represents the control inputs to the low-level primary frequency
controllers, which include droop and virtual inertia coefficients, and is embedded into
the set of commands u0 from the EMS. The latter also includes the decisions to startup
(green circles) or to shutdown (red circles) the GTs. The techno-economic optimal
schedule included in u0 not only shall be feasible for the actual net load disturbance ξ0
at t = t0, but also will define the inertial support

∑
gMg of conventional generators

during [t0, t0 + T ], where T is the time step of the scheduling, further complicating
the frequency control problem. Note that the commands u0 are given for discrete
points of the time interval (i.e., k = 0 ⇒ t = t0 and k = 1 ⇒ t = t0 + T ) based
on the discrete net load forecasts (ξt+0|t, ξt+1|t). The transition from ξt+0|t to ξt+1|t,
however, can happen at any time in the continuous time interval [t0, t0 + T ]. In
the proposed EMS algorithm, the power reserves∆P gt

g and∆P b are decided in an
adaptive way respecting the ESS SoE bounds. The forecast net load values ξt+k|t
at time t, along with their corresponding uncertainties, are used to characterize the
potential APDsPnl

b (δi | ξ) that can occur in the interval [t0, t0+T ]. This is illustrated
in Figure 8.2, where the APD came off at a time t0 ≤ t′0 ≤ t0 + T . As the forecasts are
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FIGURE 8.1. Hierarchical control system schematic where the upper layer optimal discrete time control
is integrated with the lower time scale continuous adaptive primary frequency control
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FIGURE 8.2. Visualization of the proposed adaptive and probabilistic step-like net Active Power Distur-
bance quantification at a time instant in the continuous range between the discrete points
in time where decisions are taken

uncertain, the APD amplitude belongs to a value range (orange region), being, therefore,
a function of the underlying probability density (green area) at the next scheduling
instance k = 1 ⇒ t = t0 + T . Where this probabilistic quantification algorithm
is applied, the frequency control parametersDg , Db,Mb to be implemented in the
current time instance t = t0 through the command v0 are decided in an adaptive way.
This algorithm is further detailed in sections 8.2.3 and 8.2.4.

8.2.1 Frequency control and reserves allocation

The non-linear dynamics of the frequency deviation for the center of inertia (COI)
in an ac power system are given in eq. (8.1), where X = ω

ωs
, and ω, ωs are the COI

frequency and its rated value, respectively.

Ẋ =
D
M

(X − 1) +
Pnl
b

XM
(8.1)

D ≥
Pnl
b

rss(1− rtr)
(8.2)

M ≥
Pnl
b

γ̄
(8.3)

It is shown in [17] that if the total system damping D is selected as in eq. (8.2),
thenX will be bounded post-disturbance by rss for an instantaneous net active power
imbalance Pnl

b , where rtr is a pre-defined constant bound for the nadir/zenith ofX
during the transient period. Note that the step-response of frequency for active power
disturbances is, in most ac power systems, underdamped due to delays of actuators
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and their non-linearities [26]. Those effects are not modelled in eq. (8.1) because they
influence only the frequency nadir or zenith after the disturbance Pnl

b occurs, being
the post-disturbance steady-state value ofX unaffected [17]. The variables rss and rtr
in eq. (8.2) represent, in other words, the allowed steady-state and transient frequency
deviations in per unit ofX , usually defined in grid codes or by the system operator.

It is typical to assume rtr > rss to provide a safety margin that avoids triggering
protection schemes such as under frequency load shedding or over frequency gener-
ation curtailment during large disturbances. When rss = rtr , there exists no safety
margin between steady-state and transient values. Note that eq. (8.2) is valid for any
value ofX , and not only for small deviations around the operating point.

The minimum required inertiaM is retrieved from eq. (8.1), assuming that a) the
disturbancePnl

b occurs at t = t′0, b) the systemwas previously in balance (X|t=t′0
= 1),

and c) the maximum Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF ) is Ẋ |t=t′0
= γ̄, which

results in eq. (8.3).
Ensuring that enough power reserves are available in an APS is a necessary condi-

tion to satisfy the constraints for frequency control imposed by eqs. (8.2) and (8.3). The
values ofD andM depend on the number of online units and their individual param-
eters, expressed by eqs. (8.4) and (8.5), whereDg andMg denote the droop setting and
the inertia of each online generator, andDb andMb are the virtual damping and inertia
emulated by the ESS, respectively. The EMS must guarantee that each individual piece
of equipment has enough available power capacity to provide the frequency reserves
assigned to it, which leads to the constraints in eqs. (8.6) and (8.7).

D =

Ng∑
g

xgtg Dg +Db (8.4)

M =

Ng∑
g

xgtg Mg +Mb (8.5)

|∆Pb(t)| ≤Mbγ̄ +Dbrtr (8.6)
|∆Pg(t)| ≤ xgtg Dgrtr, ∀ g ∈ Ng (8.7)

8.2.2 Frequency and energy bounded optimal energy management under un-
certainty

Allocation of frequency reserves with bounded energy storage

The EMS must also ensure that enough energy capacity is available in the ESS. This
is required not to violate the storage limits when providing frequency control in
the current scheduling step t0 while charge or discharge events have already been
scheduled for the next step t0+T , whereT is the time step of the EMS. To deal with this
situation, the constraint in eq. (8.8) is proposed, where∆Eb(t) is a deviation around
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the optimal scheduled SoE Eb(t), and λ is a user-defined (absolute) percentage value.
The proposed constraint allows, in other words, an allocation of frequency reserves to
the ESS that is proportional to its current energy level.

∆Eb(t) ≤ ∆Eb(t) = λEb(t) (8.8)

For energy calculations of frequency containment reserves in EMS algorithms, one
can assume thatX ≤ rss, ∀ t ∈ [t0, t0+T ]when the system is frequency stable [17].
This simplification results in eq. (8.9). Note that, on one hand, rss ≤ X ≤ rtr during
the arrest and rebound periods of frequency containment. On the other hand, those
periods combined last only a couple of seconds, while T may vary from 5 minutes
to 15 minutes in typical EMSs. The integration error would therefore be minimal
when adopting this simplification. The latter, however, allows ∆̂Eb ≤ ∆Eb(t) to
be enforced in the optimization problem, as described later in Subsection 8.2.3, and
to satisfy eq. (8.8), which avoids excessive deviations of the SoE from its optimal
dispatch.

∆Eb(t) = ∆Eb(X ) =

t0+T∫
t0

(
MbẊ +DbX

)
dt =

MbX
∣∣∣t0+T

t0
+Db

t0+T∫
t0

Xdt ≤Mbrtr +DbrssT = ∆̂Eb

(8.9)

Adaptive Uncertainty Quantification

Load uncertainty is, in the proposedmethod, evaluated not only in rapidly varying loads
but also in the intermittency of non-dispatchable power sources, being the net load
variation defined as the combination of two random variables P p, where p = {ℓ, w}
corresponds to load and non-dispatchable sources respectively. To achieve adaptive
quantification of the uncertainty for a given prediction horizonK, it is sufficient to
estimate a time-dependent (conditional) multivariate CDF F̂ p

K|t [27]. Ensembles of
RF models [28] can, therefore, be assembled together to perform multi-step ahead
predictions given available datasetsDp

k = {Xp
d,k, P

p
d,k}d=1:ND ,∀ k ∈ K, whereXp

d,k

are the input features and P p
d,k the available observations for regression representing

realizations of each random variable P p at the kth step ahead. For that, individual RF
models are trained for each variable P p and lead time k ∈ K. Each RF is composed of
|T | auto-regressive trees fpn,k(·), n ∈ T . The inputs to the trees (regressors)xr(t) are
composed only by the current (k = 0) and L lagged values of the corresponding vari-
able, that is xr(t) = [P p

t , P
p
t−1, . . . , P

p
t−L]

T ∀ p = {ℓ, w}. Following the procedure
described in [27], a point forecast can be calculated for the corresponding prediction
horizon K using eq. (8.10), where 1{·} is the indicator function operator, ND the
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number of observations P p
d,k in the corresponding training datasets, and Sn,k(xr) is

the leaf node of the corresponding tree n and RFmodel k in which the new inputxr(t)
falls in.

P̂ p
t+k(xr(t)) =

1

|T |
∑
n∈T

fpn,k(xr(t)) ∀ k ∈ K, p = {ℓ, w}

fpn,k(xr(t)) =

ND∑
d=1

1{Xp
d,k ∈ Sn,k(xr(t))}

ND∑
m=1

1{Xp
m,k ∈ Sn,k(xr(t))}

P p
d,k ⇒

fpn(xr(t)) =

ND∑
d=1

τd,k(xr(t))P
p
d,k ∀ k ∈ K, p = {ℓ, w}

(8.10)

From eq. (8.10), the conditional expected value Ê[P p
t+k|xr(t)] of each random

variable and lead time can be expressed by the corresponding estimates P̂ p
t+k as a

function of time [29]. Time-varying CDFs F̂ p
t+k|t can also be inferred [29] for each

random variable and lead time as in eq. (8.11), besides the time-varying estimates of
the expectations which can be considered a “mean” multi-step ahead prediction. It is
shown in [27] that, using eq. (8.11), the multi-variate F̂ p

K|t can be approximated by
sampling of the marginals F̂ p

t+k|t. By combining the random variables P p
t+k for p =

{ℓ, w}, the net load can be also represented as a time-dependent random variable as
ξt+k(t) = P ℓ

t+k(t)− Pw
t+k(t)which encapsulates the system disturbance uncertainty

for the EMS.

F̂ p
t+k|t =

1

|T |
∑
n∈T

ND∑
d=1

τd,k(xr(t))1{P p
d,k ≤ P p

t+k} ⇒

P p
t+k ∼ F̂ p

t+k|t
(
P p
t+k | xr(t)

)
, ∀ k ∈ K, p = {ℓ, w}

(8.11)

Any decision taken by a predictive EMS algorithm relying on that forecast will
however be sub-optimal, as the net load ξ0 that actually hits the system at t = t0 (see
Figure 8.2) is a realization of the random ξt+k(t). The latter is, in principle, different
from the forecasted value due to inevitable forecasting errors, a fact that not only
degrades the optimality of the decision in terms of economic value butmost importantly
is critical to evaluate the APDs which may threaten the system’s frequency stability due
to insufficient inertia or damping. It is therefore important to quantify the uncertainty
of the random net load ξ(t) and subsequently, of the APD that can occur in the interval
[t0, t0 + T ]. For the sake of brevity, this paper will not detail further the uncertainty
quantificationmethod, its validation, and how net load scenarios can be generated. The
interested reader can however refer to [27] for a full description. Where the procedure
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described in [27] is applied, the uncertainty of the net load affecting an isolated APS
can be quantified through the adaptive probabilistic forecasting framework described
in this section. This procedure will be exploited in the construction of the security-
constrained energy management algorithm described in section 8.2.3.

8.2.3 Probabilistically Constrained EMS

This section presents how the proposed EMS algorithm integrates into a single opti-
mization problem including the various objectives and multiple time-scale require-
ments described in sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2. The system dynamics are first expressed in
a hybrid state space system to achieve this integration as shown in eq. (8.12), where x+

is the state at the next discrete time, u the corresponding control inputs, andA,B
the corresponding system matrices. Note that xSoC = Eb/Ēb ∈ [xSoC , x̄SoC ] and
xgt
1:Ng

= {xgtg }1:Ng ∈ {0, 1}.

x+ = Ax+Bu (8.12)

The optimization problem presented in eq. (8.13) is then formulated and solved
in each discrete time step t, where δ = {δik}1:K is a random multi-sample, ξ =
{ξk}0:K−1 is the deterministic mean net load forecast including the measured value ξ0
at t = t0, andP nl

b = {Pnl
b (δk+1|ξk)}0:K−1 is the net load perturbation for the whole

prediction horizonK as a function of the sample and the mean forecast. The control
horizon was set to be equal to the prediction horizonK, which is a common practice in
MPC schemes [30]. |K| = 6 is used by the adaptive uncertainty quantification module
explained in section 8.2.2, being this value long enough to provide reliable forecasts to
some quarters ahead but short enough to limit the additional computational burden
and processing time for the EMS

P : min
u,v,z

{F(x+, z,u,v; ξ)}

where, F := J (x+)︸ ︷︷ ︸
states cost

+ J (z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
operation cost

+ J (u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
control cost

+ wTv︸ ︷︷ ︸
reserves cost

s.t. C(x+, z,u,v, ξ) ⪯ 0,

P(δ ∈ ∆ | |ξ − δ| = P b
nl ⪯ min{Drss(1− rtr),Mγ̄}1{1:K}) ≥ 1− ϵ.

(8.13)
In the cost function F , J (x+) represents the cost of having generators online,

J (z) penalizes the deviation from optimal operating conditions of online genera-
tors and the ESS, J (u) captures the startup cost of generators, and finally, wTv
accounts for costs of activating reserves for frequency control. The decision variables
v = [Dg, Db,Mb]

T used for frequency reserves are weighted byw so that different
contributions can be assigned to online generators and the ESS to ensure the system
frequency stability. In that aspect, the higher the numerical value of the corresponding
w element, the closer a generator will remain to its optimal operating point, as its
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contribution to frequency control is penalized. Each term ofF is described in detail
in [27] and expresses the corresponding economical cost defined by coefficients such
as GT startup cost, fuel consumption, battery cycling, and so on.

The term C(·) encapsulates all the constraints related to the operation of the energy
system, as described in [27]. The last expression in eq. (8.13) is a chance constraint that,
given the estimated distributions from eq. (8.11), relates potential instantaneous pertur-
bations for a net load value ξk and the next step sampled net load δik+1. Equations (8.2)
and (8.3) are, in other words, risk-constrained by ϵ, which acts as a mechanism to lever-
age cases with rather pessimistic prediction intervals resulting from poor uncertainty
range estimation.

The chance constraint complicates, however, the optimization problem. Note that
P is a stochastic mixed integer nonlinear problem and therefore non-convex, so a stan-
dard sa cannot be applied. Following [31, 32], a probabilistic set composed of a finite
number of samples δi ∈ ∆N is computed as in eq. (8.14), being β and e user-defined
parameters that tighten the non-violation of the original chance constraint. Note
that the number of random variables is 2|K| because two sources of uncertainty exist
(load and renewable power injection) for the whole prediction horizon. The chance
constraint can, however, be replaced by the deterministic set of linear inequalities
presented in eq. (8.15), which transforms the SPP into a robust one, where the set∆N

encapsulates the same risk-volume ϵ as the original chance constraint. When solving
the corresponding ro program, solutions are not only feasible for the initialP but also
satisfy the same probabilistic guarantees [33].

N ≥ 1

ϵ

e

e− 1

(
ln

1

β
+ 4|K| − 1

)
(8.14)

|ξ − δi| = P b
nl ⪯ min{Drss(1− rtr),Mγ̄}1{1:K}, ∀ δi ∈ ∆N

8.2.4 MILP reformulation of frequency stability and bounded energy storage
constraints

It is not feasible, on the one hand, to implement the constraints expressed in eqs. (8.2),
(8.4) and (8.7) directly into aMILP formulation because of the bi-linear terms xgtg Dg . It
is possible, on the other hand, to take advantage of the following observation: withNg

generators, there are exactly 2Ng different possible system configurations depending
on the values of xgt

1:Ng
∈ {0, 1}. The status variable xgtg,t takes a particular value (0 or

1) for each generator and configuration, making it feasible, therefore, to represent it by
binary strings of lengthNg . The feasible system configurations are then enumerated by
taking all the possible permutations, which can be gathered in a data tableAcf [2Ng ×
Ng]. The variables xgtg,k, ∀ k ∈ K can, in this way, be treated as constants given a
selected system configuration, being indicator variables bj introduced to identify the
configuration selected, and associate it with the status of the generators by the set of
constraints in eqs. (8.15) and (8.16). Equation (8.4) can, as consequence, be linearized
usingAcf as in eq. (8.17).
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xgtg,k ≥ bj , {(j, g) ∈ J ×Ng | [Acf ]j,g = 1} (8.15)

xgtg,k ≤ 1− bj , {(j, g) ∈ J ×Ng | [Acf ]j,g = 0} (8.16)

D = AcfDg +Db1{1:J} (8.17)

With Equations (8.15) to (8.17) the initial non-linear formulation in Equations (8.1)
to (8.7), which includes bi-linear terms, is translated into a set of equations appropriate
for a MILP framework, and more precisely, one that has a good LP relaxation (strong
formulation). Equations (8.2) and (8.3) can also be reformulated using the sampled net
APD terms from eq. (8.15). This is presented in eq. (8.18), whereMB is a big-M value,
bk,Dk correspond to each lead time of the prediction horizon (k ∈ K) assuming that
Mg are constant values. The different possible configurations are restricted by a type
1 special ordered set constraint as in eq. (8.19).

P nl
b

(
δik+1|ξk

)
+MBbk ⪯ Dkrss (1− rtr) +MB1{1:J}

1

γ̄
P nl
b

(
δik+1|ξk

)
≤Mg1T

{1:Ng}x
gt
k +Mb,k, ∀ δik ∈ ∆N , ∀ k ∈ K

(8.18)

1T
{1:J} · bk = 1, ∀ k ∈ K (8.19)

Equation (8.7) is similarly linearized usingAcf andMB as in eqs. (8.20) and (8.21)
where Sb is the system’s base power.

P gt
k +MBbk ⪯

(
P̄ gt −Dg,k · rtr · Sb

)
+MB1{1:J},(

P gt +Dg,k · rtr · Sb
)
+MBbk ⪯ P gt

k +MB1{1:J}

∀ k ∈ K, {(j, g) ∈ J ×Ng | [Acf ]j,g = 1}
(8.20)

P gt
k +MBbk ⪯MB1{1:J},

MBbk ⪯ P gt
k +MB1{1:J},

∀ k ∈ K, {(j, g) ∈ J ×Ng | [Acf ]j,g = 0}
(8.21)

The ESS reserves from eq. (8.6) are reformulated in terms of discharging and
charging power, as in eq. (8.22), where sk is the discharging binary indicator variable.

P dis
k ≤ skP̄

b,

P dis
k ≤ P̄ b − (Db,k · rtr +Mb,k · γ̄) · Sb,

P ch
k ≤ (1− sk)P̄

b,

P ch
k ≤ P̄ b − (Db,k · rtr +Mb,k · γ̄) · Sb, ∀ k ∈ K

(8.22)

The bound derived in eq. (8.9) can be easily integrated to P through the linear
constraints in eq. (8.23), where ν = rssSb

3600Ēb .
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ν (Mb,k +Db,kT ) ≤ min{x̄SoC − xSoCk−1 , x
SoC
k−1 − xSoC , λxSoCk }, ∀ k ∈ K

(8.23)
Equation (8.13) may therefore be expressed as a deterministic MILP ro program

and solved efficiently by the EMS at each time iteration, as F(·) and C(·) can be
expressed as linear combinations of the optimization variables when including the
reformulations proposed in eqs. (8.15) to (8.23).

8.3 SIMULATIONS

The various components of the proposed methodology are demonstrated in this sec-
tion, namely the adaptive uncertainty quantification and the integration of frequency
stability constraints with bounded use of the ESS stored energy in the optimal schedul-
ing. To achieve this goal, the case study of a wind-powered offshore O&G platform
is presented, where a reference operation time period is considered involving both
regions of smooth, low magnitude, and sudden, large net load variations. The effective-
ness of the proposed methodology is then demonstrated with time domain simulations
on the scheduling time scale. The optimization problem is solved with Gurobi 9.1.0 in
a 28 physical core multi-node cluster with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v4 @ 2.60
Hz and 25 GB RAM. The solution time of eq. (8.13) using the proposed formulation is
well below 15 minutes, which is assumed here as the minimum threshold for real-time
power system scheduling.

8.3.1 Capabilities of adaptive uncertainty quantification

A representative example of how the adaptive uncertainty quantification framework
works is illustrated in Figure 8.3, where a case of a sudden APD was selected since
these are the most interesting from a power imbalance perspective. The actual load
values pℓ are presented with the solid black line and the blue cross (pℓt|t) indicates the
time instant at which a probabilistic forecast is issued. As described in section 8.2.2,
the probabilistic forecasts are composed of the expected values Ê[P ℓ

t+k|xr(t)] of
the random variable P ℓ, plotted with solid red line, and the prediction intervals
α̂(x) plotted around them in different shades of green, depending the quantile level
τ = {20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%}, for the whole prediction horizon (k ∈ K). Two
extreme quantile valuesQℓ

τ (xr(t)) (for τ = {5%, 95%}) are plotted with solid green
lines, to illustrate that, as expected, most of the randomly generated sample values
of load δi fall inside those. The random load samples δi are plotted in pink dots and
represent one out of two components used for the net load scenarios. These scenarios
are fed into the optimization problem P through eq. (8.15), being only 100 of them
plotted in figs. 8.3a to 8.3g for the sake of visualization clarity.

The proposed adaptive uncertainty quantification algorithm generates samples
that better describe the size of an APD as a function of time. Observe that the prediction
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(a) t+ k|t0 − 3

(b) t0 − 2 (c) t0 − 1 (d) t0

(e) t0 + 1 (f) t0 + 2 (g) t0 + 3

FIGURE 8.3. Demonstration of adaptive uncertainty quantification by using auto-regressive probabilistic
forecasting for the load time-series. A case for a sudden step-like variation is presented for
consecutive lead times (figs. 8.3a to 8.3g). By updating the estimated prediction intervals it
is possible to capture the sudden load variation and draw samples (purple dots) that span
an appropriate range of values

intervals α̂ and quantilesQℓ
τ adapt to capture the irregular event of the sudden load

increase as the blue cross moves forward in time (i.e., time t is updated from t0 − 3
towards t0 + 3), and a new forecast is issued from pℓt|t for the prediction horizon
t + k|t. Note also that, at the initial time t = t0 − 3 (8.3a), the prediction intervals
are narrow and all the sampled values δi (pink dots) fall close and around the actual
load values. For the following intervals (i.e., t = t0 − 2, . . . , t0 + 3, figs. 8.3b to 8.3g),
however, the uncertainty increases and the prediction intervals α̂ and quantilesQℓ

τ

expand to capture the possibility of an irregular sudden load increase. Observe that
at the intervals prior to the APD, random load samples δi (pink dots) were generated
at higher load values in the prediction horizon and close to the actual step (solid
black line). The deterministic forecast (solid red line) which expresses the expected
predictions (Ê[P ℓ

t+k|xr]), in contrast, fails to capture the variation adequately, because
it is dominated by the inertia of past values (lagged load values in xr(t)), a common
drawback of auto-regressive models.
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8.3.2 Effect of optimal and bounded frequency support from ESS

Todemonstrate the effect of optimally controlling the ESS to provide frequency support
for an isolated APS, a step APD is considered at time t′0 = 2s representing a 0.4 pu
load increase from a sudden motor startup, where a single GT is on in the platform of
the case study. Simulations were run in Matlab/Simulink 2022a using the model given
in eq. (8.1), which do not include delay of actuators. This simplification facilitate the
interpretation of results, not implying, however, any loss of generality.

The results are illustrated in Figure 8.4, where the frequency deviation (solid lines)
and the RoCoF (dashed lines) for two cases are represented. In the first case (grey
lines), the single online GT is the only source of primary frequency control, while, in
the second case (black lines), the ESS supports in this task the GT, which has the same
droop setting as in the previous case. Observe that the system’s response in the first
case violates not only the steady-state frequency bound rss, but also the maximum
allowableRoCoF (γ̄), whereas in the second case, both limits are respected. To respect
the defined bound in the first case, the GT droop setting must be increased, leading
to a larger deviation from the optimal GT operating point, decreased efficiency and
increased fuel consumption and emissions. The same droop setting for the GT, on
the other hand, can be maintained and the rss threshold observed where an optimal
participation of the ESS in the primary frequency control (PFC) has been decided
beforehand by the algorithm using an adaptive droop setting. Note also the compliance
with the RoCoF limit where the ESS provides virtual inertia. To respect this limit
without the ESS supportwould require an additionalGT to be on, affecting significantly
the overall efficiency of the system. The proposed algorithm, in other words, employs
an adaptive droop and virtual inertia scheme, enabling not only the optimal scheduling
of the power system by avoiding having an additional GT on, but also guaranteeing
that the services provided by the ESS to the grid will not cause it to deviate significantly
from its optimal schedule, as the use of stored energy is bounded by eq. (8.23). As a
matter of fact, the calculated energy for frequency support provision by the ESS to
the described disturbance for T (15 minutes) is 0.9179MWh while the bound for
λ = 3% is 0.9369MWh.

8.3.3 Comparative analysis and effect of bounds

To further demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed EMS, a reference operation
period is simulated considering: I) the default EMS that does not integrate any bounds;
II) the version that includes frequency variation bounds but not the energy bounds on
the ESS; and III) the proposed version that includes all of them.

System inertia and damping evolution

The results for all EMS versions are aggregated in Figure 8.5, being the system inertia
and damping evolution depicted in 8.5a and 8.5b along with the net load signal Pnl

b (t)
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FIGURE 8.4. Effect of the optimally calculated participation of the ESS in providing frequency support for
a step load change when only one GT is on. In contrast with the case of non participation of
the ESS to frequency regulation (solid and dashed grey lines), the optimally designed virtual
inertia and damping results in a frequency response (solid black) and Rate of Change of
Frequency (dashed black) that are bounded by their defined limit values

(solid black line), during a reference period of eight hours. No frequency andRoCoF
containment reserves are considered in case I, the droop settings not being optimization
variables and the ESS not contributing with virtual inertia. The system inertiaM(t)
(red line in fig. 8.5a) is therefore just the result of the online GTs based on the optimal
techno-economic scheduling, not having any virtual componentMb(t). Following the
same color notation in both fig. 8.5a and fig. 8.5b, the evolution of the system inertia
and damping is observed, being the contribution of the ESS in case II denoted by the
superscript f (frequency bound) and in case III by f, e (frequency and energy bound).

Two main patterns are evident when observing fig. 8.5a and fig. 8.5b. Firstly, more
inertia and damping are assigned for both cases II and III close to the time instants of
the sudden net load variations (around 14:00 and 18:00 correspondingly). Secondly, the
same inertia and damping are noticed during the relatively constant net load conditions
(between 14:00 and 18:00). This effect demonstrates the adaptive capabilities of the
proposed EMS algorithm to assignmore or less inertia and damping in correspondence
with the anticipated net load variations. The larger the variations expected, the more
secure the system will be by properly deciding its power and energy reserves. Whether
the ESS is not assigned to frequency control, securing the system for possible net
load variations would require additional GTs to be on. This is confirmed in fig. 8.5a
during both sudden net load variations, where M(t) ≤ Mf (t) (green line) and
M(t) ≤ Mf,e(t) (magenta line). Note also that around those instants,Mf

b (t) ≥ 0

(cyan line) andMf,e
b (t) ≥ 0 (blue line), meaning that the additional GT can be avoided

by properly assigning virtual inertia to the ESS. Similar observations are drawn from
fig. 8.5b whereDf

b (t) ≥ 0 (cyan line) andDf,e
b (t) ≥ 0 (blue line) around the sudden

variation instants andDf
b (t) = 0 andDf,e

b (t) = 0 for the rest period.
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(a) Total system inertia.
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(b) Total system damping.

FIGURE 8.5. Trajectories of the optimally designed system inertia (top) and damping (bottom) and
optimal split between primary control provision by the GTs and the ESS for different bounds
considerations. The simulated results are plotted against the net load signal (solid black)
for a case where sudden step-like variations occur

Note that the effect of the energy bounds on the ESS are stronger in the damping
terms than in the inertia. Figure 8.5a shows that the signalsMf

b (t) andM
f,e
b (t) are

almost identical for thewhole time period, whereas fig. 8.5b depicts that supDf,e
b (t) ≤

supDf
b (t). This means that the peak contribution of the ESS for case III is smaller

than the one for case II. It is indeed possible to observe thatDf,e
b (t) is almost always

less thanDf
b (t), further demonstrating that version III is more cautious not to overuse

the PFC of the ESS.
The comparison of the different methods (I, II, III) is also quantified through the

cumulative results of the specified key performance indicators in Table 8.1. Including
bounds on the EMS results in slightly higher fuel consumption and operating costs,
which is primarily attributed to higher cumulative operational hours of the GTs. This
is in agreement with the results presented in Figure 8.5, as securing the system against
possible disturbances may be associated with increased inertia requirements. It is also
noteworthy in Table 8.1 that the incremental cost for including bounds on the use of
ESS stored energy (III) compared to case II is negligible, meaning that the optimal GT
scheduling is almost unaffected by the inclusion of energy bounds in the ESS. The
main difference is that the resulting optimal GT trajectory for II is associated with one
fewer GT startup compared to III and slightly lower ESS cycling, reflected in the lower
degradation, which is, however, almost equal in cases I and III.

State of charge evolution and energy bounds effect

An additional comparison demonstrating the additional benefits coming from method
III over method II is illustrated in Figure 8.6. The resulting xSoC(t) signals from the
application of II and III are depicted in fig. 8.6a and fig. 8.6b correspondingly. Notice
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(a) Without bounds on the energy deviation.
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(b) With bounds on the energy deviation.

FIGURE 8.6. State of charge trajectories from the optimal scheduling and primary control design of the
ESS, during the simulation period, for the cases of not including bounds on the resulting
energy deviation from the participation in PFC (top) and the one when including the bounds
(bottom)

that bothmethods respect the upper and lowerSoC limits, as originally designed in the
default method I. Both trajectories seem to follow similar patterns, i.e., initial discharge
until k = 9, smooth re-bouncing and discharge until k = 25, and charging until the
end. There are, however, small but important differences, those being clearly depicted
in the two zoomed in areas (k = 11 − 15 and k = 27 − 29), where the maximum
allowed energy deviation∆Eb(t) from the frequency support offered by the ESS is
illustrated with red error bars and the calculated upper bound ∆̂Eb is illustrated with
green error bars. It is evident that, for case II, there would be requirements for the ESS
that could cause it to violate the upper bound ∆̂Eb > ∆Eb(t) at k = 11, 14, 27, 29,
while the method in III controlled the ESS in a way that ∆̂Eb ≤ ∆Eb(t) is guaranteed
for the whole period.

TABLE 8.1. Performance comparison for the whole simulation period

Performance indicator Method
I II III

fuel consumption (ON GTs) [kg] 29,695 29,929 30,131
fuel costs (ON GTs) [e] 8,846 8,916 8,976
GTs ON time [Ng × T ] 27 31 31
GTs startup times [-] 5 4 5
ESS degradation [%] 0.164 0.148 0.165
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8.4 CONCLUSIONS

Achieving optimal energy management in isolated power systems with energy storage
and sudden load variations cannot be decoupled from ensuring their secure and robust
operation, especially under the presence of intermittent renewable power sources.
Even though decisions related to techno-economical operation are conventionally
taken in a discrete-time, those will inevitably affect the system’s stability in its con-
tinuous operation and vice versa. To address this problem, this article proposed an
energy management algorithm capable of integrating both higher time scale economic
objectives and lower time scale stability constraints under adaptive uncertainty con-
siderations. Additional constraints regarding the optimal use of the energy storage
for providing flexibility and frequency support with bounded interaction between
both services were proposed. A MILP formulation was derived and validated through
time-domain simulations for an isolated offshore O&G platform integrating wind
power. The results indicated that, under the proposed adaptive uncertainty framework,
optimal decisions with dynamic frequency stability guarantees could be achieved and
secured the system under an adaptive assessment of possible active power perturba-
tions. This also reduced the conservatism from setting fixed damping and inertia
requirements based on the expected worst-case and allowed better scheduling and
operation of the GTs for longer periods. At the same time, the optimal sharing of
primary frequency control contribution from conventional generators and the energy
storage was found, while ensuring a tolerable impact on the storage optimal state of
charge schedule and a negligible impact on the rest of energy management objectives.

The presented method targeted a small scale APSs (an isolated offshore O&G
platform), but the formulation is based on general principles and can potentially be
applied to BPSs, where enough computational resources and proper assumptions
(e.g., aggregation of regions/generator groups) are applied to solve the optimization
problem within the scheduling period (i.e., 15 min.). Remark that, while possible
configurations grow exponentially with the number of generators, a strong MILP
structure is preserved in the proposed method, allowing an efficient solution to the
resulting optimization problem. A topic for future research therefore may be verifying
the applicability of the suggested algorithm to regional dispatch centers that can operate
autonomously. From this perspective, practical implementation in BPS also demands a
standard framework for real-time command and telemetry of frequency reserves from
the dispatch center to local primary controllers, which not only is a topic for future
research but also should be addressed by regulatory and standardization bodies.
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CHAPTER 9

Conclusion

The following chapter summarizes the conclusions drawn from the work in this thesis
and proposes directions for future research.

9.1 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The effort toward dealing with climate change, one of the major open challenges of our
times, is arguably associated with re-designing the future power systems that will serve
the needs of our constantly expanding societies, aiming for sustainable development.
Such an effort cannot neglect the particular case of isolated systems, whether those are
formed by natural geographical isolation (e.g., distant island or mountain communities)
or arise from specialized requirements of industrial applications (i.e., offshore activities).
Additional challenges emerge from the latter cases, when trying to meet a demand that
can be highly variable and intermittent, and asmuch as possible, exploiting clean energy
resources. Throughout this thesis, the focus was shed on identifying such challenges
and exploring relevant potential technological solutions, considering the particular
case example of wind-powered offshore O&G platforms. Despite this case being
considered the main example, the scientific concepts investigated and the proposed
methods can easily be transferred to other types of isolated power systems sharing
common features.

From the results presented in the previous chapters, it is deduced that O&G plat-
forms that integrate renewable energy can benefit from further integration of properly
designed energy storage in multiple ways and time scales. In fact, from Chapter 3 it
can be deduced that a proper combination of wind power penetration (according to
the platform’s peak demand) and properly sized BESS could replace the use of a GT,
leading in turn to economic and environmental benefits compared to a case without
energy storage. However, there might be cases where the incremental benefits of
storage do not justify its investment cost. In addition, properly/accurately quantifying
the potential benefits from such an investment decision means that an accurate and
adequate uncertainty description is considered. Chapter 4 demonstrates that not only
the BESS sizing decision highly depends on how uncertainties from various sources
are combined, when the operational stage is included in the decision-making process,
but also that data-driven methods are necessary to generalize and better capture such
combined uncertainties (compared to the use of pure historical data). If such a sizing
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methodology is followed (as proposed), it reveals that despite the “expected” benefits
associated with the integration of energy store, there might be cases where the limited
available resources of the isolated system do not favor storing energy, and therefore,
the risk of worst-cases combinations cannot be mitigated through the storage sizing
decision. Notably, the latter highly depends on the time frame of the sizing and the op-
erational horizon specified in the relevant optimization problems, factors that remain
open for further investigation.

The environmental and economical benefits resulting from the introduction of
a BESS in an O&G platform’s power generation equipment vary depending on the
energy management algorithm implemented. In particular, greater benefits are to be
expected during the system’s operation when uncertainty is integrated into the control
decisions for the various assets (i.e., power generators, dumping loads, and the ESS
itself) implementing the preferred management strategy. The proposed algorithm
described in Chapter 5 is therefore capable of improving the anticipated benefits in
terms of operational cost savingswith respect to a state-of-the-art EMS.When properly
using past information from the system’s power demand and RES power generation, a
better description of the very short-term future uncertainties can be obtained, making
it possible to anticipate sudden variations and irregular events without any prior
knowledge of the future. This can eventually result in improving fuel consumption
and the switching of the GTs (on/off), which is directly translated to reduced emissions
and GT wear and tear during system operation.

Besides the expected techno-economical benefits eventuating from the integra-
tion of a BESS, the electric system of isolated wind-powered O&G platforms can be
benefited in terms of real-time power balancing and grid support functionalities. As
demonstrated in Chapter 6, using available historical data (system level aggregation),
appropriate combinations of energy storage requirements and control actions can be
found to support the regulation of the local grid’s frequency. Risk-dependent guide-
lines can be created/instructed as a decision support tool providing energy storage
power specifications and control laws with embedded anti-saturation characteristics,
that will improve the dynamic characteristics of the O&G power system. In fact, such
ancillary services can be provided by the BESS on top of its optimal reference tracking
capabilities, even with partial system information. Chapter 7 shows that the optimal
reference trajectory (as instructed from the EMS of Chapter 5) can be followed along
with the provision of frequency support under uncertain disturbances and system
dynamics (following the uncertainty description from Chapter 6), making the BESS
multifunctional and further exploiting it in multiple time scales. This can be achieved
by using the MPC framework. Interestingly, the performance of such controllers
highly depends on the control law parametrization and the user-defined objective
prioritization. It is also remarkable that considering uncertainty in the control design
(i.e., stochastic MPC) will not always lead to smaller constraint violation probability
when compared to a deterministic MPC. Again, this highly depends on the control law
parametrization, with the open loop optimal policy and the affine disturbance feedback
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being the ones associated with the best performance and constraint satisfaction, in the
probabilistic sense.

From a different perspective, even though evident that techno-economical benefits
are to be expected if there is the possibility of switching the operation of GTs (on/off),
from the systems security point of view, such decisions may not only threaten the
system but even be infeasible in practice. In addition, using the ESS to provide virtual
inertia and damping characteristics in cooperation with the operating GTs units may
affect its ability to track the optimal reference (i.e., as instructed by the EMS). Such
challenges are addressed under the algorithm proposed in Chapter 8, taking advantage
of the data-driven adaptive uncertainty quantification module and the EMS from
Chapter 5. Therefore, it becomes possible to coordinate the frequency response of
the GTs and ESS units in real time by using adaptive control, and ensuring that the
frequency will be contained inside the allowable range, under almost all possible very
short-term future net load variations, within a predefined risk acceptance level. This
capability has the potential to overcome problems related to the applicability of techno-
economically optimal scheduling decisions, which most of the time are overwritten
from sub-optimal solutions that only guarantee system stability. In addition, it is
demonstrated that besides combining the optimal scheduling with the system’s stability
requirements, it will be guaranteed that the ESS will follow its predefined optimal
trajectory with only a bounded and preselected deviation from it.

9.2 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Some potential directions for future research, stemming from the work presented in
this thesis, are summarized in the following:

9.2.1 Related to Chapter 4

As discussed above, one of the main challenges for ESS sizing in isolated power systems
is due to the fact that there exist several individual sources of uncertainty (i.e., various
types of RES and load patterns) with particular characteristics that, however, affect the
system in a combined way.

Appending the uncertainty space dimensionality with more types of RES and
initial conditions parameters

Thus, a potential extension of the work presented in Chapter 4 could involve further
investigation of the developed methodology but with the introduction of additional
uncertainty sources (i.e., different RES types) and the inclusion of the SoC initial
condition as an uncertain parameter (additional dimension in the uncertainty space).
This would be an important step toward the generalization of the methodology, and a
potential approach to deal with the open problem of the time-frame dependency of
the storage sizing problem.
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Data-driven scenario generation methods for so with implicit statistical stabil-
ity characteristics

In addition, new sg methods for solving the ESS sizing problem incorporating the
uncertainty of the operational stage are needed. The main criterion for such methods
should be their potential to achieve solutions that are as independent as possible to
the particular scenario realizations that are considered when solving the problem. In
other words, they should provide efficient methods that reduce the dispersion of the
optimal solutions obtained when solving the optimization problem under uncertainty.
For that, modern machine learning algorithms (i.e., GANs) could be employed for the
task of directly learning the “important” scenarios of combined uncertainty that result
in statistically stable solutions of the sizing problem, thus eliminating the need for
iterative procedures and repetitive sg until statistical stability is achieved.

9.2.2 Related to Chapter 5

Optimal EMS for isolated power systems with learning-based system stability
constraints

Many issues in the optimal management of isolated power systems arise from the lower
time scale dynamic security requirements of such grids, with the most important being
the ones of frequency and voltage stability. Therefore, even though the cost-optimal
high-level (higher time scale) operation of the energy system can be instructed by
properly designed EMSs (see Chapter 5), the resiliency of the power system in the
smaller time scale is not always guaranteed. For that to be achieved, the optimization
problem defined and solved at the EMS level should also include low-level operational
constraints. However, one of the main challenges related to that is the lack of general
and accurate closed formexpressions ensuring the system’s security and stability. Those
are typically case specific, depend on the type andmodelling detail of the power system,
and are hard to be integrated into linear programming/integer linear programming
routines, due to the non-linearities associated with the power system operation. An
alternative to that is the adoption of statistical and machine learning methods to infer
such constraints from high fidelity models. Basically, those could be used as tunable
data generation mechanisms, providing the training samples to be used not only for
the learning of the main system dynamics but also for the development of data-driven
security criteria, which will be eventually translated into constraints for the optimal
EMS problem.

9.2.3 Related to Chapter 7

Distributionally Robust Model Predictive Control of isolated power systems in-
tegrating energy storage

A recent development in the field of optimization has brought to light the Distribu-
tionally Robust Optimization (DRO) method, which combines principles from both
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so and ro but has not been extensively studied for control applications (i.e., MPC). A
potential direction could therefore be the development of a Distributionally Robust
Model Predictive Controller (DRMPC) for an isolated industrial power system ap-
plication and its comparison to alternatives approaches such as the SMPC versions
presented in Chapter 7. The DRMPC ambiguity sets can be constructed by inferring
the distributions of theRV s, implementing sg methodologies that can effectively and
systematically generalize the uncertainty of the problem, without using parametric/ar-
bitrary probability functions. Then, efficient solution methods should be investigated
for the computationally efficient implementation of such controllers.

9.2.4 Related to Chapter 8

Tight constraints for the SoC management in frequency-constrained EMS and
nonlinear system dynamics

A natural extension of the algorithm presented in Chapter 8 is related to finding tighter
and less conservative constraints for incorporating the SoC trajectory evolution into
the optimal EMS problem when the latter provides a frequency response (both inertial
and primary). This problem is directly connected with the approximation of the
non-linear dynamics of isolated systems under large active power variations where
finding an analytical solution can be extremely tedious. An alternative would be to use
suitable statistical/machine learning methods that can predict the dynamic response
of such non-linear systems but are also simple enough to be easily included in MILP
formulations of the EMS problem.

F





APPENDIX A

Supplementary information for Chapter 4

A.1 EXPLANATION AND VISUALIZATION OF SCENARIO GENERATION METHODS

The purpose of this section is to explain the various sg methodologies/techniques and
how they compare to the one proposed in Chapter 4. Each technique is presented
separately and explained from the perspective of the technical optimization problem
under consideration, that is, the techno-economic sizing of ESS for an isolated power
system under uncertain load consumption and power generation.

A.1.1 Datasets

First the available historical datasetsDℓ,Dw (|Dℓ| = |Dw|) of the two random vari-
ables (load consumption) ξℓ and ξw (wind power), respectively, are presented in Figure
A.1. In fig. A.1a, we observe the load profiles (patterns) and in fig. A.1b, the wind
power profiles. We refer to the dataset containing both the load and wind profiles asD.
The task is to create a reduced datasetΩs with specified cardinality (|Ω∗

s|), containing
both load and wind power profiles, to solve the stochastic optimization problem and
monitor the statistical stability of the objective value statistic. In other words, datasets
Ds will serve as the reduced scenario setsΩs that are required to estimate F̂ ∗(x; Ωs)
and corresponding confidence intervals to examine the consistency of the estimated
value. For that, the summary statistics including Range, IQR, standard deviation defined
as

Rg(F̂ ∗) = sup{F̂ ∗(x; Ωm
s )} − inf{F̂ ∗(x; Ωm

s )}, m = 1, . . . ,M (1)

IQR = CDF−1

F̂ ∗ (0.75)− CDF−1

F̂ ∗ (0.25) (2)

s(F̂ ∗) =

√
V ar

(
F̂ ∗
)

(3)

respectively, are calculated using bootstrap resampling based on each of the following
methods. In the above, each sample of scenarios setΩm

s leads to the estimator F̂ ∗ and
with the resampling method, we estimate its cumulative distribution asCDFF̂ ∗ .

A.1.2 “Data”

The first approach (named Data) consists of the naive random selection fromD where
each sample is an exact element of that set. This means that each sample consists of
load and wind profiles observed on the same day. This simple approach has often

A-1
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FIGURE A.1. Historical datasets

been adopted in creating reduced subsets Dr . Such an approach suffers from the
generalization issue since the observed datasetD is just a marginalization of the true
underlying probability of combinations of load andwind power profiles. This sampling
process is described as

Dr,m = {ξ̂s ∀ s = 1, . . . , |Ω∗
s| : ωs ∼ U{1, |Dℓ|},

ξℓ(ωs) ∈ Dℓ, ξw(ωs) ∈ Dw}, ∀ m = 1, . . . ,M
(4)

That means that at each sampling instant s, a scenario ξ̂s will be created to populate
the reduced subsetDr,m such that if a particular load profile ξℓ(ωs) is selected from
the initial load profiles datasetDℓ, then the corresponding wind power profile with
the same index ξw(ωs) should be selected from its original datasetDw . This whole
procedure is repeatedM times to create the required statistics. This process is also
illustrated in Figure A.2 where there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
colors in fig. A.2a and fig. A.2b, meaning that the red profiles share the same index
ω1, the green profiles the same index ω2, the blue profiles the same index ω3, and so
on. Each profile is considered to be equiprobable in its set and profiles are mutually
independent among them, meaning that the probability of each scenario is

πs(ξ̂s) =

1
|Dℓ|

1
|Dw|∑

s

1

|Dℓ|
1

|Dw|

=
1

|Ω∗
s| (5)

since |Dℓ| = |Dw|.
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FIGURE A.2. Profiles selection with sg method: Data

A.1.3 “Random”

A similar approach, but without restricting that a particular combination of load and
wind power profiles should happen only as was observed, is replicated throughmethod
Random. This is described similarly with eq. (4) as

Dr,m = {ξ̂s ∀ s = 1, . . . , |Ω∗
s| : ωℓ

s ∼ U{1, |Dℓ|}, ωw
s ∼ U{1, |Dw|},

ξℓ(ωℓ
s) ∈ Dℓ, ξw(ωw

s ) ∈ Dw}, ∀ m = 1, . . . ,M
(6)

As evident from eq. (6), now indices ωℓ
s and ωw

s are different in general, meaning that
the wind power profiles can be combined with load profiles of different days than the
ones observed. This is replicated in Figure A.3 where the color convention follows
Figure A.2. Thus, now during the sampling procedure, red, green, and blue profiles do
not share the same index among the two datasetsDℓ andDw . The probabilities of the
equiprobable scenarios are given again as eq. (5). Both Data and Randommethods rely
on random resampling of the original datasets, and therefore, there are no guarantees
that with the specified |Ω∗

s| the true variance of the datasets is replicated into the SP
problem. This is also the reason for the increased variance noticed in Figure 4.5, where
its samplem results in different values for the objective function.

S

A.1.4 Fast Forward Selection (FFS)

A more structured way to create reduced subsets instead of just randomly picking
some of them is to use a scenario reduction technique. One of the most popular and
commonly used methods to optimally reduce scenarios is the heuristic FFS technique,
explained inChapter 2. The third samplingmethodology, FFS, makes use of this process
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FIGURE A.3. Profiles selection with sg method: Random

to reduce the original datasetsDℓ andDw to the specified cardinality |Ω∗
s| and then

randomly combine profiles to generate scenarios. This is described as

Dℓ
r = FFS(Dℓ), Dw

r = FFS(Dw)

Dr,m = {ξ̂s ∀ s = 1, . . . , |Ω∗
s| : ωℓ

s ∼ U{1, |Dℓ
r|}, ωw

s ∼ U{1, |Dw
r |},

ξℓ(ωℓ
s) ∈ Dℓ

r, ξ
w(ωw

s ) ∈ Dw
r }, ∀ m = 1, . . . ,M

(7)

where FFS(·) is the operation of applying the FFS algorithm. This means that, after
each set of profiles has been optimally reduced and the probabilities of the discarded
scenarios have been reassigned to the ones of the preserved, then the setsDℓ andDw

are bootstrapped to generate the estimator (objective value) statistics. This process is
illustrated in Figure A.4. FirstDℓ andDw are populated (blue profiles are the preserved
ones from the scenario reduction for load in fig. A.4a and wind power in fig. A.4b)
and then those are randomly sampled (figs. A.4c and A.4d), where red, green, and blue
profiles correspond to different indices. The probability of each scenario is then given
as

πs(ξ̂s) =
πffss (ξℓ(ωℓ

s))π
ffs
s (ξw(ωw

s ))∑
s

πffss (ξℓ(ωℓ
s))π

ffs
s (ξw(ωw

s ))
(8)

whereπffss (·) denotes the probability of the preserved profile s after the redistribution
from FFS. The denominator of eq. (8) is just the normalization constant for combining
probabilities of load and wind power profiles. As is observed from fig. A.4a, the FFS
method fails to capture the variation of the whole dataset, since it tends to preserve
only the “average” scenarios, therefore creating a high bias to the result. The same
applies to wind (fig. A.4b) where cases of larger wind power drops are not captured by
the scenario technique. This bias is also reflected in the results of Figure 4.5, where
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FIGURE A.4. Profiles selection with sg method: FFS

the median value of the objective function is relatively higher compared to the other
methods.

A.1.5 H-cl

Another possibility to capture more of the variance of the original dataset is to perform
scenario reduction by clustering techniques. Those are basically unsupervised learning
algorithmsused for pattern recognition by data partitioning around some central values.
In this case, one of the most common types of clustering algorithms, the Agglomerative
Hierarchical Clustering approach, was adopted to perform clustering onDℓ andDw .
The centers of the clusters defining the representative profile of each cluster were
found based on Ward’s minimum variance method and using the Euclidean metric by
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minimizing the following linkage distance between clustersCi andCj

∆(Ci, Cj) =

√
|Ci||Cj |

|Ci|+ |Cj |
∥∥µCi − µCj

∥∥
2

(9)

where µCi , µCj are the centroids of clustersCi, Cj , respectively defined as

µCi =
1

|Ci|

|Ci|∑
k

µCik
(10)

The above is a recursive bottom-up procedure where each sample starts as a single
own cluster and each time the union of clusters that minimizes the variance compared
to the original clusters is found. This results in a dendrogram where different layers
of connectivity are achieved. Those dendrograms with the respective centroids are
illustrated in figs. A.5a and A.5c for load and in figs. A.5b and A.5d for wind power,
respectively, for the case of |Ωs| = 10 (for visualization). Eventually, datasetsDℓ and
Dw are partitioned in |Ω∗

s| clusters each and the corresponding reduced subsetsDℓ
r

andDw
r are found as

Dℓ
r = {µℓ1, . . . , µℓ|Ω∗

s |}, D
w
r = {µw1 , . . . , µw|Ω∗

s |}

Dr,m = {ξ̂s ∀ s = 1, . . . , |Ω∗
s| : ωℓ

s ∼ U{1, |Dℓ
r|}, ωw

s ∼ U{1, |Dw
r |},

ξℓ(ωℓ
s) ∈ Dℓ

r, ξ
w(ωw

s ) ∈ Dw
r }, ∀ m = 1, . . . ,M

(11)

where the probability of each scenario ξ̂s is calculated based on the centroid probabili-
ties as

πs(ξ̂s) =
π(µℓs)π(µ

w
s )∑

s

π(µℓs)π(µ
w
s )

=

|Cℓ
s|

|Dℓ|
|Cw

s |
|Dw|∑

s

|Cℓ
s|

|Dℓ|
|Cw

s |
|Dw|

(12)

where µℓs, Cℓ
s, |Cℓ

s| and µws , Cw
s , |Cw

s | are the centroids, their corresponding cluster
and its size for load and wind power, respectively. The centroids are presented in
figs. A.6a and A.6b with blue, and three random samples from them are presented with
red, green, and blue profiles in figs. A.6c and A.6d.
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(a) load (b) wind power
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FIGURE A.5. Dendrograms and clustered profiles using HAC
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FIGURE A.6. Profiles selection with sg method: H-cl

As it is evident from Figure A.6, even though the variances of Dℓ and Dw are
well captured by the cluster centroids, the combinations of a load and wind power
profiles are still random. This means that since the centroids are weighted by the size of
their own cluster, the combinations that will have the largest (and correspondingly the
smallest) probabilities will depend on the random draw because of the multiplicative
effect. In other words, in a first draw, a particular combination will dominate the
solution of the problem (resulting in a specific objective value) and in a second draw
probably a different combination will dominate, resulting in a different objective value.
This fact also justifies the resulting high variance of F̂ ∗ in Figure 4.5.

A.1.6 “SetCorr”

An alternative method comprises generating reduced subsets based on the load and
wind power historical correlation. Despite the important related discussion in Chap-
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ter 4, for the sake of a complete comparative analysis, we assume that this particular
correlation value ρ̄ is determined based on history for the specific case study and
location, and we select it to generate scenarios that follow this correlation. For that
value, we selected ρ̄ = 0.28 based on one of the most cited analyses in relevant studies.
The process relies on the proposed random profile generation method described in
Subsection A.1.3 with the following modifications. The linear (Pearson) correlation
between the generated profiles ξ̃ℓ, ξ̃w is estimated as

ρ(ξ̃ℓ(ωs), ξ̃
w(ωs)) =

T∑
t

(
ξ̃ℓt (ωs)−

1

T

T∑
t

ξ̃ℓt (ωs)

)(
ξ̃wt (ωs)−

1

T

T∑
t

ξ̃wt (ωs)

)
√√√√ T∑

t

(
ξ̃ℓt (ωs)−

1

T

T∑
t

ξ̃ℓt (ωs)

)2 T∑
t

(
ξ̃wt (ωs)−

1

T

T∑
t

ξ̃wt (ωs)

)2

(13)

Then, the combinations are ranked based on their absolute distance with the nominal
correlation |ρ(ξ̃ℓ(ωs), ξ̃

w(ωs))− ρ̄| and the subsetDr is populated with the first |Ω∗
s|

combinations (i.e., scenarios ξ̂(ωs) = [ξ̃ℓ(ωs), ξ̃
w(ωs)]

T ) as

Dρ
r = {ξ̂s ∀ s = 1, . . . , |Ω∗

s| :
|ρ(ξ̃ℓ(ω1), ξ̃

w(ω1))− ρ̄| ≤ . . . ≤ |ρ(ξ̃ℓ(ω|Ω∗
s |), ξ̃

w(ω|Ω∗
s |))− ρ̄| }

(14)

To prioritize the combinations with correlation values close to ρ̄ and penalize the rest,
we weigh each combination by

ws =
1

|ρ(ξ̃ℓ(ωs), ξ̃w(ωs))− ρ̄|
(15)

Eventually, the probability of each combination is calculated as

πs(ξ̂s) =
ws∑
s

ws (16)

The above process is repeated form = 1, . . . ,M times (similarly to the previousmeth-
ods), and corresponding setsDρ

r,m are generated to solve the optimization problem
eq. (4.16) and get the objective value statistics. The sampling procedure is illustrated in
Figure A.7 for two differentm values. The colors correspond to each other, meaning
that red is the combination of load (figs. A.7a and A.7c) and wind power (figs. A.7b
and A.7d) with rank closest to the specified rank ρ̄, green is the second best, blue the
third, and so on. Note that all of these combinations have correlation values extremely
close to ρ̄. Nevertheless, evidently, we can achieve the same correlation values with
completely different profile shapes (comparem = 1, 2), meaning that the solution
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to the optimization problem would be significantly different. That also justifies the
variance of method SetCorr in Figure 4.5 and further reinforces the fact that a correla-
tion coefficient alone does not guarantee statistical stability to the solution of problem
eq. (4.16).
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FIGURE A.7. Profiles selection with sg method: SetCorr
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Supplementary information for Chapter 5

B.1 EFFECT OF DEGRADATION WEIGHTING ON THE ESS CYCLING

It is evident from Figure 5.9 to Figure 5.14 that the BESS experiences rapid charge/dis-
charge variations during the simulated operating period for both DMPC and SMPC
methods, which may negatively effect its lifetime. We note, though, that the resulting
SoC trajectories are actually sequences of optimal SoC points that come as solutions
of an optimization procedure that embeds considerations about battery degradation
from cycling. Thus the formulation of the optimization problem accounts for such
concerns by design (and if an operator is even more worried than we are, they may
just change the parameters of the cost function so to penalize rapid variations even
more). In addition, the solution of the resulting MILP problems is performed with
one of the best commercially available MILP solvers (Gurobi) and tight termination
criteria were set for the optimality gap (difference between UB and LB of the solution,
with a relative gap tolerance <=0.5%). So, the optimality of the solutions we obtain is
guaranteed to the defined accuracy level.

To comment on the results presented in Chapter 5, the oscillatory behavior is
a result of the controller trying to optimally coordinate the operating point of the
GT, how many of them should be on, and how much the battery should be used.
This behavior is present in both the deterministic version (DMPC) and the proposed
stochastic one (SMPC). Under the assumption that the minimum required startup time
of the GT is 15 minutes, then the optimal solution alternates between one and two
GTs being on, which, in turn, results in the battery rapid charging/discharging to bring
the GTs loading as close as possible to the maximum efficiency operating points.

Nevertheless, again we highlight that this behavior highly depends on what we
choose to penalize more. In our basic setup, the battery degradation is penalized by
the percentage lost capacity from cycling and its investment cost (as is commonly done
in other studies in the literature). However, our proposed method is flexible enough to
accept the user’s preferences regarding on how to prioritize the multiple objectives.
We demonstrate this by defining the extra weighing factor wdg that scales the term
related to the battery degradation (in the objective function). So, we have considered
and simulated three characteristic cases:

• wdg = 0: no battery degradation is considered among the objectives;

• wdg = 1: normal battery degradation (standard case);

A-11
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• wdg = 1000: battery degradation is highly penalized relative to the rest of the
objectives.

The results of the simulations are summarized in the following figures. As we can
observe there, both methods, i.e. DMPC and the proposed SMPC, present similar
behaviors for the different weight values. Whenwdg = 0 the state of charge is highly
volatile in both methods and this results in more cycles and rapid charges/discharges.
Whenwdg = 1 (the default case), again we notice oscillations, but these are mostly after
the step of the net load and their amplitude is reduced compared to the no degradation
case. Finally, whenwdg = 1, 000, we observe that the optimal control action defines
a single big cycle (discharge/charge) for both methods (DMPC and SMPC) and no
significant oscillations are observed.

(a) DMPC

(b) SMPC

FIGURE B.1. Effect of degradation weighting on the cycling behavior of the BESS
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Supplementary information for Chapter 6

C.1 WIND SPEED DATA GENERATION MECHANISM

Besides the load deviations profiles, the second source of variability is the wind power
generation mechanism. To model realistic wind power generation profiles, that will
in turn result in a more realistic∆ set, we considered wind speed measurements vm
(sampling period 1 min) collected from the location of the offshore wind farm and
adjusted to the wind turbines hub height. For completeness, we note that we used a
Kaimal filter [1] to model the smaller time scale turbulence related phenomena. This
was performed after the Normal Turbulence Model [2] as

ṽ(t) = HK(s)WN(0, 1) =

vm√
2Ltσ1

0.0182
(
vm
Lt

)2
s2 + 1.3653vm

Lt
s+ 0.9846

1.3463
(
vm
Lt

)2
s2 + 3.7593vm

Lt
s+ 1

WN(0, 1)
(17)

whereWN(0, 1) is a white noise signal with zero mean and unit standard deviation,
σ1 = Iref (0.75vm + 5.6) with parameters tuned for the specific offshore location.

The wind power production profiles acquired in this way were then used to popu-
late the δi set using the simplified power curve of the specific wind turbine model and
the actual wind speed v(t) = ṽ(t) + vm(t) as

PW (v(t, δi)) =


0, v(t, δi) ≤ vin

NwtP
n
wt

(
v(t,δi)
vn

)3
, vin ≤ v(t, δi) ≤ vn

NwtP
n
wt, vn ≤ v(t, δi) < voff

0, voff ≤ v(t, δi)

∀ δi ∈ ∆ and t = 0, . . . , th

(18)

where vin is the cut-in wind speed; vn is the nominal wind speed; voff is the cut-off
wind speed; Pn

wt is the nominal power of each wind turbine; andNwt is the number of
wind turbines in the considered wind farm. Considering the commonly used typical
dynamics of a wind turbine [3], all the considerations above lead to electrical wind
power that is injected into the power system to be equal to

PWF (v(δi)) =
PW (v(δi))

sTw + 1
∀ δi ∈ ∆ . (19)

A-13
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C.2 FREQUENCY RESPONSE

It is interesting then to visualize the effect of choosing different u designs on the
impulse/step responses of the open and closed loop systems. The results, summarized
in Figure C.1, reveal that decreasing u leads to higher peak response value to the
impulsive disturbance, meaning that the nadir value of frequency deviation is increased.
However, for all control designs, the nadir is better compared to the open loop system
Sd(z). This effect is directly associated with the inertia of the system, meaning that
the proposed controllers can effectively use the storage system to provide additional
(virtual) inertia to the isolated system. In addition, we observe that by increasing the
saturation levelu, we obtain lowerRoCoF , which is also an indication of the increased
damping capability of the closed loop system.

(a) impulse response (b) step response

FIGURE C.1. Frequency response improvement for various ESS sizes and control laws for an isolated
O&G grid
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